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https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/
Figure 100. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Still from video (120 min.).
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/
Figure 101. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Two-channel video installation
at eponymous exhibition at the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Backyard
projection 120 min with two red yarn roll as on-site sculptures.
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/
Figure 102. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of head-mounted
camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 103. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of medium shot of
Martínez’s upper body in the front yard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still
from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 104. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of medium shot of
Martínez’s upper body in the backyard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still
from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 105. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of wide shot of Martínez
in the front yard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia
Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 106. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of wide shot of Martínez
in the backyard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia
Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 107. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the roll in the front yard, recorded with a head -mounted camera.
Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 108. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the roll in the backyard, recorded with a head -mounted camera.
Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 109. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
undoing a knot in the front yard installation, recorded with a head -mounted camera.
Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 110. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
undoing a knot in the backyard installation, recorded with a head -mounted camera.
Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 111. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the roll from between leaves, recorded with a head-mounted
camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 112. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the roll while going around a plant, sequence recorded with a
head-mounted camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of
the artist
Figure 113. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
detangling yarn from a plant, sequence recorded with a head-mounted camera. Video
still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 114. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
disentangling yarn from a chair, sequence recorded with a head-mounted camera.
Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 115. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot captured by
Martínez’s head-mounted camera showing an unfocused image. Video still from
DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 116. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Wool yarn, 47 x 12 x 12 cm.
Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo
Amparo, 2016), 25
Figure 117. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez unraveling
the first knot. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 118. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Over-the-shoulder shot of
Martínez spooling yarn onto the roll. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner
Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 119. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 120. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 121. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 122. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez spooling
yarn while his head-mounted camera shows the yarn’s many paths and the front yard
installation dimensions. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy
of the artist
Figure 123. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez undoing a
knot tied to a nail hammered to the wall in the front yard. Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 124. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of the installation hung
on the garden’s parapet. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy
of the artist
Figure 125. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez bending to
walk under the installation. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive,
courtesy of the artist
Figure 126. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Video still from DVD.
The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 127. Piet Mondrian, Composition A, 1920. Oil on canvas. 35.4 x 35.8 in. (90 x 91 cm)
Figure 128. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez untangling
yarn from a nail hammered into the wall. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner
Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 129. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of installation section
going through a plant. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of
the artist
Figure 130. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez holding the
roll while undoing a knot in the installation. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner
Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 131. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 132. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez spooling
yarn between the leaves of an agave plant. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner
Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 133. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of the yarn roll growing
bigger in Martínez’s hands. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive,
courtesy of the artist
Figure 134. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist.
Figure 135. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 136. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 137. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 138. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 139. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 140. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 141. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Martínez’s long shot from his
head-mounted camera revealing a confusing space without clear beginning or end.
Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 142. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 143. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 144. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist.
Figure 145. Jackson Pollock, One: Number 31, 1950. Oil and enamel paint on canvas, 2.7 x
5.3 m
Figure 146. Installation view of exhibition First Papers of Surrealism showing string
installation, 1942. Gelatin silver print by John D. Schiff. Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Library and Archives, Gift of Jacqueline, Paul, and Peter Matisse in memory of their
mother Alexina Duchamp, 13-1972-9 (303). Courtesy of the Leo Baeck Institute, New
York. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla:
Museo Amparo, 2016), 47
Figure 147. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 148. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 149. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 150. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 151. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 152. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 153. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 154. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist.
Figure 155. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
Figure 156. Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Introduction
In the catalogue text for an exhibition of works by Silvia Gruner (born in 1959), Silvia
Gruner: Installations, Drawings, Video (1990), the curator Flávia González Rossetti opines
that her pieces operate as “an act ritual of transcendence and permanence, in which notions of
time . . . acquire a specific and polysemic value that emerges from every component.” 1
Rossetti underscores in this early writing Gruner’s particular articulation of distinctive
temporalities to generate and convey multiple meanings within her oeuvre. Along with
Rossetti, other critics, curators, and scholars also noted the artist’s use of multiple time
registers but have not conducted a more thorough exploration of their structures or effects.
Consequently, many readings of Gruner’s works focus mainly on identity and only partially
digest their complex strategies to relay meaning, neglecting another important aspect of her
oeuvre: its sociopolitical critique.
Throughout Gruner’s three-decade long production, her works responded to shifts in
the sociopolitical context she worked in. In 1988, the year preceding her return to Mexico, the
presidential candidate Carlos Salinas de Gortari (born in 1948) rose to power under the
suspicion of rigged elections, unleashing a post-electoral conflict. His tenure, from 1988 to
1994, also marked the country’s official official entry in the global economy through the
signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994, causing profound
changes in the country’s economic and social scenarios. On the one hand, the treaty attracted
foreign capital and industrialization, but on the other, it seeded low-wage jobs which
increased socioeconomic inequality and poverty, often resulting in migration from Mexico to
the U.S. The country’s opening to multiculturalism through the influx of workers from both
sides of the Mexico-U.S. border made room for questioning traditional representations of

All Spanish texts translated by the author unless otherwise noted.
1 Flávia González Rossetti, Silvia Gruner: Instalaciones, dibujos, video, exh. brochure, unpag., the Silvia
Gruner Archive.
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national identity. Continuing to operate in the neoliberal economic model during the 2000s,
the country saw its large urban centers, such as D.F., receive large influxes of migrants,
disrupting expansion plans, as well as spatial-temporal experiences proposed to dwellers by
the city structures. This thesis explores how Gruner directed her attention to mental strategies
used by subjects to navigate these complex realities and established a social critique of
contemporary life in alienated, confined spaces typical of highly mediated societies.
I argue that Gruner references time in many ways in her work, alluding to art history,
the body, subjective experiences, the modern infrastructure of urban Mexico, and confined
spaces, among other topics. Often in works that encompass elements of video, performance,
installation, and photography, she combines subjective experiences of time with aspects of
historical periods of art and culture, connecting a personal experience of an environment
through time to sociopolitical issues of Mexico and beyond, as well as addressing more
general themes such as modernity and globalization. Moving away from previous analyses,
which are centered exclusively on the artist’s subjectivity, the complexity of time in her work
is explored here. I contend that by merging allusions to different types of time she makes
work that speaks to both subjective and social concerns.
Gruner has been invoking and manipulating different registers of time to create works
of sociopolitical critique starting with her seminal 1986 piece Arena (Sand). Since that work,
she has developed a strategy of parsing and mixing temporalities to place her production in
the context of both Mexican society and Western culture. Thus, her work also pertains to
contemporary art produced in Mexico in 1989–2014. She references different moments in art
history, including Ancient Greek mythology, Aztec history, Romanticism, modernism,
Surrealism, and Abstract Expressionism, with the distinct purpose of placing her assessment
of time and space within a broader social and artistic context. This thesis explores how
Gruner has used temporal representation to convey contemporary experiences in a
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globalizing Mexico between 1989 and 2014. In so doing, she reflects on how contemporary
subjects navigate sociopolitical and cultural changes brought about by Mexico’s entry into a
global economy. Her work will also be placed within a broader context of artists working in
Mexico, who responded to these same changes by making works of art that used the language
of conceptualism and engaged with the theme of time.

Critical Assessments of Gruner and Their Limits
Although Gruner has been actively working in film, video, performance, photography,
installation, and sculpture in Mexico since 1989 and is considered both “an established figure
on the Mexican art scene” and “one of the leading figures in the early 1990s,” art historians
and critics often overlook her role in la Generación de los 90. 2 Also known as the ’90s
generation, this group of artists shared founding practices which gave rise to Mexican
contemporary art from 1989 to the present. 3 During the 1990s, critics and curators analyzed
Gruner’s works in exhibition brochures and catalogue essays and entries for her individual
and group shows. These texts, however, focus on her reassessment of Mexican identity and
her display of traditional elements of Aztec culture. This scope—limited to Gruner’s
production—prevents critics from recognizing the formal similarities and shared political
concerns of her production and that of her ’90s generation peers. Though in 2000, the
Mexican curator Cuauhtémoc Medina identified her as one of the artists who changed artistic
practice in the decade of the ’90s in Mexico, stating that visiting her Circuito Interior
exhibition “should be mandatory for those willing to learn about the extraordinary
methodological, thematic, and political leaps that happened due to a change in artistic

Tanya Barson, Daniel Garza Usabiaga, and María Minera, “Silvia Gruner” in Contemporary Art Mexico, ed.
Hossein Amirsadeghi and Catherine Petitgas (London: Thames and Hudson, 2014), 140.
3 Olivier Debroise, “Jimmy Durham,” in The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual Culture in Mexico, 1968 –
1997, ed. Olivier Debroise and Cuauhtémoc Medina, trans. Joëlle Rorive, Ricardo Vinós, and James Oles
(Mexico City: UNAM, 2006), 359.
2
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practices in 1990s Mexico.”4 Although Gruner’s work is indeed exemplary of the approach
highlighted by Medina, the ways in which she deploys temporal strategies to critically
examine contemporary Mexico, Mexican art, and more broad histories of Western art remain
underexplored.
Few writings present detailed analyses of her use of time. Instead, most critics have
insisted on reading her works for their Mexican national and ethnic qualities; their
explorations of identity and gender; their representations of frustrated sentimental
experiences; and, narrowly, their display of futility and the sense of absurd. For example, in
his 1995 analysis “How to Look at Mexican Art?,” the critic and curator Rubén Gallo
comments that the work “questions the mechanisms by which works of art are labeled and
categorized according to nationality or ethnicity.”5 Medina, in turn, interprets Gruner’s work
Away from You (2001–3) for its subjective and sentimental themes. He posits that “the artist
uses the pool’s space as a theater of erotic melancholy, . . . an erotic territory made of
exaltation, evocation, and sorrow.” In the brochure for her Circuito Interior exhibition, the art
critic and curator Mónica de la Torre writes: “the common denominator in Gruner’s works
becomes apparent: they all seem to thrive in an elegant sense of absurd. With sharp humor,
her works tend to engage in futile activities that seem even more futile under the light of their
obsessive repetition.”6 Perhaps because they fail to acknowledge Gruner’s underlying
temporal strategy, these critics overlooked her work’s more complex connections to its
context of production. This missing link facilitated the complete omission of her works from
important local and international art historical narratives about Mexican contemporary art in a
globalized context.

Cuauhtémoc Medina, “El ojo breve: Lirica megalópolis,” Reforma, April 5, 2000, the Silvia Gruner Archive.
Rúben Gallo, Tendencies: New Art from Mexico City, exh. brochure (San Francisco: Walter McBean Gallery;
San Francisco Art Insititute, 1996), unpag.
6 Mónica de la Torre, To Cross the Great Waters, Good Fortune!: A Multi-Channel Installation by Silvia
Gruner, exh. brochure for Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (Mexico City: Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, 2000).
The exhibition ran from March 1 to May 28, 2000.
4
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Many accounts fail to include Gruner in the ’90s generation. For example, Daniel
Montero’s important local art historical narrative about the emergence of contemporary art in
1990s Mexico fails to even mention Gruner’s production. His 2013 book El cubo de Rubik:
Arte mexicano en los años 90 explores the emergence of contemporary art in Mexico in this
same decade of the 1990s. In his account, he explains how Mexico’s entry into an
international, neoliberal economic scene incited artists and cultural producers to show art
independently from the state, thereby questioning previous notions of national identity. 7
Gruner briefly appears in his narrative in two mentions: in the exhibition On Purpose: 14
Works around Joseph Beuys (1989);8 and in a 1998 debate about foreign artists producing
contemporary art in Mexico. 9 In both cases she figures as a participant, but her voice, much
less her artistic contributions and foundational role in the la Generación de los 90, is not
heard in his text.
As a result, Gruner remained unnoticed in early international art history narratives
that included Mexican art production from the 1990s and 2000s. During this period, Mexican
artists and curators were making a conscious effort to insert their local production into
international circuits of exhibitions, biennials, and art fairs. Gruner’s work nonetheless went
missing from accounts of this boom of Mexican art. Exemplary of this omission is Mexico
City: An Exhibition about the Exchange Rates of Bodies and Values (2002), which was
organized by Klaus Biesenbach and Medina at the PS1 Contemporary Art Center in New
York and featured many of Gruner’s peers from la Generación de los 90.10 This exhibition
was considered fundamental to understanding the center-periphery dynamic, i.e., how hybrid
Daniel Montero, “El cubo de Rubik o la imposibilidad de las figuras retóricas,” in El cubo de Rubik: Arte
mexicano en los años 90 (Mexico City: Fundación Jumex Arte Contemporáneo, 2013), 24.
8 Daniel Montero, “Reformulando la pregunta por la alternatividad,” in El cubo de Rubik, 122.
9 Ibid., 125.
10 The artists Eduardo Abaroa, Francis Alÿs, Carlos Amorales, Gustavo Artigas, Miguel Calderón, Minerva
Cuevas, José Davila, Ivan Edeza, Jonathan Hernandez, Gabriel Kuri, Marcos Kurtycz, Teresa Margolles,
Enrique Metinides, Yoshua Okon, Rubén Ortiz-Torres, Pedro Reyes, Daniela Rossell, Santiago Serra, and
Melanie Smith participated in this exhibition; see https://www.moma.org/artists?exhibition_id=4766. Accessed
on April 5, 2020.
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practices born in a Mexican local context impacted the United States, then the center of art
production.11 Although Gruner had a strong presence within her local milieu and shared
temporal strategies with the works of Eduardo Abaroa, Francis Alÿs, and Melanie Smith, her
work was not included in this show.
Most extant writing on Gruner’s work glosses over the issue of temporality. The
majority of writings about her work appear in catalogue and brochure essays for her
individual and retrospective exhibitions mounted between 1998 and 2016. 12 In these texts, the
writers explore her use of time to a limited extent and often focus on generic, overall
meanings that she evokes in her production. For example, in the exhibition brochure for
Silvia Gruner: Installations, Drawings, Video (1990), Rossetti equates her notions of time,
change, and state to “engines and repressors of the self.” 13 In the exhibition catalogue for
Time Capsule (1994), the curator Tami Katz underscores Gruner’s use of relics and artifacts
by noting that “she manipulates [them] in order to generate a reflection of her own history.” 14
The art critic Magalí Arriola briefly mentioned Gruner’s use of time in Art Nexus, stating that
“Silvia Gruner’s work has been conducting an archaeology of memory, in which tracing and
recovering the remainders of experiences led her to explore . . . the actions and reactions of
the self in the face of her surroundings.”15 As the words of Rossetti, Katz, and Arriola
demonstrate, many essays about Gruner mention time but focus mainly on identity, not a
wider social political context.
Complicating matters, most of Gruner’s reviews written by Medina and published in
the Mexico City newspaper Reforma during the early 2000s completely obliterate temporality
Daniel Montero, “La globalización como problema,” in El cubo de Rubik, 215.
Survey writings on Gruner’s production appear in the catalogues of two individual shows: Silvia Gruner’s
Relics (1998; see note 39) and Un chant d’amour (2004); and two retrospectives: Internal Circuit (2000) and
Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (2016; see note 26).
13 Rossetti, Silvia Gruner.
14 Tami Katz, “Time Capsule: Archaeology in Contemporary Art,” in Time Capsule (New York: Art in General,
2003), 7.
15 Magalí Arriola, “Silvia Gruner: Galería Arte Contemporánea,” Art Nexus 24 (April–June 1997), the Silvia
Gruner Archive.
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12
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and instead frame her work primarily as emotional outbursts. Medina’s texts, which appeared
in the column “El ojo breve,” focus on sentimental aspects and even include misogynistic
comments. In his reviews of her individual exhibitions, for instance, he d escribes her works
as “metaphors of an amorous mismatch,” “centered in the frustrated desire or on the failure of
romantic possibility,” “landscapes of intensified emotional relations,” “equations of the
object with the sentimental,” “personal neurotic remarks,” or even “allegories of contained
passion.”16
The curators Gallo and de la Torre also completely dismiss Gruner’s use of temporality
in their writings, focusing too narrowly on identity. In the exhibition brochure for
Tendencies: New Art from Mexico City (1995), Gallo states that Gruner’s photographic
diptych How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995) “questions the mechanism by which works of
art are labeled and categorized according to nationality or ethnicity.” 17 He insists on reading
Gruner’s work for its “Mexican” qualities, that is, for its characteristics of “nationality or
ethnicity.” Indeed, without considering the temporal dimensions of How to Look at Mexican
Art?, Gruner’s questioning of representations of national identity remains disconnected from
history and sociopolitical contexts. De la Torre, in her essay for the exhibition brochure of
Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (2000), identifies the absurd as the common denominator of
Gruner’s exhibited works, noting that they engage in futile, repetitive activities.18 This
reading is overly simplistic and lacking in specificity, neglecting the works’ connections to
cultural and sociopolitical concerns.
Some critics writing during the 1990s, however, underscored Gruner’s use of time as a
means to refer to the past through memory and archaeology, although they did not delve

These writings appear in Medina, “El ojo breve: Lirica megalópolis”; Cuauhtémoc Medina, “El ojo breve:
Natación y evocación,” Reforma, November 23, 2003; Cuauhtémoc Medina, “El ojo breve: Trascendencia
modernizada,” Reforma, July 7, 2007. These articles a re from the Silvia Gruner Archive.
17 Gallo, Tendencies, unpag.
18 De la Torre, To Cross the Great Waters, Good Fortune!
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deeply enough in their analyses. In the pamphlet for the 1990 exhibition Silvia Gruner:
Instalaciones, dibujos, video at Museo Universitario El Chopo, Mexico City, Rossetti posits
Gruner’s use of the body as a vehicle that serves as “receptacle and memory.” 19 Similarly
approaching Gruner’s use of time as an evocation of cultural memory in the 1994 exhibition
catalogue for Time Capsule: Archaeology in Contemporary Art, Katz writes: “Silvia Gruner .
. . has been exploring the glorified heritage of Mexican culture, focusing on issues pertaining
to identity and gender.”20 The critic briefly notes how Gruner evokes the memory of
Mexico’s millenary culture to introduce other topics related to identity and gender. In spite of
her accuracy in connecting time to other issues, Katz’s analysis stops short of assessing the
connections between visual elements in her works and the meanings they convey by
referencing time. Since Rossetti and Katz suggest generative avenues of analysis that they
choose not the pursue, their analyses have inspired the current examination of Gruner’s
oeuvre for its functions and innerworkings of themes related to time.
The curators Elías Levín and Arriola also offered insightful, albeit incomplete, thoughts
on Gruner’s use of temporality. Levín acknowledges the artist’s evocation of multiple
temporalities in his analysis of Inventario (1994), a two-channel video installation displayed
in a room of only thirty-six square meters. The work features two Mexican peasants in front
of their humble houses and showcases traditional household objects of Mexican culture. In
his essay for the exhibition brochure for Silvia Gruner: Inventario at the Museo de Arte
Carillo Gil in Mexico City (1994), Levín writes that “Gruner conflates two ideas about time
in one act of enunciation, one that happens between the media and the viewer—how long she
spends in it—and another, which turns the video . . . into a memory tool.”21
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Rossetti, Silvia Gruner.
Katz, “Time Capsule,” 4.
21 Silvia Gruner: Inventario, exh. brochure (Mexico City: Museo de Arte Carillo Gil, 1994), the Silvia Gruner
Archive. The exhibition ran from October 26 to December 4, 1994.
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Levín discusses two temporalities in his analysis of Inventario: durational time, which
is present time experienced by a viewer watching the video within the installation; and the
viewer’s memory of watching said video, an aftereffect of the experience of a work of art.
Levín additionally highlights the cultural memory of the traditional Mexican objects, stating
that they “acquire their own lives because they are memory receptacles which, like in preHispanic burials, will follow [their owners] beyond life.”22 The author acknowledges these
two temporal dimensions in his analysis but precludes cultural memory—a third time
register—from Gruner’s production. His incomplete mapping of temporal registers in her
work made space for the current examination of additional time expressions. Moreover,
Levín’s charting of durational time and memory are based on the viewer’s experience with
Inventario, which is distinct from his reference to that Mexican objects that he reads as
cultural memory. His ideas about the latter approach an analytical model grounded in the
video’s formal elements, which he does not thoroughly pursue. The analyses here fill this gap
by considering formal, subjective, and sociopolitical elements that Gruner uses to generate
and relay meanings through time registers.
Unlike Levín, who focuses his analysis on the viewer’s experience, Arriola
concentrates on Gruner’s techniques of film editing and the video content. 23 Her assessment
of Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (1999–2000) highlights two different temporal
categories: cyclical and real time. Although she charts a narrative model based on the video
content, she neglects other time registers that also appear and makes mistakes about some
important facts of the work. In her catalogue essay for the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Circuito
Interior (2000), also at the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil in Mexico City, Arriola writes:
The artist appears to be exploring alternative routes here which allow her to deviate
from the cyclical nature of her earlier pieces. In the video-installation Atravesar . . . ,
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the temporality that Gruner manages to efface in her early video pieces by having it run
in a closed circuit, appears interrupted by the narrative development of the piece.24
She zeroes in on Gruner’s use of cyclical time in early works as a constant, specifying
that the artist conveys this effect by manually editing film in a closed circuit. By using this
technique, the artist unites the edges of the film, blurring its beginnings and endings and
causing it to restart as soon as it ends, repeating sequences endlessly. Atravesar is captured in
digital video, so this editing technique does not apply, but Gruner adapts the medium by
setting it to play on repeat mode, which likewise causes repetition and conveys cyclical time,
something that Arriola neglects in her analysis. Instead, she focuses on the “narrative
development of the piece,” thereby evoking a storytelling model that expresses a temporality
different from cyclical time.
In Atravesar, a three-channel video installation, Gruner introduces a fragmented
narrative format to tell the story, in two of the installation’s projections, of a man and a
woman walking on separate paths of a suspended pedestrian walkway above the Anillo
Periférico highway in Mexico City and, on the third projection, the characters meet. The
installation layout suggests a linear narrative, since, upon entering the gallery, the viewer first
sees the two projections that show the characters separately, and in the third projection their
hands come together. Although Arriola’s assessment does not further elaborate on the content
of the video, she mentions a narrative based on its content—and not exclusively based on
editing technique—which points to Gruner’s use of formal elements to relay multiple
temporalities in one work. Another interesting fact is that Gruner edits all her digital videos to
play on repeat mode, including Atravesar.25 The artist conveys cyclical time, along with the
linear version that Arriola hints at, adding complexity to her temporal constructions,
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something that the author neglected. The current analysis builds on Arriola’s identification of
temporal registers grounded in formal elements and content of the videos, the editing
techniques used, and the chosen layout of the installation. The discussion of Gruner’s
temporal complexities is developed by expanding the scope of temporalities happening
simultaneously in individual works and relating them to subjective, cultural, and
sociopolitical topics.
More recent scholarship from 2016 has concentrated on how Gruner’s works evoke
time in the form of various mythological figures and moments from accounts of canonical art
history. In the exhibition catalogue for Gruner’s 2016 retrospective Hemispheres: A
Labyrinth Sketchbook, the curator Gabriela Rangel connected the artist’s works to the myths
of Sisyphus, Ariadne, and Penelope, as well to feminist art, Surrealism, and Romanticism. 26
In their essays for this catalogue, Tatiana Cuevas and Irmgard Emmelhainz link Gruner’s
works with modern architecture and conceptual art. 27 They identify additional types of time
in her oeuvre that are historically located and geographically specific. 28 And, finally, María
Minera examines how Gruner’s work makes viewers hyperaware of “lived time, a
temporality of one’s own, one that recurs, . . . an elastic, . . . cyclical time, a time generated
by action, a real time” in the extensive interview she conducted with the artist. 29 Most of
these themes related to time appear in Away from You (2001–3), a three and one-half minute,
fourteen-channel video installation featuring a female character swimming the lanes of an
Olympic pool. Projected alongside one other on the walls of Laboratorio Arte Alameda
(LAA), eight of the videos are aerial shots of the swimmer swimming upward in the
projections, entering at the bottom of the frame and exiting at the top, then reappearing in the

Gabriela Rangel, “Sketches on Silvia Gruner’s Labyrinth,” in Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New
York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 44 –53.
27 Tatiana Cuevas, “Silvia Gruner’s Self,” in Hemispheres, 232–39.
28 Irmgard Emmelhainz, “Images Gilded by the Darkness of the Sun: Alterity as Analogy in the Work of Silvia
Gruner,” in Hemispheres, 104–13.
29 María Minera, “My Body of Work is Mine: Interview with Silvia Gruner, Part II,” in Hemispheres, 200.
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next lane. Motivated by her own slow and fluid swimming rhythm, she “lives time,” on
cycles that recur, moving from the beginning to end of each lane of the pool, which then
repeats in the next lane. Set to play on repeat mode, the projections restart as soon as they
end, thus conveying cyclical time.

The Multiple Temporalities of Gruner’s Works
The analyses in this thesis revise and expand of the roles that time plays in Gruner’s works,
which have been incompletely identified by Levín, Arriola, Rangel, Emmelhainz, Minera,
and Cuevas. Building on their analyses, this text will systematically investigate how time
functions in the artist’s work by grounding the analysis in formal aspects of the works
themselves, their references to the history of art, and in the sociopolitical context of Mexico
from 1989–2014.
Arena (1986), one of Gruner’s earliest works, highlights her staging and layering of
references to time, a technique she uses to signal the connection between subjective and
sociopolitical topics. Arena, which Rangel has called a seminal work, is a five-minute silent
film captured in Super-8 film.30 This single-channel piece combines black-and-white and
color scenes, in which Gruner appears as the only character, a naked woman climbing the
sand dunes of the desert of Truro, Cape Cod (Figs. 1, 2) and rubbing her naked body with an
earthy red pigment (Figs. 3, 4). The character then descends the dunes in somersaults five
times throughout the film, which is, additionally, edited in a looped closed circuit and played
on repeat mode (Figs. 5-9). Arena juxtaposes prehistorical, inner, and cyclical times, which
allow Gruner to root subjective time in sociohistorical time.
The piece opens with a close-up shot in black-and-white, the camera focusing on the
character’s feet and calves walking in the sand. The camera then follows her steps toward the
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top of the dune. While she slowly climbs it, the shot reveals her naked body in contact with
the natural landscape. As a material, the sand alludes to antiquity, since during time
immemorial it was the product of intense weather variation that caused stones to heat, cool,
chip, and accumulate in dunes. Further evoking primordial times, the character moves about
the dunes with both her hands and feet touching the ground so that she resembles a
quadrupedal primate. This particular framing of the character’s moving body and her actions
of rubbing pigment on herself recall images of primitive homo sapiens. Drawing on these
aesthetic references, Gruner stages the time register of prehistoric time, which throughout the
video takes on the contextual role of an anchor for the work’s inner and cyclical times.
Following the first display of Gruner’s reference to prehistoric times, the video
introduces the character’s “psychological,” or inner, temporality, which is expressed through
her descent of the dunes via somersault. 31 She moves down the dunes in slower than real
time, an effect of editing the film slow-motion, which in turn, evokes the character’s troubled
state of mind, as if she perceived her own moves on a slower speed than real time. The speed
of her descent varies in subsequent scenes, and the speed of her somersaults appears to
increase. Shots that evince the effects of cold weather on her body, such as goose bumps and
a runny nose (Fig. 10), cause her to look tense and uncomfortable, perhaps mentally unstable.
Gruner further compounds the sense of her character’s vulnerability by showing a close-up of
her stern facial expression; never looking directly at the camera, the woman seems mentally
removed from her surroundings and immersed in her thoughts. Deeply connected with

Gruner coined the term “psychological temporality” in a 2016interview with María Minera. The artist referred
to it again in a second interview, with the author of this thesis. For Gruner, one’s notion of time also has a
psychological dimension guided by instincts and desires, as she revealed in an interview with the author:
“Everyone has their own temporality, their own cycle. Their desires, time to eat, time to sleep. And that has
nothing to do with the time dictated by the calendar.” Original Spanish: “Cada cual tiene su tiempo, su ciclo.
Sus ganas, tiempo de comer, tiempo de dormir. Y eso nada tiene que ver con el tiempo del calendário.” Author’s
interview with Silvia Gruner at her home-studio, Mexico City, February 2, 2019.
31
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turbulent emotions in her psyche, the character expresses her internal conflict through
repetitive somersaults executed at different speeds.
During the five somersault sequences, the woman’s body takes on a circular shape. As
she rolls, the shape renews itself in a cycle, contributing to the sense of a continuum; the
beginning of the movement merges with its end. The shape of her character’s body alludes to
cyclical time, that is, a time with no beginning or end that repeats itself endlessly. In addition,
Gruner manually edited the film in a loop, physically connecting the film’s beginning and
end, so that its narrative restarts as soon as it finishes, itself creating another cycle. By
manually closing the film circuit, she also stages cyclical time, which, in the context of this
work, distinguishes it from linear time, which has clear markers of a beginning and end and
alienates her character from her surroundings.
Gruner combines different temporalities to speak to complex issues of subjectivity as
formed within different types of time. She couples references to prehistoric times, a
“psychological” temporality, and cyclical time in one single piece. Upon returning to Mexico
in 1989, the artist continued to use time registers to signify works that contain sociopolitical
topics related to Mexican culture. Together with fellow local and foreign artists working in
Mexico City from 1989 on, she used this strategy to question notions of Mexican identity and
its representation and to address the effects of living in a city with an uneven modern
infrastructure.

La Generación de los 90s
One serious issue raised here is Gruner’s omission from accounts of contemporary Mexican
art during the 1990s through the early 2000s. In 1989 when she returned to Mexico City,
Gruner worked actively among what has come to be known as la Generación de los 90s, a
group of artists and art professionals who challenged established art practices throughout the
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decade of the 1990s. Up until the mid-1980s, art production in Mexico was largely
institutionalized, with the State commissioning and sponsoring the art exhibited in its
museums.32 After the devastating earthquake that hit Mexico City in 1985, artists living in
there started to reassess the previous tenets of Mexican art, and its focus on representing
national identity. These discussions acquired a different contour with the opening of Mexico
to the international market through the adoption of neoliberal policies from 1988–1994. Due
to these events, Mexican artists of the ’90s generation started taking their discourses about
national identity in crisis to exhibitions outside of Mexico, expanding their scope to question
postcolonial relationships between hegemonic and peripheral centers. 33
Started in the mid-1980s in Mexico, this identity quest continued to be fueled by the
return of local artists like Gruner and Gabriel Orozco, who had concluded their training
abroad.34 Foreign artists, including Francis Alÿs, Melanie Smith, Michael Tracy, and
Alejandro Díaz, arrived in Mexico around the same time, drawn to those artists of similar
interests.35 Significantly, Mexico City also received an influx of Cuban and British artists
who wanted to explore new forms of representation. While the Cubans searched for a
solution to identity conflicts related to the gap between their vernacular traditions and
crumbling modernist discourses, the British opposed State paternalism, which restricted the
development of new artistic practices.36 In parallel, Mexico City witnessed the emergence of
informal, alternative art spaces, such as La Quiñonera, Salón des Aztecas, Temístocles 44,
and Curare. In these locales artists and art professionals experimented with new pedagogical
and curatorial models for independent art, produced on the margins of government
Daniel Montero, “Capitales culturales-capitales económicos,” in El cubo de Rubik, 58.
Montero, “La globalización como problema,” 205.
34 Orozco returned to Mexico after concluding his studies at the Cí rculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid. From 1987
to 1990, he began to formulate a dissident approach to art that drew upon numerous antiart strategies, from
Marcel Duchamp’s readymades to Joseph Beuys’s concept of “expansion”; see Oliver Debroise and
Cuauhtémoc Medina, “Gabriel Orozco: Home Run,” in The Age of Discrepancies, 410.
35 Minera, “My Body of Work is Mine: Interview with Silvia Gruner, Part II,” 135.
36 Cuban vernacular traditions in conflict at this moment were Hispanic Catholicism, African Santería, and
myths about the extinction of the indigenous Taíno civilization.
32
33
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institutions.37 This period seeded the practices of la Generación de los 90, which produced
markedly more nonobjectual art, such as video, installation, and performance, that addressed
gaps in representations of Mexican identity in an international art scene.38
Throughout the 1990s, Gruner received the support of key art professionals in
Mexico, including Osvaldo Sánchez, Arriola, Olivier Debroise, and Medina, who contributed
catalogue essays and reviews and promoted her work in the local exhibition circuit. 39 In 2007,
Debroise and Medina co-curated The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual Culture in
Mexico, 1968–1997, a show designed to review the emergence of contemporary art in
Mexico, particularly works considered “discrepant” or marginal to Mexican and international
art historical narratives. In the opening text for the Age of Discrepancies catalogue, Debroise
and Medina wrote that “by the mid-1990s . . . Mexican art” could no longer be confined to
the narrow limits of “the national.”40 Supporting the expansion of Mexican art into the
international arena, they framed the production of the ’90s generation as a gesture toward its
own inclusion in the global arts scene.
As part of this narrative of Mexican art’s internationalization, Debroise offers a
superficial overview of Gruner’s role in the ’90s generation. In his essay “Entry and Exit:
Internationalization of Mexican Art, 1987–1992,” he positions her as a figure that was
already known internationally because of her training abroad, her participation in the Third
Havana Biennial (1989), and her marriage to the Cuban artist Gustavo Pérez-Monzón, with
whom she returned to Mexico in 1989. In his narrative of the genesis of the ’90s generation,
Debroise privileges personal connections, locating Gruner among the artists who lived and

Vania Macías, “Alternative Spaces in the 1990s,” in The Age of Discrepancies, 372–77.
Montero, “Reformulando la pregunta por la alternatividad,” 117 –54.
39 Sánchez contributed the essay “An Abacus in the Empty Castle,” and Medina “Prohibition as Incitement” in
Silvia Gruner: Relics, trans. Roberto Tejada (Mexico City: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, 1998).
Arriola wrote “El ojo breve: Un panorama de significados,” a review of the Así está la cosa: Instalación y arte
objeto en Latinoamérica exhibition, Reforma, 13 August, 1997, the Silvia Gruner Archive.
40 Olivier Debroise and Cuauhtémoc Medina, “Genealogy of an Exhibition,” in The Age of Discrepancies, 25.
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intensely collaborated with each other in downtown Mexico City.41 He briefly compares her
strategy of appropriating readymades to those of fellow artists Melanie Smith and Gabriel
Orozco, but he restricts Gruner’s interest to identity-related topics. In his words: “Gruner
chose primitive artifacts with ancient roots . . . to construct a discourse about her own identity
as a voluntary expatriate, similar to what some of the Cubans were engaged in.” 42 By
confining her 1987–92 works to the pursuit of a subjective expression related to cultural
identity concerns—an interest she shared with the Cubans—Debroise neglects her
sociopolitical commentary and its relevance to discussions of center-periphery relationships
that elevated Mexican art to an international status.
In a separate catalogue entry dedicated to Gruner’s works from 1989 to 1995,
Debroise reveals his interest on the artist’s use of the body and culturally weighty materials
as gestures toward national and global themes and history. Focusing on Vuelo (Flight, 1989),
How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995), and The Birth of Venus (1995), he presents a brief
analysis summarizing the topics of these works. Debroise uses El Vuelo, a multimedia piece
comprising performance, video, and installation (Fig. 11), as an example of the subjects
Gruner approached in the beginning of her career. In his words, she “utilized several artistic
strategies to connect, through the material, erotic, or ritual employment of the body, a variety
of dichotomies: female-male, national-global, organic-historic.”43 Indeed, between 1989 and
1995 Gruner uses her body extensively in her live or filmed performances and photography,
as well as employing representations of the body in installations. The connections Debroise
mentions, however, are not established exclusively by the body’s mere presence or
materiality, nor by its erotic or ritual employments, but by how Gruner uses it to stage
temporalities that speak to the dichotomies he identifies. In another essay in the same
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exhibition catalogue, Debroise partially conceals similarities between her works and those of
her peers, the foreign artists from the ’90s generation he compares her to, such as Thomas
Glassford and Melanie Smith whose works also address national-global and center-periphery
dynamics. Instead of highlighting their works’ political content, he focuses on mapping the
artists’ creative strategies. He muses:
[Glassford’s] series of modified gourds from 1990–1994 accomplished a transformation
of a . . . folk object . . . into [one] of sexual desire, reinserted into an urban experience,
with ambiguous references to gender; in these sculptures one can detect . . . : the
appropriation of found materials by Melanie Smith and Silvia Gruner. 44
Although Gruner, Smith, and Glassford indeed worked with readymades in this period,
Debroise does not elaborate on how the artists used these found objects as references to
traditional Mexican culture nor the sociopolitical critiques posed through them. The critical
avenue they adopted targeted globalization, neoliberal economic policies, and their social
effects in Mexico, including poverty, for example.
Like Debroise, Medina also undervalues Gruner’s role in the ’90s generation by
offering interpretations of her work focusing on sexuality, gender, and subjectivity – a type of
reading that he does not extend to other artists. Medina still connects her work to Mexican
culture, but since he mainly directs his attention the above-mentioned aspects, the critic ends
up placing her production outside of history and politics. In his essay “Prohibition as
Incitement” from the exhibition catalogue Silvia Gruner: Relics (1998), Medina reads
Gruner’s photographic diptych How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995, Fig. 12) based on its
traditional markers of Mexican culture but directs his focus to Gruner’s body in the end,
highlighting its sexual connotations: “In How to Look at Mexican Art? the artist limits herself
to highlighting the molcajete’s hole.” He continues, “We are left with the cultural debris
resulting from its use, in the abuse which is its own constitution.” 45 The molcajete is the
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traditional Mesoamerican version of a mortar and pestle. Made of dark gray volcanic stone, it
is carved as a bowl and used for grinding condiments.46 For Medina, the molcajete’s hole
represents a culture which has worn itself out. Without specifying how this cultural abuse
happens in his analysis, he offers a second reading for the molcajete’s hole and Gruner’s
hands: “The examination of Silvia’s hands over the molcajete is more than mere listening [to
organs, normally to make a medical diagnosis]: it transforms into sexual penetration.” 47
Gruner’s finger indeed appears inserted in the molcajete’s hole from inside out in one photo,
and then, in the other, from the outside in, but Medina dismisses this gesture as an allusion to
approaching Mexican culture from a foreign position. He favors, instead, the gesture’s sexual
and gendered connotations. In the end, his focus on her feminine body and interiority
prevents connections to to sociopolitical themes.
This thesis moves away from previous critiques that mainly focus on personal identity
as a separate entity, isolated from the social political realm, instead choosing to investigate
Gruner’s complex use of time to link the subjective experience with the sociopolitical
concerns of contemporary Mexico and other globalized realities. It can be argued that her
intricate approach to time is multilayered and takes different forms, both thematic and formal,
in all of her works. Drawing from subjective experiences and canonical art historical
references, she stages time registers in each of her works. Her use of time registers is
demonstrated here through in-depth visual analyses of selected works from 1986–2014,
placing her oeuvre in a dialogue with other artists of her generation.
Gruner has deployed time consistently throughout her three-decade long career. She
relied on distinct formal elements to produce works that evoke specific forms of time, which
appear since her early works from 1986. Those from 1989 to 1999, such as La mitad del
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Camino (1994), How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995) focus on reassessing Mexican identity.
In works from 1999–2007, for example, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (1999–
2000), Away from You (2001–3), and Centinela (2007) she highlights subjective experiences
of modernity in Mexico. And in pieces from 2011–14, for instance, Bauhaus para Monos
(2011), and Hemisferios (2014) she assesses mental strategies of contemporary subjectivity.
These pieces show her complex and variegated use of time registers and have therefore been
selected as the focus of this analysis
These registers take many forms in her works. She uses techniques in film and video
editing, the performative qualities of bodies, and the experience of viewing her works, which
are often repeated in video loops, series of photographs, or large, complex installations.
Gruner’s editing techniques, formal elements, and references to historical and cultural periods
are highlighted in this assessment of her work to show the strategies she implements to
generate distinct time registers and to illuminate the way she juxtaposes and layers these
references to manipulate time.48 Through these analyses, her work’s political character will
be asserted and connections will be reestablished between her works and those of the artists
of her generation.
Chapter 1 “Temporal Registers as Vehicles to Express Political Concerns, 1986–99,”
explores the sociopolitical and cultural context of the period roughly between 1986 and 1999.
Gruner returned to Mexico City in 1989 after receiving artistic training in Jerusalem and
Boston. During her first production period (1986–99), she appropriated culturally weighty
objects and sites to generate time registers as allusions to historical time and Mexican cultural

The concept of layers of meaning in relations to Gruner’s work was first employed by Rangel in her essay
“Sketches on Silvia Gruner’s Labyrinth,” 44. Here I evoke the expression to highlight how this particular
organization of meanings leads to a complex reading of multiple temporalities that occur simultaneously.
Original text: “Like the skin of an outsized onion, this contemplation of the myth presented in a silent digital
format is unveiled through a metonymic operation in which several layers of meanin g are unraveled along with
the threads, whose weavings evoke, in a first reading, Theseus’s betrayal of Ariadne and Penelope’s seemingly
futile wait for Odysseus.”
48
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memory. In the artist’s works La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994) and How
to Look at Mexican Art? (1995), her use of traditional Mexican elements as well as
contemporary ones are investigated for the way they evoke multiple temporalities and
produce multifaceted meanings that connect her work to both a local and a global context.
Once these connections are established, Gruner’s role in the ’90s generation is the focus.
Based on culturally loaded formal elements and principles of conceptual art, the
contemporary Mexican art devised by Gruner and the ’90s generation sought to insert itself in
a globalized arts circuit of art exhibitions and fairs. In this context, Gruner and her peers,
including Eduardo Abaroa, Francis Alÿs, Abraham Cruzvillegas, Thomas Glassford, Gabriel
Orozco, and Melanie Smith, shared a common strategy of mobilizing time registers, using
formal elements that alluded to multiple temporalities as a means of inserting their
commentary on center-periphery political issues such as poverty, migration, hybridization of
national identities and cultural colonization into a global context of art production.
The second chapter, “Replacing Visual Elements, Maintaining Strategy: 1999–2007,”
explores Gruner’s shift from referencing traditional elements of Mexican culture to
representing signs of European modernism in contemporary urban Mexico in her second
period of production (1999–2007). As expressed in the video installations Atravesar las
Grandes Águas ,!Ventura! (1999–2000), Away from You (2001–3) and Centinela (2007), in
this period, time functions as a device to stage and examine conflicts between contemporary
subjectivities and the lived experiences of urban Mexico. For instance, in the work Atravesar,
Gruner highlights the contrast between the regulations of modern time, as expressed by the
mechanical time of the city’s infrastructure, and the rushed rhythm of contemporary subjects’
rhythm of the moving body, underscoring a rhythmic dissonance expressing the subjective
bodily experience of the modern architecture models that proposed an organized time
experience for contemporary subjects, who did not engage with such regulations. These
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analyses are then compared with the critical reviews of these works, which highlight how
most critics presented myopic and misogynist views of her production and relegated it to an
emotional sphere, isolated from contemporary concerns and artistic production. Such
readings of her work followed her resolution of eschewing participation in the arts market
system, causing the artist to progressively lose visibility in her milieu. Ultimately it is
demonstrated in this chapter that the promotion of Mexican contemporary work became
linked to artist marketability on a global context in the 2000s, so Gruner’s decision to not
participate in the commercial circuit caused her progressive erasure from national and
international art scenes.
Lastly, in Chapter 3, “Using Time Registers to Stage Experiences with a Flawed
Modernity: 2011–14,” Gruner’s third production period is examined, during which she
shifted from representing subjective experiences modern Mexico to exploring spaces of
confinement, thereby expanding her representation far beyond Mexico. In the work Bauhaus
para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011), time allows her to represent the confinement of
civilization in modern spaces and the capture and constraint of nature as a metaphor of self confinement and alienation. Turning the gaze inward to her mind in Hemisferios
(Hemispheres, 2014), she stages modern time to represent logical and abstract modes of brain
functioning, as well as navigation systems to deal with complex realities in contemporary
life. In exploring cognitive processes, Gruner emphasizes the contrast between the
unregulated time of natural spaces and modern time, whose ambitions of organizing time and
space and providing mental stability she reveals as flawed, evoking time suspension and
conveying anxiety. These analyses are then studied in relation to critical writings on this
work, pinpointing how critics expanded the mapping of her temporal registers, but failed to
connect her subjective approach to broader social issues. Overall, this thesis expands the
understanding of Gruner’s use of time registers in her production, shedding light on how this
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temporal strategy allowed her work to connect to both subjective, social and political spheres
of contemporary Mexico and other globalized realities. In addition, it connects her work
those from her peers of the’90s generation, showing that her use of temporalities did not
develop isolated, but as a shared practice within this particular group of artists.
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Chapter 1
Temporal Registers as Vehicles to Express Political Concerns, 1986–99

In an interview for the catalogue accompanying her 2016 exhibition in New York and Puebla,
Mexico, Silvia Gruner reasserted the centrality of time in her oeuvre: “Time is a really
important element in my work; lived time, a temporality of one’s own, one that recurs.”49 The
artist’s observation demonstrates that she values at least two temporalities: that of
experiencing life and that with a sense of cyclical. This chapter explores how Gruner devised
and used different temporalities in her work between 1986 and 1999 as a strategy to respond
to changes in the political, social, economic, and cultural environments of Mexico City, such
as the country’s formal adoption of globalized neoliberal economy policies, attracting
industrialization but generating poverty and migration, amongst other effects. First,
information about her upbringing in Mexico City is discussed, describing her interests in
time, art history, film, and pre-Conquest Mexican culture. Then comes an analysis of her use
of references from art history and from traditional Mexican culture to represent a broader
range of temporal registers in her works, and through them, assess Mexican sociopolitical
issues of the day.

Biography of an Immigrant
Silvia Gruner’s relationship with time is much indebted to her experience living in two
historical metropolises, Mexico City and Jerusalem, places that impacted her because of their
ancient pasts.50 The artist was born and raised in Mexico City and lived there until 1977,
when she moved to Jerusalem to live in a kibbutz for nine months and subsequently started

All translations are by the author unless otherwise noted.
49 Maria Minera, “My Body is Mine: Interview with Silvia Gruner, Part III,” in Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook, ed. Tatiana Cuevas and Gabriela Rangel, trans. Cristopher Fraga and Christopher Winks (New
York: The Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 200.
50 Author’s interview with the artist, Mexico City, February 2, 2019. Original Spanish: “Yo viví en Jerusalén. Es
muy fuerte vivir en lugares con un pasado tan antiguo.”
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her art education.51 From a middle-class Jewish family, she has immigration written in her
ancestors’ biographies. Her Hungarian mother and grandmother entered Mexico as refugees
of World War II. Her father was Polish but grew up in Mexico. A chemical engineer, he
traveled throughout the country to visit factories, frequently taking his family along. These
experiences instilled in Gruner an awareness of Mexico’s traditional culture beyond the
boundaries of Mexico City. The artist’s interest in Mexicanness was also nourished by her
live-in nanny, María Gutierrez, who acted as the cultural ambassador of Mexican traditions
and relationships to everyday objects of ancient Aztec culture that continued to be used in
contemporary Mexican culture such as molcajetes (mortars) and metates (mealing stones) in a
household of European immigrants.52 Furthermore, her European parents and Mexican nanny
exchanged customs and spoke multiple languages, including Hungarian, German, and
Spanish.53 Such diverse stimuli fostered a transcultural environment, which Gruner noted in a
2016 interview was a formative experience for her practice.54
In 1978 Gruner started her artistic training in Jerusalem, at the Bezalel Academy of
Arts and Design. There she earned a degree in studio art focused on conceptual art and
sculpture in 1982. Four years later she gained her Master of Fine Arts (MFA) degree at the
Massachusetts College of Art and Design in Boston. 55 Though Gruner’s MFA also focused
on sculpture, she shifted her interests from static to moving objects by the end of the
program. Her interest in filmmaking emerged in Boston, when she started taking classes in
the film department to cope with her “psychological” or inner pace, recalling: “I thought I
was moving so fast psychologically, internally . . . that I couldn’t bear to see [static objects]
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anymore. So, I started taking film classes.”56 Contact with moving images thus reflected the
fast pace of her state of mind.

The Time of the Body and Art History: 1986 in Boston
With a Super-8 camera in hand, Gruner started manually exploring film-editing effects to
create different illusions of time that examined the history of modern art. Her filmed
performances Desnudo Desciende (Nude Descending, 1986, three minutes) and El Pecado
Original (1986, five minutes) are products of these experiments. These early works show
Gruner’s ability to conjure distinctive temporalities. Gruner plays different characters in each
and brings the presentness of lived, filmic time to art historical imagery. Furthermore, she
uses cyclical time in these works to critique representations of the feminine body by male
artists in the course of art history.
The combination of title and formal elements in Desnudo Desciende (Nude
Descending, Fig. 13) refer to European modernism. This silent piece consists of a singlechannel performance, in which Gruner reenacts the painting Nude Descending a Staircase,
No. 2 (1912, Fig. 14) by Marcel Duchamp (1887–1968). The artist appears naked in a frontal
scene, positioned at the top of stairs and against a dark background. She then descends the
stairs and climbs them backward, reproducing the rewinding effect of video editing. The
camera captures her actions of repeatedly climbing up and down the stairs, producing a video
loop.
Gruner appropriates the fragmented forms of Duchamp’s painting and translates them
into the visual language of a moving body, conveying the disintegrated effect through the
media of video. Her reenactment also contains a feminist statement: a critique of what the art
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critic and curator Gabriela Rangel defines as “modern art’s promotion and perpetration of the
idea of the avant-garde as exclusion of the feminine.”57 By parodying Duchamp’s work
Gruner questions the omitting of the feminine in modern art while also promoting her own
inclusion in the history of art. Her repeated actions on the stairs create an illusion of eternal
repetition that conveys cyclical time. By turning the painted scene into a filmed performance,
Gruner creates a rhetorical resource that underscores the idea that a woman’s body can
reenact a modern work created by a man.
In El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986, Fig. 15), Gruner uses short video clips of
canonical works of art history interpolated with filmed performances in which Gruner
reenacts them. She uses this editing technique to create a linear narrative that critiques the
prevalence of the male gaze in Western art. The silent, five-minute video opens with a closeup of Gruner at a white kitchen sink, vigorously washing a red apple under running water.
She turns off the tap and puts the apple aside on the countertop, in a plate and exits the scene.
The linear sequence continues on to a dynamic interspersion of imagery of nude women (the
artist’s own body) with details of paintings by Gabrielle d’Estrées (1573–1599), Hugo van
der Goes (1440–1482), Édouard Manet (1832–1883), Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres (1780–
1867), and Titian (1490–1576).58 Using a fixed camera, she shows a portion of a painting by
one of these artists, in turn, for about two seconds, then cuts to a scene of herself in her
domestic setting, reenacting that scene.
Static images of women come to life through Gruner’s reenactment, an idea that
continues throughout the video. The artist creates a dynamic pace for the viewer, keeping the
scenes short and cutting them abruptly every two to five seconds. The screen first displays a
close-up image of the torso of a bare-breasted woman, who sits by a kitchen table covered
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with a checkered tablecloth (Fig. 16). The camera crops her head out of the frame to focus on
her body and on the action of pinching her left nipple using her left hand. The camera then
shows a detail of a similar composition, the painting Presumed Portrait of Gabrielle
d’Estrées and Her Sister, the Duchess of Villars (c. 1594, Fig. 17), a three-quarter portrait of
two bare-breasted women, one of whom pinches the nipple of the other one. Focusing on this
action, Gruner’s camera draws attention to the hand in the painting, which appears from the
left and grasps the right nipple of the woman on the right. Gruner then cuts to another scene,
one of herself sitting at her kitchen table in the same position as the figure being touched in
the painting. She has her forearm raised and her hand grasping the air, reenacting the nipplepinching action from a reversed position (Fig. 18).
After only fifty-six seconds, the scene cuts to Gruner dressed in a black shirt, again
sitting at her kitchen table. She intently dries the apple with a tea cloth, appearing to be either
cleaning or drying the fruit. She then cuts it with a knife (Fig. 19). The next scene in the
sequence brings an unmoving image of Hugo van der Goes’s The Fall of Man (c. 1479),
displaying Adam’s and Eve’s bodies from the waist down, the former covering his genitals
with his right hand and the latter concealing hers with a blue iris, which she holds with her
right hand (Fig. 20). The camera then focuses on Eve’s pelvis, holding an apple right next to
it—an allusion to original sin and the blaming of the female for it. At fifty-nine seconds,
Gruner cuts again and reappears at her kitchen table, eating a slice of the apple and playing
with the fruit on a round white plate.
Gruner uses yet another location in the apartment—apparently a bedroom—to reenact
three paintings of nude women. From the white plate holding a cut apple, set against a solid
black background (Fig. 21), Gruner cuts to Manet’s Le déjeuner sur l’herbe (1862–63) for
one second, emphasizing the apple basket, in the same position as the apple plate, by the
woman’s naked hip (Fig. 22). At one minute, two seconds, Gruner’s reenactment abruptly
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takes the screen, with herself and the apple plate in the same position as Manet’s character in
the painting, but sitting on a bed (Fig. 23).59 Next, she repeats the same strategy of showing
close-up images of Ingres’s Grande Odalisque (1814), particularly the figure’s arm (Fig. 24),
torso, and feet (Fig. 25); Gruner then replicates the painted scene, appearing in the same
reclined posture as the model, covered by a blue drape, with her back to the viewer (Fig. 26).
Lastly Gruner displays static scenes of Titian’s Venus of Urbino (1534), imitating the woman
in the painting by lying reclined on a bed (Fig. 27); in contrast to Titian’s model, who looks
at the viewer, the artist eats the apple and plays with the stem, ultimately standing up and
leaving the scene with the bed empty.
Cyclical time appears in this piece as Gruner revisits works from canonical art history
—that is, from the past—with her camera, and reenacts them in the present, forming a
temporal intersection. Her performance also invites the viewer to reassess how feminine
bodies have been historically depicted in art. By executing these actions in front of the
camera, Gruner claims the feminine body as a site of action, therefore challenging the
contemplation and objectification to which it has been art historically subjected by the male
gaze. Her position here is twofold: while she presents her body as a site of self -determined art
production, she also offers a critique of the historically male-dominant structures of
production in the art world.
In 1989, after having concluded a period teaching that followed the completion of her
MFA at Massachusetts College of Art and Design in Boston, Gruner returned to Mexico City
and started experimenting with other media, including photography and installation. 60 She
maintained her strategy of imbuing her works with different temporalities, but ceased, for a
period, referencing canonical works from Western art history and began incorporating images
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and objects that evoked pre-Conquest Mexican culture. She renewed an interest in her
surroundings, translating them into an investigation of her subjective relationship to Mexican
culture, which in turn, spoke to collective concerns about the use of representations of
cultural identity for political ends.

Site-Specificity: 1994 on the United States–Mexico Border
Between approximately 1989 and 1999, Gruner used the language of conceptual art to
represent time from the historical past and to reassess previous notions of national identity
rooted in pre-Conquest culture and imagery. Working as what she called a “pseud oethnographer or a pseudo-archaeologist,” she incorporated references to traditional Mexican
culture into her performances, installations, and video and photographic series. 61 In this way,
she appropriated objects that have been traditionally used in Mexican homes since the preColumbian era, including molcajetes (mortars), tepalcates (pot sherds), and sculptures rooted
in the Aztec tradition. By recontextualizing these objects in her works, she reflects on t heir
use as everyday decorative objects in Mexican households and the loss of their functional
value. She examines their “eroded quality,” as she calls it, and the cycles of cultural
construction and deconstruction such objects undergo. 62
In the installation La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994), Gruner
explores the multiple temporal registers of historical past, present, cyclical time, and
suspended time in order to discuss the complexity of the sociopolitical issue of immigration.
The artist included references to these different temporalities in a site-specific piece shown
by InSITE, an art project created by the San Diego–based Installation Gallery and private
individuals interested in contemporary art. The binational art initiative organized public art
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exhibitions around the United States–Mexico border, in both San Diego and Tijuana. 63
Gruner debuted in the event’s second edition—InSITE’94—with La Mitad del Camino (Fig.
28). The enormous work occupied fifty linear meters of sheet metal, a segment of the fence at
the United States–Mexico border. Gruner deliberately placed her installation on an open
segment of the border fence (Fig. 29), that is, a gap that creates a passage for Mexican and
other countries’ migrants to cross the border by foot into the United States. The artist
reproduced 111 small sculptures of Tlazolteotl—the Aztec goddess of birth, adultery, filth,
and vice from an unknown sculpture she received as a gift from the photographer Eugenia
Vargas. Identical in size, the figures appear seating them on stools proportional to their body
size, creating ensembles measuring 70 x 40 cm each (Fig. 30). All figurines of the goddess
and their respective stools were then welded onto the fence above eye level (Fig. 31).
Within Aztec culture, dating from the twelfth to sixteenth centuries B.C., Tlazolteotl
represents the life cycles through birth, death, purification, and recycling. Popular depictions
akin to Gruner’s portray the goddess naked, as a long-haired woman with ancient
Mesoamerican facial traits, sitting in a squatting position while giving birth (Fig. 32).
Tlazolteotl shows her teeth, in an effort to push the baby, whose little face appears crowning
between her legs (Fig. 33). Made in ceramic, Gruner’s figurines are coated in a blood-red
color and are sprinkled with local dirt (Fig. 34), which evokes burying rituals and the end of
life. The red-colored coating and dirt reiterate the figure’s allusion to birth and death, two key
moments in the cycle of life.
Gruner’s appropriation and use of images of Tlazolteotl in a politically charged site
generates multilayered temporal registers that coexist in La Mitad del Camino. In terms of
temporal representation, the images of Tlazolteotl primarily evoke the historical past time of
pre-Conquest Mexico, but also allude to the present time, for they continue to be part of
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contemporary Mexican culture. Commonly found in gynecologist’s offices, they are used as
educational devices to illustrate the moment of childbirth. Merging the historical past and
present, representations of this goddess reinstate the presence of Mexican vernacular culture
in the current moment.64
The goddess also represents the temporal threshold of labor, in which women
experience suspended time. During the delivery, while awaiting their child, women find
themselves in a transitional moment, in which they are not childless nor mothers yet. When
one identity dies, another is born, a reiteration of the beginning and ending of the life cycle.
The artist clarifies that Tlazolteotl is furthermore “the goddess of garbage who recycles
everything that goes wrong in life: bad loves, everything that’s crooked, everything that
doesn’t work, everything that can be thrown out, everything that doesn’t matter.” 65 By
alluding to the recycling of bad experiences and life stages, these images of the goddess
evoke cyclical time, which other elements of the work also represent.
In addition to the temporal registers of a historical past, present, and suspended time
associated with the goddess, Gruner appropriates the sheet metal used by the U.S.
government to construct the border fence to relay the concepts of a cyclical time associated
with the recycling of the material itself. The sheet metal is actually a military scrap used to
build weapons such as airplanes and tanks during the Gulf War (1990–91) but was
repurposed at the U.S – Mexico border as a fence.66 In the same way that Tlazolteotl’s
representations allude to women’s shifting identities, Gruner highlights the new identity of
the metal sheets from the Gulf War. They have been reborn in a new cycles or new lives, as
both divisional markers of geographical territory and as art. As such, the border fence’s
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materiality and history highlight a political aspect of the present, namely the international
conflicts brought about by globalization.
The work’s title, La Mitad del Camino, also conveys meanings related to the liminal
physical space that the immigrant occupies at the border between the United States and
Mexican territories. Translated into English as “the middle of the way,” the title
communicates the idea of a spatial marker, a point of reference for an incomplete journey
through a pathway or a passage, as indicated by the work’s site-specificity. Located at
Colonia Libertad—an impoverished district in Tijuana—this specific missing section of the
border fence is frequently used by undocumented immigrants as a crossing point into the
United States.67 La Mitad del Camino is anchored to the present time through its sitespecificity, underscoring issues of migration within an extremely politicized context.
Commissioned by InSITE, a project that invited artists and curators to produce works
expressing their collective sociopolitical concerns, La Mitad del Camino reflects the
geopolitical dynamics of that time.68 Gruner and other artists presented works commenting on
the social effects of the neoliberal policies of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), which Mexico had joined on January 1, 1994. In this way, InSITE’94 explored
topics related to socioeconomic issues in the contentious territory between San Diego and
Tijuana, two cities separated by what Olivier Debroise and Cuauhtémoc Medina defined as
“an aggressively fenced international border.”69
A sign of globalization, the industrialization of the border region in Mexico that
occurred during this period raised both socioeconomic and cultural issues for its inhabitants.
Tijuana, for instance, holds the first free-trade industrial zone introduced by international
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corporations operating in Mexico, which include large production plants known as
maquiladoras.70 After their introduction, twin cities such as San Diego and Tijuana received
constant media attention during the pre-NAFTA signing period of the late 1980s and early
1990s, because they had become emblematic of neoliberal promises for economic
development.71 For the border communities in Mexico, however, this model of
industrialization presented a series of contradictions as the low-wage jobs offered by
maquiladoras seeded poverty, disease, and pollution.72 The high influx of bodies crossing the
border going in both directions also raised questions about the solidity of Mexican cultural
identity. The scholar Claire F. Fox posits that while the border “served as a marker of
difference, the spatial contiguity of binational cities and the fluidity of their respective
populations called into question the notion that there was indeed a discrete national identity to
be protected on one side or another.”73 Topics related to the border and its fluidity then
represented the negotiations between cultural identity and otherness, a frequent topic in
works by Gruner and the ’90s generation.
In their discussion of globalization and cultural identities, La Mitad del Camino and
other works commissioned for InSITE’94 shed light on the significance of border zones in
neoliberal discourses and on their meanings for global art production. Expanding on this idea,
the art critic Irmgard Emmelhainz muses:
InSite posited the city as a laboratory to trace the complexity of global shifts through
subtle reconfigurations or interventions in urban space or social structures, conceiving
the border zone as a combative, troubled, and politicized site, the allegory of global
power relations and the cradle for global politics. 74
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Global political significance, however, is only one of the layers of meanings that Gruner
presented in La Mitad del Camino, so her work emerges in, but is not confined to, this
context. Gruner also appropriates the figure of Tlazolteotl to evoke crossing the border as an
individual, subjective act. Along these lines, Emmelhainz posits that Gruner:
is not thinking about the migrant woman as a subject of history and as a victim of
the system, of capitalism or colonialism. But as a woman who is crossing the border
with her body, bearing that pressure. It is a generative process. It is bringing life,
giving life to herself as a new person in the States. Reinventing herself. 75
And yet, Emmelhainz’s claim that Gruner is not presenting this woman as “a subject of
history” is not quite right. Gruner herself speaks to her desire to connect her own subjective
experience of the border to its politics:
I was looking for a specific site outside of myself to act out my “borderlines”: to do
an impossible task, to beautify an impossible place, to place myself in the place of
the one who crosses and the one who suffers, to exert my effort, my optimism and
my adaptability, my sense of otherness.76
Gruner therefore dislocates her own subjectivity to test her relationship with the
surroundings in an exercise of alterity. La Mitad del Camino should also be understood as a
work about transitional cultural identities within the specific sociohistorical context of
Mexico’s liberalizing economic policies of the late 1980s and early 1990s. During the period
immediate after the 1994 signing of NAFTA, the neoliberal global economy and cultural
forms of multiculturalism seemed to threaten established representations of national identity.
Though more evident at the time, this process in reality started earlier, in 1986, with
Mexico’s signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which brought
neoliberal policies to Mexico and eroded the Mexican State’s long-standing system of
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cultural patronage.77 Before the country’s economic opening to the international market in
1986, the Mexican State acted as the primary sponsor of national culture.
In her essay “Alternative Spaces in the 1990s,” published in the exhibition catalogue
The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual Culture in Mexico, 1968–1997, the scholar Vania
Macías discusses the use of Mexican art’s decorative aspects as a political apparatus to
promote national identity. She describes official cultural policies as “designed to uphold
Mexican identity, whether through traditional media like painting or through ‘Mexican’ icons
that appeared easy to swallow.”78 Indeed, pre-neoliberal representations of Mexico’s cultural
identity assumed a decorative character since they were mostly anchored in the imagery of
country’s ancient Aztec culture. The 1986 signing of GATT, however, fostered the
circulation of private capital in the country, checking state patronage. Consequently, private
or corporate funding for art production allowed artists to question previous representations of
national identity, assert it by denial, or even include alternative discourses within it. 79 Gruner
exemplifies this idea in La Mitad del Camino, as she appropriates a cultural icon from the
historical past and recontextualizes it in the politically charged present at the border.
The artist used the art historical references of Mexican antiquity and the language of
conceptual art to expand the scope of temporal representations and explore their intricacy.
Whereas the images of Tlazolteotl primarily evoke Mexico’s historical past and culture, the
border’s site-specificity anchors the artist’s discussion in a contentious political scenario of
the present time. In her explorations of the meanings of these elements, Gruner underscores
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the commonalities between the power of both Tlazolteotl and the migrants crossing the
recycling negative experiences. Like representations of the goddess, who is portrayed in the
liminal moment when she is about to become a mother and enter a new life cycle, the
migrants crossing the border also find themselves leaving one life cycle behind and entering
another one when they reach the United States. Gruner expands the basic temporalities of
past and present into multilayered ones such as the historical past, suspended time, and
cyclical time. Through them, she comments on the center-periphery dynamics of
globalization, which result in the phenomenon of migration and foster liminal subjectivities
through the potential hybridization of the cultural identities of Mexico and United States. 80

The Photographic Condition: 1995 and Mexican Art
In How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995, Fig. 35), Gruner refers to Mexican antiquity and
conceptual art to generate the temporal registers of the historical past, present, and cyclical
time, which she uses to critique the effects of colonialism and globalization on cultural
identity. The work is a diptych of large color photographs intended for gallery viewing,
having occupied an entire wall in the 2016 exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook
(Fig. 36). Placed side by side, with the center of the compositions at eye level, the
photographs featured simple black frames that highlighted the similarities in the two almostidentical compositions: each displays cropped images of a pink plastic bag, a dark gray
molcajete (stone mortar and pestle used to grind condiments), and the artist’s right forearm
and hand reaching in and out of the stone molcajete. Gruner presents these elements virtually
the same way in each photograph. They differ only in the angle in which they were
photographed and the position of her arm and hand in relationship to the molcajete.
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Gruner creates similar but not identical compositions in the two photographs, inviting
the viewer to decipher their differences and meanings. At one level, the commonalities
between images pose a visual puzzle for the viewer. Both photographs show the pink plastic
bag diagonally placed against the wooden surface, with the bottom of the bag in the lower
right corner. The molcajete appears in both photographs in an unusual, inverted position over
the plastic bag, revealing a five-centimeter hole caused by excessive grinding over time.
Entering from the lower right corner of the composition, the artist’s forearm touches the
plastic bag; she inserts her hand in the hole in both pictures, but from different positions. A
viewer facing the diptych would notice Gruner’s hand over the molcajete’s bottom, whose
hole she penetrates with her fingers in the left-hand photograph (Fig. 37), whereas in the
right-hand photograph, she puts her hand underneath the inverted molcajete, and pokes her
fingers poke through the hole from inside, in an upward motion (Fig. 38).
The artist uses the molcajete’s aesthetic qualities as visual metaphors for Mexico’s
historical past, as well as a representation of cyclical time. She references the first by
shedding a diffuse light on the object and by capturing it up close, underscoring its grainy
surface and natural color. A traditional object of Mexican culture, the molcajete is an
indigenous tool that has been used by the Aztec people—native Mexicans—since preConquest times. Molcajetes are surviving tokens from Mexican antiquity and continue to be
used in Mexican kitchens to this day for grinding condiments. Gruner emphasizes how much
this molcajete had been used by inserting her hand in the hole caused by constant grinding.
When used for breaking up spices with a pestle, the act of grinding connects the present
moment of the action with the distant past when the tradition emerged. As the physical result
of the reenactment of an ancient gesture in the present, the hole represents the temporal
intersection between the historical past and the present time, therefore conveying cyclical
time.
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The pink plastic bag evokes the presentness of neoliberal globalization that links
industrial materials and traditional practices of consumption tied to local markets. Plastic is
an industrial product, common in the post–World War II Western world. In contemporary
Mexico, this very saturated hue of pink appears in the specific context of tianguis (open-air)
street markets (Fig. 39). The pink plastic is a popular, inexpensive material used to build
makeshift stands to sell vegetables, street food, spices, kitchen items, clothes, secondhand
items, etc. The very saturated pink hue is known as rosa mexicano (Mexican pink), a cultural
symbol. In addition to being used on the stands, this color also appears in the plastic bags
handed out to customers in the tianguis. Such street markets are ancient structures, but the
plastic transforms them. In the context of Gruner’s artwork, the pink plastic bag evokes the
present time and represents the universe of street markets, thereby allowing the artist to draw
attention to Mexican socioeconomic issues. Indexical to economic underdevelopment, the
informal employment practiced on Mexican street markets is also a sign of poverty—a
common denominator affecting a large social stratum in Latin American countries that
experienced colonization.
By juxtaposing the molcajete over the pink plastic bag, Gruner creates a temporal
tension between the allusions to historical past and the present time, which she uses as a
rhetorical device to assess the effects of economic globalization on Mexican culture and
economy. Both the molcajete’s inversion and the exposure of the hole, it can be posited,
further signify her representation of the historical past as a moment of rupture of the
traditional values of Mexican culture and history. Spanish colonizers appropriated and
mobilized indigenous cultural symbols for the purpose of evangelization, to the point of
exhausting their original meanings and rendering them useless. In relation to the pink plastic
bag, which signals pressing socioeconomic issues of the present time, such as global
industrialization and poverty, the pierced molcajete conveys the ambiguous idea of a solid,
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but worn-out, broken historical past superimposed on an economically fragile present. The
tension between these two temporalities thus allows Gruner to lay out her critique to the
appropriation of cultural symbols from the historical past and the loss of their “solidity,” or
cultural power, in the present time.
On both photographs of the diptych, the forearm and hand come from the bottomright corner to touch the molcajete, representing a temporal connection between Gruner’s
portrayal of the historical past and the present time. In this way, the artist uses her body as a
visual bond between two temporalities. In the left photograph, the hand appears positioned
over the molcajete, with the fingers penetrating the hole and guiding the viewer’s gaze to the
interior space of the stone bowl and over the pink plastic bag. This gesture signifies a view
from the past to the present. The picture to the right of the diptych, in turn, features the hand
placed over the plastic bag and underneath the inverted molcajete, with the fingers coming
through the hole. There the hand guides the viewer’s gaze from the plastic bag to the
molcajete’s interior space, representing a view from the present into the past.
Since the parts of only one body appear in this piece, it could be argued that this is a
subjective statement about Gruner’s relationship with Mexican culture in the present time. It
can be argued that she uses this subjective approach as a metaphor for collective concerns
and views of one’s culture. Accordingly, the hand’s reversible position in both photographs
evokes two possibilities for a historical gaze: from the capitalist present to Mexico’s
historical past with colonization and vice-versa. The conjunction of both temporalities then
alludes to cyclical time, in which historical and the present time meet in repetition. By
representing a temporal cycle that seems stuck on itself, Gruner critiques the negative effects
of colonization and globalization on Mexican culture and the economy. By juxtaposing the
inverted and pierced molcajete over the plastic bag—and indicating possible outlets for the
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gaze into the past and present—she attests to the mishandling or subversion of cultural icons
to serve interests linked to the expansion of international capital in her country.
In the same vein, the title How to Look at Mexican Art? foregrounds the issues of
Mexican art and cultural identity. It can be contended that the question mark in the title,
original in English, invite the viewer to see the work from two vantage points: both as an
insider and as an outsider or foreigner to Mexican culture. In this way, she suggests that the
outsider (English-speaking viewer) should look at Mexican art through distinctive temporal
perspectives and narrative positions. In the right-hand image, she suggests a historicizing
view of Mexican culture, by indicating, with her hand, how to look at the molcajete, an
ancient Aztec cultural symbol still used in present day Mexican culture from outside, from
the standpoint of cultural representations of the historical past to the ones in present time,
generated by global capitalism. Conversely, in the left-hand image she offers an updated
possibility for viewing cultural identity, from inside out of the culturally charged objects,
from the present time represented by the plastic bag to the historical past conveyed by the
molcajete, based on a critical assessment of the global capitalism’s power to distort cultural
icons from Mexico’s historical past.
Radically different, these points of view shed light on the contrast between national
and global politics, a subject broadly discussed in the mid -1990s due to Mexico’s recent
signing of NAFTA. Indeed, Gruner uses the temporal tension between the historical past and
the present time to criticize the use of traditional symbols of Mexican culture as fictitious
displays to other countries of the country’s economic stability, with the aim of promoting a
neoliberal agreement. Instead of showing a glorified image of Mexican culture, the artist
fosters a representation of national identity in relationship to complex and then-highly
unstable economic and sociopolitical scenarios. Using the principles of conceptual art to
explore the frames of reference of the elements of this work, she stages the temporal registers
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of the historical past, present time, and cyclical time in a complex structure, which, in the
end, allows her to explore essential political topics of the day.
Unlike in this analysis, the temporal aspects that Gruner conveys in How to Look at
Mexican Art? have been neglected by critics. Rubén Gallo, in the text he published for
Tendencies: New Art from Mexico City, concludes: “Ultimately Gruner’s diptych refuses to
answer the question it raises: these photographs offer no clues on how to look at Mexican
art.”81 Apparently confused by the artist’s proposal, Gallo confesses his inability to
understand her technique of appropriating readymades to discuss contemporary cultural
representations. In his words, he questions: “what constitutes ‘Mexican art?’”—is it the
mortar? The plastic? The diptych? What makes any of these elements Mexican? What makes
them art?”82 In his essay for the Silvia Gruner: Relics exhibition catalogue (1998), Medina
focuses on what he calls the “opacity of this work,” its concealed meaning, and centers his
analysis on the image of the molcajete as the sole signifier of Mexicanness, referring to it as
“an item of cultural debris.”83 Ignoring both the plastic bag and the hand that penetrates the
molcajete, he values the work for its local qualities, betraying his overriding interest in
placing Mexican artists within circuits of global contemporary art. 84
Recent scholarship from 2016 offers a more complex reading of this work. The art
critic and curator Tatiana Cuevas interprets the title of How to Look at Mexican Art? in
relation to stereotypical views of Mexican art production. She highlights the language of the
title and its relationship to the foreign, Western Anglo-Saxon art historical canon, which she
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writes “does not comprehend anything other than stereotypes.” 85 Cuevas assesses the
molcajete in relationship to the plastic bag and the hands, underscoring the molcajete’s loss
of its original function of grinding spices. In her view, the broken molcajete stands as a
metaphor for what she describes as “mishandling and abusing [of] culture” or its loss. 86

The Social, Economic, and Historical Context of Mexico
Throughout the decade of the 1990s, Gruner expanded basic notions of representation of
time, such as past and present, into more sophisticated ones, including the historical past,
present time, suspended time, and cyclical time, to represent Mexican sociopolitical concerns
of that time. Both La Mitad del Camino (1994) and How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995)
reflect the political tensions and social and cultural consequences surrounding the 1994
signing of NAFTA. The neoliberal promises in the deal, on the one hand, brought economic
growth, but on the other, they increased already high levels of Mexican poverty and
migration. Multinational corporations that transferred their operations to the United States–
Mexico border paid extremely low wages to the Mexican side. While campaigning to
promote the signing of the deal, the Mexican government only focused on its promise of
economic growth. In fact, the country had shown interest in the adoption of a neoliberal
economic model since the early 1980s, when important changes in the country’s economic
mindset began.
Interest in neoliberal practices became clear in 1982, when the presidential candidate
Miguel de la Madrid brought into his cabinet a large team of professionals described by the
scholar Diane E. Davis as “foreign-trained economists and MBAs who sought to recast party
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politics and national policy in a more United States–oriented mold.”87 Fostering a neoliberal
economic mentality before being elected president, de la Madrid’s initial measures paved
way for concrete actions, culminating in the signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) in 1986.88 By joining the ninety-one other countries participating in the treaty,
Mexico started a process of economic opening with ambiguous results: whereas the country
started transitioning its role—from one of the most closed economies to one of the most open
ones in the world—the signing of treaties such as GATT and then NAFTA expanded the
socioeconomic gaps in Mexico throughout the 1990s.89
In this contentious socioeconomic terrain, representations of Mexican culture
continued to serve political interest, as they have, for centuries prior. The 1990 exhibition
Mexico: Splendor of Thirty Centuries exemplifies the promotion of a stable national identity
by both the Mexican government and the private sector, who shared an interest in joining
NAFTA. Televisa, the greatest producer of soap operas in Mexico, envisioned business
possibilities with the United States before the agreement was signed. Aiming at ensuring
signing, the company joined the public sector in cosponsoring this art exhibition, which acted
as a showcase of Mexico’s antique culture. The vast exhibition toured from New York to San
Antonio, Texas, Los Angeles, Monterrey, and Mexico City, displaying Mexican culture as
solid, historical support to consolidate a stable national image in the international business
arena.
Gruner’s La Mitad del Camino (1994) and How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995)
respond to this underlying context of socioeconomic instability cast by GATT and NAFTA.
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La Mitad del Camino, for instance, addresses immigration and transnational identities—side
effects of neoliberal economic practices—while How to Look at Mexican Art? questions the
appropriation of Mexico’s ancient art history and culture as political pawns to promote a
secure image of her country and thus gain favor from foreign countries through the signing of
neoliberal treaties. Ultimately, the economic measures these agreements entailed did not
benefit its most economically vulnerable, poverty-stricken population. In highlighting the
effects of Mexico’s participation in global economy, both works respond to globalization and
multiculturalism, which threatened traditional expressions of national identities.

Art Production in 1980s–90s: Mexico and La Generación de los 90
Though the progressive adoption of neoliberal policies played a major role in shifting the
modus operandi of the Mexican art scene during the 1980s, Mexico City’s 1985 earthquake
also had a profound impact on thinking, making, and exhibiting art. Many Mexican and
foreign artists working in Mexico experienced the chaos brought by the catastrophe that
caused numerous deaths and widespread homelessness and misery. 90 Having assisted directly
in rescues and the in the city reconstruction, many artists observed the role of Mexican art in
their society through a political lens and produced works reflecting issues of their historical
and moment. Frequently, they address the negative effects of economic globalization –
poverty, migration, and multiculturalism threats on representations of national identity - over
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Mexican society and culture. In addition, by the late 1980s, the foreign capital that had started
circulating in the country due to neoliberal policies allowed artists to start working
independently from institutions. Breaking away from a long-standing system of state
patronage that promoted stereotypical representations of national identity, some artists and art
workers initiated an alternative scene of art practices, production, and exhibition spaces. 91
Known as La Generación de los 90 or the ’90s generation, this group developed a series of
experimental practices that challenged the art establishment during the second half of the
1980s and throughout the 1990s. Although Gruner still lived in Boston during the earthquake
and in its aftermath, when she returned to Mexico City in 1989, she enacted the same kind of
practices as La Generación, particularly representations of time registers.
Before the 1985 earthquake and the 1986 signing of GATT, the milieu of Mexican art
had a rich environment of experimental art and alternative artistic production which started in
the 1960s-70s although the patronage and gallery system still supported painting as one of the
main practices. The scholar Daniel Montero explains that “until the 1980s, cultural promotion
depended almost exclusively on the State” and “the few galleries that operated in the scene
focused mostly in painting.”92 Also during the 1980s, a new tendency in figurative painting
known as Neomexicanismo appeared, concentrating on the deconstruction of stereotypical
notions of identity but conveying false notions of political and cultural stability in Mexico. 93
Working to break down this notion, or at least insert alternative views of socioeconomic
problems in the country, the artists of the La Generación de los 90 proposed works that
challenged the tenets of Neomexicanismo, which did not reflect the tragic post-earthquake
reality broadcast via the international media.
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La Generación centered political critique in their practices as a way to approach the
crisis of the representation of national identity brought by Mexico’s economic opening to an
international market and multiculturalism. Challenging the conformist practices of painting
and sculpture,’90s generation artists turned to everyday objects as means to memorialize this
crisis, question their surroundings, and reflect their sociopolitical and cultural concerns. 94
Based on found objects, their aesthetic first appeared in 1987 in the form of conceptual
practices that responded to Mexico’s critical socioeconomic scenario and art material
deprivation. The artist Damián Ortega (born in 1967) recalls that “it was not just that Marcel
Duchamp or Arte Povera inspired us, but mostly that we were poor. . . . We were mostly still
living with our parents, we had to use what we found around us.” 95 These explorations of
burgeoned alongside novel pedagogical practices, such as Gabriel Orozco’s Taller de los
Viernes (Friday Workshops ,1987), which proposed readings, discussions, and mutual
encouragement for new forms of art-making in Mexico.96
The fruit of intense experimentation, the art produced by La Generación de los 90 did
not reach institutions nor was it intended to be commercialized, having been mostly exhibited
at alternative spaces where artists could gather, show their works, and exchange ideas about
their production.97 The Salón des Aztecas (1988), for example, functioned as an antique
furniture store during the day and a gallery at night. 98 La Quiñonera (1986) was a sprawling
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family home whose rooms served as exhibition spaces, a kind of improvisation also
happening at the residence of the artist Carlos Jaurena (born in 1964), which was also known
as “The Apartment.”99 Gruner lived in a downtown building nearby at Calle Licenciado
Verdad, where she exhibited with non-Mexican born artists Melanie Smith (born in 1965),
Francis Alÿs (born in 1959), and Thomas Glassford (born in 1963). 100 Additionally,
Temístocles 44 (1993) and Curare (1991) also hosted exhibitions, the latter publishing a
eponymous magazine focusing on art criticism.101
Notably, artists and art workers of the ’90s generation inaugurated curatorial work
and art criticism focused on contemporary art produced in Mexico. According to the artist
Eduardo Abaroa (born in 1968), when the alternative spaces emerged by the end of the
1980s, “curatorial work was either feeble or nonexistent; the artists were invited for opening
day, brought their works, and installed them themselves.” 102 By the early 1990s, critics
specialized in colonial, nineteenth-century, or mid-twentieth century art and roughly twenty
people were writing regularly.103 Focusing on painting, their laudatory texts lacked criticism,
functioning as sales boosters for gallery shows and incentives to promote museum
acquisitions.
Opposing these practices, the generation of critics that emerged with the ’90s
generation transformed a description-based and generalizing critical model into
multidisciplinary, contextual readings.104 According to Montero in El cubo de Rubik: Arte
mexicano en los años 90, the art critics Medina and Ortega pioneered the field by proposing
“readings related to interrelated fields: economic, sociopolitical, and especially cultural,
[establishing that] the works alone are not entirely responsible for conveying meaning, but
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context too.”105 Still an incipient practice, contemporary art criticism written in 1990s Mexico
began to reflect sociopolitical and historical concerns, but struggled to present objective
readings grounded in formal elements. For this reason, they often bypassed more complex
concepts such as Gruner’s temporalities.
The commercialization of contemporary art during the 1990s was rare since the art
market was virtually nonexistent and motivated by the international market. Few galleries,
such as Nina Menocal, Galería de Arte Contemporáneo Benjamín Díaz, and OMR, exhibited
contemporary art produced in Mexico. In 1991, Nina Menocal started replacing its artists on
its roster with contemporary neoconceptual artists, and Galería de Arte Contemporáneo
Benjamín Díaz and OMR followed this example in 1996. 106 Their progressive interest in
exhibiting contemporary production therefore reflected international market trends.

La Generación de los 90 and Time Registers as Critical Avenues
From 1989 to 1999, Gruner used the tension she created through her expanded
representations of time as a vehicle to challenge globalization and stagnant representations of
national identity in Mexico. Her works from this period developed alongside those by many
of her peers from the ’90s generation, which also used time-based visual strategies to similar
ends. In addition, through their representations of different temporal registers, these artist s
conveyed their critique of modern and contemporary art production. On the one hand, these
artists took a critical stance towards global art production, but on the other, they sought to
integrate their production into the international circuit of exhibitions, biennials, and
market.107 This apparently contradictory approach, it can be contended, only served to boost
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their visibility in a global art arena. Their conceptual works were visually intriguing and
proposed complex readings, inviting the viewer to both engage with and decipher them.
One of the works that best illustrates strategic similarities with Gruner’s works from
1989–99 is Obelisco Roto Portátil para Mercados Ambulantes (Broken Obelisk for Street
Markets, 1992) by Eduardo Abaroa (born in 1968) (Fig. 40). Shaped like an inverted obelisk
and standing above a pyramid, Abaroa’s work is a steel structure with pieces of tent-fabric of
Mexican pink, a material of a similar color as the plastic bag Gruner used in How to Look at
Mexican Art? (1995).108 Obelisco Roto is a collapsible sculpture, designed to be itinerant and
establish site-specificity wherever it travels. Abaroa displayed and relocated Obelisco in
many Mexican street markets (tianguis). In this work, he uses the pink plastic cover as a sign
of informal commerce in Mexico, an indicator of the country’s underdeveloped economy.
Like Gruner, Abaroa draws on art historical references to set up temporal layers that
allow him to discuss important sociopolitical questions of the day. Obelisco Roto refers to a
recent moment in the contemporary art history of the United States, sharing the shape and
title of Barnett Newman’s Broken Obelisk (1963–67). By quoting a renowned international
artist, Abaroa places his Obelisco Roto on par with works of Abstract Expressionism and
Minimalism, which were also well-established art traditions operating in the hegemonic
economy and art production center—the United States. In their appropriation of art historical
moments to stage temporalities, Gruner and Abaroa both used temporal registers as means to
relay their commentary on globalization and representations of cultural identity. While both
Abaroa’s Obelisco Roto and Gruner’s La Mitad del Camino and How to Look at Mexican
Art? connect to the traditional culture of Mexico - the first and the latter to the ancient
structures of tianguis, and La Mitad to the use of images of an Aztec goddess, Abaroa’s work
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explicitly connects formally to postwar art of the United States. Gruner’s, in turn, abound in
elements rooted in traditional Mexican culture. The way both artists convey meaning,
however, is very similar, since both use art history to generate time registers that speak to
Mexico’s historical past in contrast with the present and thus serve as political and cultural
critiques. In Abaroa’s case, he uses pink plastic, a contemporary, material that connotes
economic conditions, to convey his assessment of the economy and art production in Mexico
City in connection with neoliberalism, exposing relationships between center/periphery,
north/south, rhetoric/existence, verticality/horizontality. 109 Abaroa thus critiques the negative
effects of global neoliberalism on Mexican economy, society, and culture, such as
industrialization, poverty, and multiculturalism. Moreover, his Obelisco Roto’s location was
always in flux, much like the economic fluctuations in the 1990s.
Besides Abaroa, artists from the ’90s generation such as the Belgian artist Francis
Alÿs (born in 1959), along with the local artist Abraham Cruzvillegas (born in 1968) also
used temporal representations to criticize the Mexican political context. Like Abaroa, they
also appropriated everyday materials, centering the social and economic problems stemming
from globalization and neoliberalism. They worked with notions of cyclical time, distended
time, and chance to address center-periphery relationships that cause economic inequality and
its effects, including poverty and migration. In Alÿs’s nine-hour performance Sometimes
Making Something Leads to Nothing (1997), the artist pushes a melting block of ice through
the streets of Mexico City, evoking cyclical time and the myth of Sisyphus in his
performance of a repetitive and seemingly pointless action. In the face of such a long period
of perambulation pushing a block of ice that takes a very long time to melt, time seems to
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take longer to pass, evoking distended time. By dislocating the object and facing chance, he
also refers to migration—a common solution adopted by Mexican citizens fleeing poverty.
Cruzvillegas, in turn, works with what he calls autoconstrucción (self-building), a
technique of assemblage that incorporates scrap construction materials that impoverished
Mexicans commonly used to build houses. By repurposing these materials in his sculptures
and installations, he recycles them, giving them a new life and evoking the past time through
memory and cyclical time. In addition, his appropriations of found materials allude to Marcel
Duchamp’s use of readymades and incorporation of chance. In Indio (1997), for example,
Cruzvillegas gathered thirty thousand bottles of Indio beer and arranges them tightly on the
floor. With this arrangement, he creates a “crowd” or a “sea” of elements that allude to the
social groups of Mexican indigenous peoples. By isolating and segregating the bottles,
Cruzvillegas invites the viewer to consider the common associations with native Mexicans,
including poverty, alcoholism, and oral tradition. 110 As he turns found objects into art works,
the artist invites the viewer to engage in an examination of poverty in Mexico, a result of its
ongoing sociopolitical crises.111
Temporality also appears in the works of the U.S. artist Thomas Glassford (born in
1963), who juxtaposes past and present time to address personal and national identity crises.
In his works from the early 1990s, Glassford appropriated both natural and everyday objects,
including gourds, leather, and pork rinds, to convey notions of heterosexual male
displacement from society. By carving and making incisions on gourds, he created
androgynous objects that allude to the male identity crisis. While the gourds have been
associated with Mexico, Glassford resignifies them as androgynous objects, either phallic or
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maternal.112 In Fuentes (Fountains, 1990), he exemplifies the subject by installing two
faucets in a gourd that shows the passage of time, carries the physical marks of wear. 113 In the
title, Glassford alludes to Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain (1917). By bringing together past and
present time, he restricts himself to these two categories, a simple temporal construction that
makes his work easily readable.
More complex temporal notions appear in the works of the British artist Melanie
Smith (born in 1965) and the Mexican artist Gabriel Orozco (born in 1962). Like Silvia
Gruner, they also draw on art history and Mexican culture to stage the time registers of past
and present time, evoking memory and chance and thereby discussing the effects of
globalization on the country’s economy and national identity. Smith explores the
contradictions of modernity in Mexico City, a megalopolis facing rapid economic and
cultural development, all the while combating extreme poverty. As a strategy to insert her
social critique to modernity’s breaches and failures into her aerial images of Mexico City, she
refers to memory and the art historical temporalities of European modernism and
contemporary art of the United States. Her single-channel video Spiral City (2002, 5:53 min.)
responds to the earthwork Spiral Jetty (1970), which incorporates distended time and chance,
by the United States artist Robert Smithson (1938–1973). Like in Smithson’s work, in Spiral
City Smith films Mexico City using a bird’s-eye view to highlight the grid-like structure akin
to works by Piet Mondrian (1872–1944), and the random effects of chance exerted upon that
grid, alluding to Dada strategies used by Marcel Duchamp (1887–1968). Foregrounding the
triumph of chance over modernity, Smith reveals the effects of chaos over the geometric
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structure of the city, exposing how uncontrolled growth encouraged informal, unstable, and
dangerous building methods.
Orozco similarly uses the temporalities of the historical and recent past by combining
traditional imagery of Mexican culture with allusions to the aesthetics of European modern
art. In Black Kites (1997), he drew a grid in graphite on a human skull to question
representations of national identity. As the grid distorts to follow the organic shapes of the
bones, it represents the conflict between the Western theme of memento mori and traditional
Mexican iconography from antiquity.114 In this work, Orozco underscores additional
temporalities, such as distended time in the memory of making the object and the real time of
perceiving it.115
This chapter examined how Gruner drew on both art history and traditional Mexican
cultural references to stage temporality in complex ways and respond to political,
socioeconomic, and cultural changes occurring in Mexico in the late 1980s and 1990s. This
specific combination of references allowed her to add complexity to conventional temporal
categories, such as past and present, into more sophisticated time registers, such as the
historical past, present time, cyclical time, and suspended time. Gruner used these temporal
registers as avenues to express her critique of the effects of neoliberal policies on Mexican
society, as well as of the ways traditional Mexican art and culture were showcased and used
to promote the ratification of free-trade agreements. The analyses here of two works of the
period illustrated these topics. More specifically, the reading of La Mitad del Camino (1994)
explored her use of formal and structural temporal registers to comment on migration and
transnational cultural identities, issues that result from globalization and center-periphery
dynamics. Likewise, the assessment of How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995) considers how
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the artist employed refined notions of time to discuss post-colonial global politics’ check on
traditional representations of Mexican culture. Lastly, Gruner was located in relation to her
peers of La Generación de los 90, establishing temporal strategies as a shared practice that
fostered important contributions to political conversations of that time.
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Chapter 2
Replacing Visual Elements, Maintaining Strategy: 1999–2007

Three works made by Silvia Gruner between 1999 and 2007 are examined in this chapter:
Atravesar las Grandes Águas, Ventura! (1999–2000), Away from You (2001–2003), and
Centinela (B&W) (2007). Assessed here are the ways the time registers the artist further
develops allow her to continue to discuss the negative effects of globalization on
contemporary subjectivity, Mexican culture and identity. Whereas in 1989–1999 she used
objects of traditional Mexican culture to stage temporalities, from 1999 to 2007 they were
replaced by references to modernity in the form of urban planning, modern architecture, and
canonical periods in art history. She uses these references to modernity to express modern
time and its rational regulations of spatial-temporal experiences in contrast with the
temporalities of moving or static bodies, as well as the time of the mind. Representing these
different temporalities allows Gruner’s work to speak to contemporary subjects’ experience
of the processes of globalization in large urban centers in Latin America, such as Mexico City
at the turn of the twenty-first century. All three works convey the clash between the rigidity
imposed by modern time and the rhythms of the body and mind, which vary in speed.
Gruner’s characters manifest physical and mental rhythms that are radically different from
those of their surroundings, demonstrating an inherent inability to cope with the rigidity of
the restrictions of modern time—a grim and lonely view on the subjective experience of
living in Latin American megalopolises.
In these three works, Gruner maintains her strategy of using temporal registers to
critique the cultural and the social politics of globalized urban environments in Mexico,
especially those featuring modern infrastructures and architecture models imported from
Europe and the U.S. To be discussed in this chapter are her relationship with the ’90s
generation and how, between 1999 and 2007, curators and critics in Mexico City failed to
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consider her use of temporalities and consequently framed her work as personal and
disconnected from the sociopolitical concerns of her peers.

A Small Video Installation: 1999–2000 and Mexico City’s Infrastructure
The art critic and curator Magalí Arriola highlights an important shift in Gruner’s use of
cyclical time in the catalogue for Circuito Interior (Interior Circuit, 2000), Gruner’s solo
exhibition at Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil (MACG) in Mexico City. Arriola notes that “Gruner
seems to explore alternative routes that allow her to bypass the cyclical obsession of her
earlier pieces.”116 The “cyclical obsession” to which Arriola refers can be interpreted as the
scholar’s reading of Gruner’s cyclical time, which had appeared in her work starting with her
1986 Arena (Sand). Filmed using a Super-8 camera, Arena is a single-channel, silent piece
that runs in five-minute sequences and features a mix of black-and-white and color scenes of
Gruner climbing naked up a sand dune in Truro, Cape Cod. She is shown rubbing an earthy
red pigment onto her body and face and descending the steep terrain in somersaults. The
video plays in a loop or closed circuit, causing the scenes to repeat indefinitely. In this way,
she blurs the linear narrative markers of beginning and ending, conveying the effect of
cyclical time.
Up until 1999, Arena was typical of how Gruner often expressed cyclical time in her
videos by editing or reenacting actions with her own body. Highlighting the artist’s editing
technique as a method to convey cyclical time in her earlier Super-8 films, Arriola pinpoints
her use of this time register in her oeuvre and correctly signals its absence in her video
installation Atravesar las Grandes Águas, !Ventura! (To Cross the Great Waters, Good
Fortune!, 1999–2000). She continues: “the temporality that Gruner managed to efface in her
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earlier videos—by editing them in some sort of closed circuit—appears interrupted by the
narrative development of this piece.”117 Arriola’s statement is quite vague, because narratives
can assume different formats and convey various temporal registers. Without knowing the
specific kind of narrative to which Arriola referred, her line of investigation will be continued
here, exploring Gruner’s references to European Modern architecture and Mexico City. It will
be argued that these themes help her express complex structures of time—such as the
mechanical time of the city, the speed of cars traveling in it, the concept of chaos, and the
contemporary body’s temporal experiencing this environment—expanding conventional
categories of past, present, and future. Through the time registers in Atravesar, she
underscores loneliness as a by-product of the desynchronization between the mechanical time
of the cities with modern infrastructures such as Mexico City and that of the contemporary
subjects who live there.
Atravesar is a sixty-minute piece that was shown as a three-channel video installation
at Gruner’s solo exhibition Circuito Interior.118 The work occupied the longer walls of a
white rectangular gallery with a dark-gray floor (Fig. 41). Equally sized, the three large-scale
projections ran simultaneously.119 Entering the far end of the gallery, one was able to see the
installation as a whole, with one video projected in the middle of the wall to the left (channel
1, Fig. 42) and two videos to the wall on the right (channels 2 and 3, Figs. 43, 44).120
Together, they tell an open-ended story about a contemporary (1999–2000) couple
experiencing the city’s modern infrastructure from the 1950s and 1960s. Each one of the
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screens feature image sequences of characters either moving or standing still on a suspended
pedestrian walk with yellow handrails; vehicles travel on the highway below in opposite
directions. Filmed with a handheld camera, channels 1 and 2 show close-up images of each
character’s hand—channel 1 left hand, channel 2 right hand—rushing past as they grasp the
handrail. Channel 3, in turn, features a steady image of the right hands of the characters
resting on the handrail, looking out over the vehicles on the Anillo Periférico, a highway
connecting multiple neighborhoods in Mexico City. The three channels can be read as a
sequential story or as isolated moments in it.
The three videos of the installation share visual elements, such as the yellow
handrails, hands over them, and lanes of cars, inviting the viewer to visually connect the
projections and interpret them as a story. Though not placed exactly in front of one another in
the gallery space, channels 1 and 2 feature a mirrored sequence of the hands of two
characters, quickly moving over the handrails of a suspended walkway at the Anillo
Periférico. A still shows a detail of the woman’s left hand and wrist, moving over the hard
lines and straight angles of the Periférico’s handrails (Fig. 42). Performing one of the
characters, Gruner used a handheld camera to capture this part of her body from a first-person
perspective as she rushed along flat segments and up and down the stairs of the walkway. The
camera simultaneously shows the lanes of cars on the Periférico and the surrounding
neighborhood in the background. Similarly, another still from a different channel displays the
same scenario from the first: a close-up sequence of a man’s right hand and wrist executing
identical actions as Gruner’s did and showing similar views (Fig. 43). Played at a very loud
volume, the installation soundtrack reproduced noises of vehicle engines accelerating against
the wind, tires rolling on the tarmac, and horns honking. Added to the moving images of cars
and bodies on channels 1 and 2, these sounds created sensory overload, vertigo, or even
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dizziness for the viewer.121 Atravesar extends an invitation to experience the hustle and bustle
of Mexico City on an amplified scale, with a faster pace and louder sounds.
A still from channel 3 shows the two characters’ hands touching, sitting still on the
handrail with the lanes of cars below (Fig. 44). Using a steady camera positioned at a
downward angle to show a first-person perspective, Gruner captures the man’s hand almost
completely covering the woman’s. The shaky frame shows them motionless in contrast to the
moving vehicles in the background, offering a rhythmic counterpoint to the high speed of the
bodies featured on channels 1 and 2. The aesthetic qualities of the elements Gruner chooses
to feature in the three channels—the solidity of the walkway’s modern infrastructure, the
fluidity of the vehicles moving on the highway, and the rhythm of the characters experiencing
the city—represent three distinctive time registers: modern time, conveyed by the mechanical
time of the city and the speed of the cars, the time of chaos, in which uncontrollable actions
occur, and the time of the body.
In the setting of Atravesar, Gruner invokes the modern European architectural tenets
that were applied to the infrastructure of Mexico City in the 1950s and 1960s. These are
visible in the video as hard-lined structures, such as car lanes, pedestrian walks, and handrails
that are integrated into the Anillo Periférico. The Periférico was originally designed as a
beltway encircling Mexico City with exits connecting its multiple neighborhoods. Designed
by the architect Carlos Contreras in 1925 as part of a developmentalist project that used a
modern European infrastructure model of urbanization to manage demographic growth in
Mexico City, the highway meant to delimit areas of uncontrollable urban growth and connect
them to the city.122 Construction, however, started in the 1950s and was finally inaugurated in
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1961.123 A developmentalist project is generally rooted in the rationale of bringing order to
chaos. As rural migration to the city continued throughout the twentieth century, Mexico City
exceeded the Periférico’s limits. The metropolis grew in the form of the marginal
neighborhoods, which Gruner shows as the cityscape in Atravesar, contrasting their
makeshift domiciles with the poor housing surrounding the Periférico. A typically modern
project, the Periférico failed to function as intended. Instead, it stands as a reminder of the
uncontrollable dynamics of globalized megalopolises in Latin America, which, in the face of
accommodating their outsized need for expansion, resist the modern logic of planning and
organization. Gruner uses views of the Periférico and its pedestrian walks to stage the
temporality of modern time and those of its neighborhoods on the outskirts to deploy the time
of chaos, in which unplanned actions happen. Her choice of the Periférico and its
surrounding landscape thus reveals her intention to address the chaos of living in Latin
American urban centers.
Gruner arranges the installation to establish connections between the narrative of the
story and its protagonists’ experience of time. The story appears on three channels that run
simultaneously and, as the characters move along the different paths, it becomes apparent that
the narrative is both nonlinear and fragmented. Atravesar does not present a narrative with a
clear beginning, middle, and end. Instead, the work shows three distinct story lines—the
woman’s, the man’s, and the couple’s together—which all occur in the present time and can
be understood separately, without following any specific order, or as an ensemble.
The artist further explores fragmented narrative formats by exploring the spatial
aspects of the video-installation layout: She uses the positions of each channel in relation to
the entrance of the gallery to manipulate narrative. Upon entering the installation, the viewer
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sees channels 1 and 2 positioned closer to the gallery entry, each channel featuring a video
with one of the character’s hands quickly moving along the yellow handrail. Placed right next
to channel 2, but farther away from the installation entry, channel 3 features a video
projection of the two characters’ hands together. This strategic positioning allows the viewer
to consider the narrative in two distinct ways: as a sequence, in which they first see the
character’s hands moving separately on channels 1 and 2 and together thereafter, on channel
3, as a closure for the story; or as fragments of a narrative in the present time, in which the
actions in all three channels take place simultaneously.
The fragmented aspect of the installation layout, as well as the simultaneity of the
video projections, represents the multiplicity of events that happen contemporaneously, such
as vehicles and bodies moving, in the cityscape. The Periferico’s modern infrastructure posits
the mechanical time of the city in the regulation of the speed of the cars and the time the
bodies interact within this urban scene. The mechanical time of the city and the speed of the
cars appear in the content of all three channels representing the simultaneous, albeit different
rhythms that urban infrastructures prescribe for moving from one location to another. Gruner
evinces Mexico City’s urban rhythms with more detail on channels 1 and 2; as the characters
move forward, the camera reveals the walkway’s cement floor, hard lines, and straight
angles, underscoring the walkway’s stability and stillness. In this way, it proposes a slow,
predictable pace for pedestrians ambulating on its paths, whereas the highway sets a speed
limit for the vehicles moving rapidly on its lanes, causing them to move at more or less the
same speed.
In Atravesar Gruner contraposes the mechanical time of urban modernity with the
unpredictable time registered in her characters’ bodies, highlighting the chaos that modern
infrastructure tries and fails to contain. This becomes clear on channels 1 and 2, in the
sequences that include both characters and the camera moving at a very fast and fluid pace
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along the walkway, contradicting its proposition for walking slow and steadily. The artist
focuses on the hands and the yellow handrails in perspective, using them as visual leads for
the paths they take, turning stable views into dizzying ones. The camera shows the angles of
the handrails against an ever-changing background of lanes of vehicles, which accelerate in
different directions, and a landscape filled with makeshift housing on the outskirts of town.
Taking on a speed more akin to that of the vehicles accelerating on the Periférico than
bodies, the characters seem to adopt the chaotic and erratic rhythms of the city. As the time of
the body disrupts the Periférico’s modern ambition to stabilize time, the characters
demonstrate the vulnerability of contemporary subjects to their surrounding environment.
In a version of Atravesar that has never been shown, Gruner included nine channels,
three of which highlight a video feed addressing the character’s vulnerability to spatial
aspects. Two of these videos were intended to be shown side-by-side, displaying a panoramic
view of the suspended pedestrian walk as a very high, large, and hard -lined structure,
standing above the lanes of the Periférico (Figs. 45, 46). Constructed out of cement and
framed by yellow-coated metal handrails, the walkway comprises two levels connected by
stairs. Showing vehicles coming from opposite directions conveys a sense of urban
dynamism. Each video also shows one character who stands still in the middle of the
walkway’s first level. The characters, so small compared to the landscape, appear almost
undistinguishable from the city that engulfs them, evoking feelings of isolation and sensory
overload.
The content of the other two channels in the expanded and unexhibited iteration of
Atravesar further underscores these emotions (Figs. 47, 48). The channels show, respectively,
a man and a woman standing very close to each other having an argument on the street
beneath the Periférico and a woman seen from the back, sitting atop one of the walkway’s
stairs, narrowly framed by the yellow handrails and their vertical bars. Looking isolated, she
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observes the car lanes beneath her, its vehicles traveling in opposing directions. The contrast
between her stillness and the moving cars is notable, connoting differences in mental states.
The video’s loud soundtrack of traffic, moreover, contributes to the sense of vertigo and
danger and recalls a local phenomenon: the problem of people committing suicide by
jumping from the Periférico’s walkways.124 By hinting at this topic, Gruner conveys a grim
portrait of alienation as a collective condition in Mexico City.
The title Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great Waters, Good
Fortune!) alludes to one’s ability to face the environment with courage and the hope of
thriving, providing a peculiar hopeful note. Of esoteric origin; Atravesar las Grandes Águas,
¡Ventura!, corresponds to the I Ching hexagram “Huan,” which means dispersion or
diffusion. Huan describes the desire to progress by removing obstacles blocking one’s way,
while emphasizing the importance of taking time to overcome them both patiently and
persistently.125 In Gruner’s work, this idea translates into a disposition for incorporating
chaos and experiencing uncertainty. The title, it can be inferred, refers to overcoming the
temporal clash between mechanical time and the time of the body in Mexico City; even in the
face of adversity, one can still “atravesar las grandes águas,” or cross the great waters:
succeed in overcoming chaos and loneliness.
Most assessments published on the occasion of Gruner’s 2000 exhibition have
superficially analyzed how she expresses time in Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! 126
Although Arriola notes that Gruner shifts from cyclical time to a narrative format, she d oes
not explore how the artist uses modern infrastructure in Mexico City to stage the complexities
According to Gruner and the Mexican media, the Periférico’s walkways are popular sites for attempting
suicide.
125 “I Ching Diagram 59: Huan—Meaning and Interpretation” video by SunSigns.org,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-AQAivKXSU. Accessed on June 4, 2020.
126 Arriola was the only critic to acknowledge Gruner’s use of linear temporality, though only in a brief note; see
Arriola, “In White,” 11; Mónica de la Torre, To Cross the Great Water, Good Fortune!: A Multi-Channel
Installation by Silvia Gruner, exh. brochure for Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (Mexico City: Museo de Arte
Carrillo Gil, 2000); Cuauhtémoc Medina, “El ojo breve: Lírica Megalópolis,” Reforma, April 5, 2000, the Silvia
Gruner Archive.
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of time. The writer and curator Mónica de la Torre likewise overlooks this aspect of the work.
In her text for the exhibition brochure, de la Torre deems Atravesar a “narrative charged with
emotional content,” an anti-feminist point of view that neglects to describe the formal
elements that led her to this conclusion.127 Furthermore, she asserts that “the piece is absurd,
yet deeply moving and almost tragic,” focusing her description of the feeling of vertigo the
video simulates in the viewer.128 Although de la Torre’s points to the disturbing feelings the
work may elicit have merit, her analysis is incomplete because it precludes Gruner’s use of
time registers; it fails to elaborate on how the rhythm of the characters’ bodies translates into
the hectic pace of a contemporary city functioning in a modern infrastructure.
In his review, Cuauhtémoc Medina reduces Atravesar las Grandes Águas, !Ventura!
to exclusively sentimental meanings by describing the work as “some sort of oblique
narrative about the complex sentimental array of a megalopolis’ inhabitants, a metaphor of an
amorous mismatch.”129 Medina does not account for Gruner’s use of temporality. Instead, he
relates melancholic experiences of lonely subjects living in a chaotic contemporary Latin
American city to personal vulnerability.130 By addressing only the most superficial layer of
meaning of the piece and neglecting Gruner’s engagement with temporality, Medina fails to
recognize how she manipulates time to anchor layers of meaning, a strategy she uses to
support her sociopolitical critique to the contemporary experience of modern infrastructures
in Mexico City.

A Large Video Installation: 2001–3 between Acapulco and Mexico City
When Gruner made the video installation Away from You (2001–3), critics had not yet been
able to account for the social aspects of her work because they failed to attend her use of
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time.131 Medina’s interpretation of Away from You, for instance, emphasized sentimentalism
by calling it a “theater of erotic melancholy.”132 In his review for the column El Ojo Breve,
he mentioned a dimension of time introduced by a swimmer in the work. For him, the blue
color field is “a technical effect that nevertheless remains subordinate to the sentimental
character of the scene.”133 Instead of recognizing that Gruner uses different temporalities to
evoke aspects of the contemporary human condition, he reduces his reading to a biographical
one.
In the video installation Away from You (Fig. 49), Gruner references art history to
stage different time registers, including the temporalities of modernity, the body, and cycles,
continuing to critique contemporary subjective experiences with modernity in Mexico to
underscore some social effects they generate, such as the loneliness of women living in large
urban centers.134 A site-specific work, Away from You features fourteen channels that play
three and one-half min sequences simultaneously. Edited on a closed circuit, all the scenes
continuously repeat. The multiroom work appeared in 2003 in an eponymous exhibition at
Laboratorio Arte Alameda (LAA), Mexico City. This venue occupies the former Convent of
San Diego (1591), a colonial building repurposed in 2000 as an exhibition space devoted to
exhibiting video works that investigate the limits between art and technology (Fig. 50).135
Projected onto the walls of the former church’s choir area, nave, two chapels, and annex,
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video installation offered viewing possibilities from multiple angles. With a title that
communicates the concept of distance, the work conveys a fragmented narrative about a
woman trying to overcome breakup pain by swimming in a pool. Her repetitive actions stand
as a metaphor for feeling stuck despite the desire of moving on emotionally, that is, moving
away from a mental place filled with sorrow. Using a multipart layout to express time
registers in complex manners, Gruner invites the viewer to reflect on feminine loneliness as a
contemporary condition of life in large urban centers.
Entering the exhibition space, a visitor would first see the nave section of the video
installation, which includes eight channels projected directly onto the church’s monumental
white walls and altar space. Measuring about 3 x 4 meters each, they show the same content:
aerial shots of a female swimmer, who appears at the bottom of the frame, slowly moving
forward in the pool lane and up the wall of the exhibition space.136 Gruner plays the female
swimmer wearing a black swimsuit, silver swimming cap, and navy-blue fins (Fig. 51). She
swims from one edge slowly toward the other edge of the frame and disappears, as if
swimming into the massive walls of LAA (Fig. 52). Placed side by side, the nave projections
with the swimmer formed an immense, “U-shaped” blue color field with evenly placed
vertical divisions (Fig. 53). The chapel to the right side of the altar (Fig. 54) featured two
large projections on the walls adjacent to its entrance. Measuring about 2 x 2.5 meters each,
they mirrored each other and showed nocturnal shots (Fig. 55): one channel showed the
swimmer taking a break and resting at the edge of the pool, with her chin over crossed
forearms (Fig. 56), while the other channel showed a perspective view of the same character
swimming away and vanishing into the horizon (Fig. 57). The chapel to the left of the altar
featured only one large projection measuring 2.5 x 3.5 meters: daytime shot of pool cleaning
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equipment from above including a white hose, telescopic pole, and vacuum moving slowly at
the bottom of a pool, drawing abstract forms (Fig 58).
In a smaller space off the chapel (Fig. 59), an environment formed by two intersecting
walls, Gruner projected a film diptych measuring about 5 x 5 meters each, featuring a couple
embracing, relaxing, and playing in the pool to the sound of Serge Gainsbourg’s “La
Décadanse,” a slow-paced ballad with strong allusions to eroticism and faded feelings of
love, a double pun on the sexual act and decay of affection. 137 This part of the installation is
the only one that features a soundtrack, which could also be heard when a viewer stood on the
second-story mezzanine level (Fig. 60) where the title “Away from You” was projected. This
mezzanine overlooks the annex and nave (Fig. 61). Moreover, the title featured a digital
video montage with the words Away from You immersed in the pool’s water, disappearing
one by one and then reappearing in the same order (Fig. 62). Synchronized with the rhythm
of the slowly disappearing title—but contrasting with the silent environments of the nave and
chapels—the soundtrack created an atmosphere of lust and melancholy.
Though the work’s fragmented layout does not prescribe any specific viewing
itinerary, it encourages the viewer to explore all the spaces of the installation to fully
appreciate its nonlinear storyline. Upon entering the nave, the viewer would climb four steps
before entering this section of the installation, which appears as a monumental frieze forming
a totally immersive blue color field. At first glance, the color field looks stable and still, but
this perception soon changed, with sequences of the swimmer appearing at the bottom of t he
frames, swimming in the color field, and then disappearing, as if absorbed by the building’s
massive walls. The channels worked in sync so that they alternated the swimmer’s
appearance, causing her to appear simultaneously on various projections at the same time,
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position, and speed (Fig. 63). With each stroke, she makes little progress, a metaphor for the
internal struggle to overcome a difficult emotional situation. Compared to the immense blue
field, the swimmer looks small, repeating an endless task in silence, constantly moving alone
but going nowhere.
In order to convey the swimmer’s loneliness, Gruner used temporal devices that draw
on canonical art history. Modern time is represented by the divided blue color field formed by
pool lanes, a reference to Abstract Expressionism (c. 1946), specifically to the work of the
American painter Barnett Newman (1905–1970), as the scholar Irmgard Emmelhainz has
noted.138 Indeed, Gruner’s reference to the postwar abstract artist recalls his large-scale panel
painting Vir Heroicus Sublimis (1950, Fig. 64). In Newman’s immense red color field
likewise interrupted by vertical lines, he proposed that the viewer use the lines as standpoints
to experience the stillness of color fields and the sense of the eternal in modern art. Gruner
evokes these qualities to stage a narrative within a framework of visual rigidity and temporal
stability, which characterizes a modern, architecturally rigid, and organized experience of
time.
When, in Away from You, the female character appears swimming in the color field,
the movement, on the one hand, disrupts its stillness, and in the other, remains contained and
controlled by the spatial restrictions. Moving fluidly and slowly, the character appears as if in
a meditative state as she floats and creates waves in the water. In this way, by moving
through the pool fluidly, the character’s body’s expresses a temporal quality which is slower
and more fluid than that of the rigid, controlled time prescribed by modern structures. Her
swimming action is marked by a rhythm that disrupts the stillness of modern aesthetics and
time and are further enhanced by cyclical movements—the swimmer’s repetitive actions of
disappearing and reappearing at the edges of the pool, lane after lane. The registers
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expressing the time of the body and cyclical time convey a contemporary dynamic in which
the body, i.e., subjectivity, does not quite conform to the stability of spaces that propose a
spatial and temporal experience regulated by modern aesthetic ideals. The character disrupts
the stable color field with her smooth swimming movements, but only to a certain extent; she
never exits the pool lanes without reappearing in the next one, which could represent a
subjectivity that finds itself trapped in repetitive cycles within controlled environments.
Away from the main view of Gruner swimming laps, two projections in the small
chapel show the opposite dynamic: in one case, the swimmer standing still in turbulent waters
and in the other, she swims away. Apparently taking break from the exhausting activity of
continuously swimming, she is suspended in time, apparently immersed in her thoughts or
daydreaming. Gruner uses these images as metaphors to suggest the character’s desires to
escape the cyclical time in which she is stuck and resolve the frustration of not being able to
completely move away from her memories of her lover. Up until this point in the installation,
it is unclear to the viewer from whom the swimmer is moving away. Possibly feeling
disoriented in the face of the fragmented narratives presented in each channel or group of
channels, the visitor’s only alternative was to keep exploring other sections of the installation
in an effort to encounter narrative fragments that would help them complete the storyline.
In the annex space, where Gruner displays the diptych of the female swimmer and a
man, the plot becomes clear. Because the large diptych projections are only partially visible
through an opening off the main hall, the viewer may feel drawn to enter the annex, where
there are scenes of the man and woman relaxing and playing together in a swimming pool
without lanes. One channel shows the man holding the woman in the water, with her legs
locked around his waist, her torso floating in the water. Her hair is loose, she looks up, with
her arms relaxed. She looks peaceful and free, fully trusting her partner, who slowly moves
her body around his, in circular movements synced to the soft and mellow rhythm of
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Gainsbourg’s love ballad. On the adjacent channel, the couple appears again: she slowly
dives in the water and then performs a handstand; he helps hold her legs up in the air; and
they repeat this sequence.
Gruner uses the speed of the characters’ movement, as well as the rhythm and lyrics
of the music, in this diptych to deploy the temporality of the body. Unlike in the nave section
of the installation, in which the swimmer disrupts the stability of the color field, in the annex
both characters remain confined to the rectangular projection space, albeit executing actions
that explore the fluidity of the color field by making waves. Notwithstanding, both scenes
convey harmony, peace, and affection. The couple moves slowly, in controlled movements,
while Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin, his lover and creative partner sing, in a dialogue: “Balance
/ The deca-dance / Let your hands / Brush my breasts / And my heart / Which is yours.”
Eventually, however, the song suggests a bittersweet mood with the verses “Tell me, do you
love me? / I loved you / Already, but / Nuance / The deca-dance,”139 implying a breakup of
an amorous couple.
Through Away from You, Gruner continues to reference modernity and the speed of
her character’s bodies. Music appears as a new element in her work that suggests feminine
loneliness and romantic disappointment. As the artist has demonstrates in this piece, the
modern structure of the monochrome painting proposes a regulated space. In the face of
heartbreak, the body attempts to disrupt spatial rigidity and regulations, much as her
swimmer did using the time of the body in the nave channel sections, fluidly swimming in the
lanes, and then in and out of projection’s frames. Despite her attempts to move on, physically
and mentally away from her bittersweet memories, her character finds herself stuck in
repetition, leaving and returning, stuck in an endless cycle. Gruner’s open-ended narrative
offers no resolution. In this sense, Gruner uses her time registers to portray feelings of
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repetition, mental struggle, and uncertainty, which could be considered the contemporary
condition of many female subjects living in large urban centers at the time she made the work
in Mexico in the early 2000s.

A Single-Channel Video: The Contemporary Self in 2007 vs. Modern Mexico City
In Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007), Gruner appropriates a landmark of modern architecture
in her hometown to demonstrate the registers of cyclical time, the time of the body, and the
time of the mind. Through them, she critiques how contemporary subjectivity responds to
modern architecture in the globalized urban environment of Mexico City in 2007. Filmed in
the courtyard entrance of the Hotel Camino Real (1968) in Mexico City, the video tells the
story of an androgynous character who experiences emotional distress while standing at the
edge of a large fountain (Fig. 65). Gruner again plays this character, with a shaved head and
wearing a baggy jacket and jeans, standing still at the edge of the large, hemispheric
fountain.140 The camera shows her from behind, from a bird’s-eye view, standing at different
positions around the fountain. As the character contemplates the water, the water feature is
activated, assuming a range of diverse shapes: completely still, slightly moving, and
splashing aggressively toward her. In these sequences, Gruner conveys physical and
emotional vulnerability with the changing water, evoking the aesthetics of the Romanticist
painting tradition. Alluding to Wanderer above the Sea Fog (1818, Fig. 66) by Caspar David
Friedrich (1774–1840), she stages a similar scene in which a male character is also seen from
the back, on the edge of an abyss by the sea, waves crashing on the rocks and splashing him.
By connecting to the Sublime, she implies feelings of pleasure and fear.
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Gruner had lost her hair due to chemotherapy sessions, which occurred at the time she filmed Centinela.
Instagram live with Museo el Eco, December 9, 2020.
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Centinela has been exhibited in different formats, but for the purpose of this analysis,
the single-channel video projection shown at Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (2016),
at the Americas Society in New York, will be considered. 141 Projected directly onto a wall of
white-cube gallery, the work occupied a place of prominence in the show, facing the
exhibition’s entry door. Filmed in Super 8mm and then transferred to video, the black-andwhite piece retains the original medium’s granular quality. Running for just under ten
minutes and edited in closed circuit, the video features scenes that constantly replay, a
hallmark of Gruner’s manual editing style to convey repetition and cyclical time. The
projection is of enormous dimensions, measuring about 3 x 4 meters and occupying almost
the entire gallery wall.142 Although silent, the work proposes a synesthetic experience that
evokes the sounds of waves and splashing water, relaying a mysterious atmosphere of wonder
and danger, emotions also evoked in paintings by Romanticists including Friedrich.
The video was shot at the entrance of the Camino Real, which includes a large, square
fountain made of white granite that is enclosed by a massive yellow wall and a large pink
wall (Fig. 67). Though these concrete structures have a passage for cars to circulate, they
isolate the fountain deck almost completely from its surroundings (Fig. 68). Designed by
Mathias Goeritz, Ricardo Legoretta, and Isamu Noguchi in 1968, the Camino Real is an
architectural landmark in Mexico, combining hard lines and geometric shapes that represent
the modern tenets of rationality, order, and balance. 143 For Centinela, Gruner abstracted this
setting by framing the fountain in wide shots and using primarily a bird’s-eye view with the
camera focused on the round fountain. In addition, the artist offsets the walls’ bright colors
by filming in Super 8mm, whose black-and-white and granular qualities render the Camino
Real fountain less recognizable as a Mexico City landmark and more modernist.
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Gruner appropriates the Camino Real’s architecture to express a modern time against
which she displays other, alternative temporalities. With its confluence of hard, geometric
lines in the rectangular wall and grid structure, square deck, and hemispheric fountain, the
space conveys order and stillness. These features represent the modern ambition to regulate
and control environments and to establish order over nature and chaos. Conveying extreme
rationality, the setting of Centinela dwarfs the character’s body. In the face of the solidity and
immobility of the architecture surrounding her body, she remains physically still throughout
the video.
Centinela comprises twelve scenes, divided into two types: longer sequences lasting
from forty-eight seconds to just under two minutes, in which the character appears in
different positions around the fountain, and shorter transition scenes ranging from five to ten
seconds, in which her image appears to double. Using the editing effects of fade in and fade
out in all cuts, Gruner inserts the shorter shots between the longer ones in an orderly manner,
relaying a sense of harmony. Her transitional scenes result from prolonging the editing effects
of fading in and out, turning the shorter scenes into interstitial moments that show the
character in a double reality. A product of merging the previous and the upcoming scene, the
short transitions look like two film sequences juxtaposed and played simultaneously. Gruner
uses a well-structured scheme to choose the order of the scenes. She alternates longer scenes
with shorter scenes as transitions in order to create a visual game that conveys a narrative of
suspense. With the character standing so close to the fountain, one may wonder if she will
ever move or jump in the water.
Though the character does not move her body, scene sequencing with the character
appearing in different spots around the fountain creates an illusion of action; she anchors
points of view throughout the video. For each one of the longer scenes, Gruner uses one of
the following angles to show the character in the setting: bird’s-eye, eye-level, and profile
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views. For the shorter transition scenes, in turn, she combines two of these angles in various
ways, creating the aforementioned doubling effect. Filmed consistently from an objective
perspective, the character fluctuates in size, mediating the viewer’s gaze of the setting and the
moving water. The moving water, however, is not seen through the character’s eyes, but
rather something standing next to the character on in the background. the latter captured by
over-the-shoulder shots.
In the opening scene (at one minute, forty-nine seconds), the camera shows a wide
shot of the character and background, seen from the angle of a bird’s-eye view (Fig. 69).
Compared the fountain and deck, she looks small and fragile contemplating the still water,
which reflects and re-creates the hard lines of the wall and grid structures enclosing the
courtyard. At twenty-seven seconds, the stable forms reflected on the water’s surface begin to
blur, as the fountain jet starts bubbling at its center, causing the water to morph into
concentric circles until one minute into the film (Fig. 70). Though the intensity of the
bubbling increases, and the water becomes more agitated, the character remains still,
contemplating the water, creating suspense for upcoming actions (Fig. 71).
Starting at one minute, fifty seconds, the first transition slowly fades into the scene,
showing a double view of the character and setting for ten seconds (Fig. 72). Resembling two
film sequences that are juxtaposed, the transition scene connects the previous long scene,
with the character looking small, with the upcoming scene, a medium, over-the-shoulder shot
of the character against very agitated water, with foamy waves covering the whole scene.
Portrayed twice and simultaneously, the character’s body appears in the same small scale as
in the previous longer scene, as well the much larger scale of the upcoming scene—the
former within the latter. Gruner’s representation of a double reality, although confusing,
represents a metaphor for the character’s self-reflection, alluding to her ability to see herself
and her environment from different perspectives.
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At two minutes, the first long scene fades out, presenting a clearer vision of the
second long scene, which includes the character’s upper body seen from the rear against
enormous waves and water splashing in circular movements in solid and clear form contrasts
(Fig. 73). From two minutes, one second, to two minutes, forty-nine seconds, the moving
images are so overpowering that they invite the viewers to a synesthetic experience in which
they almost hear the sound of the waves and feel the spray. The shape of the water alludes to
the character’s turbulent mental state, pervaded with mixed emotions of wonder and fear,
using symbolism related to the Sublime. The character’s body, however, remains completely
unmoving, in an apparent state of paralysis—a response to the rigid modern architecture
surrounding her, which the uncertain, menacing, and yet beautiful movements of the water
disrupt (Fig. 74).
Fading into the second scene, the second transition starts at two minutes, fifty
seconds. The character appears twice, simultaneously, in the over-the-shoulder shot from the
previous long scene in the lower left corner of the frame, as well as in a profile position
standing at the upper right corner of the frame (Fig. 75). Cropping the smaller version of the
figure’s body at chest height, the scene shows her arms, legs, and feet with her toes touching
the edge of the fountain, highlighting her risk of falling or jumping into the water. Moreover,
the merged scenes show a single image with foamy water moving everywhere—even on the
fountain deck as small waves. These waves act as a metaphor for her mental state—
convoluted, uncontrolled, turbulent—opposing the rationality of modern architecture and
experience of time. After ten seconds, the longer scene, with the over-the-shoulder shot, fades
out and the projection reveals the upcoming long scene, with the character solo.
By showing the character in Centinela standing immobile and so close to the edge of
the fountain (Fig. 76), Gruner encapsulates the time of the body, which is the time of waiting,
a suspended time in which actions do not occur. The time of the body manifests as the
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character’s physical paralysis in the face of the contrast between modern time’s rigidity and
the chaotic, uncertain time of the mind. Seemingly unable to psychologically cope with either
rhythm, her body appears constantly waiting for an action or movement that never occurs.
The title thus reiterates the character’s expression of the time of the body: she stands still,
observing, on guard like a sentinel, until the third transition scene starts at three minutes and
fifty seconds, when the character’s double fades from view.
Lasting ten seconds, the third transition shows the previous long scene, with the
profiled character standing at the edge of the fountain, combined with the upcoming long
scene, in which she stands at the lower left corner of the frame (Fig. 77). The figure looks
much smaller by virtue of the camera’s a bird’s eye view. The merged sequence generates a
trompe l’oeil effect for the viewer, in which the smaller double seems to stand within the
fountain, looking upward to a much bigger version of her profile. By showing the character
as a double in this position, Gruner conveys her mental actions of self-reflection as a
dangerous practice; the character visualizes herself dwarfed, in a confusing environment,
perhaps hitting rock bottom—or in this case, the fountain’s bottom—a metaphor for a
mentally troubled contemporary subjectivity.
Gruner uses the short transition scenes with the double character in Centinela to
express the time of the mind, contextualized in a modern urban setting of hard-lined, rigid
architectural formal elements. Like in the tradition of the Sublime, the artist uses water to
evoke emotions of pleasure and fear, and through them, relay the time of the mind. By
showing the ever-changing, uncertain, and chaotic movements of the water, Gruner conveys
rhythmic instability, which acts as a metaphor for the fragile mental state of the contemporary
self. This precarious psychological frame of mind is further aggravated by the regulations
imposed by modern architecture, especially in the pressures of environments express
stillness, aiming to regulate the experience of time according to rigid ideas of logic and order.
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Some contemporary subjectivities are unable to cope with these unyielding structures—
perhaps because their mental rhythm does not match the regulated time proposed by modern
architectures—which Gruner expresses through frenetic repetition, a paralysis that causes
confusion and frustration.
The three remaining long scenes and three short transition scenes, occurring from four
minutes, one second, to nine minutes, fifty-four seconds, spotlight content very similar to that
of the previous scenes. They follow the same editing and composition schemes, with the
character appearing solo in the longer versions, and as a double in the shorter ones. The
framing and character positioning of the fourth long scene resembles those of the opening
scene (Fig. 78). She contemplates the still water until the fountain starts bubbling (Fig. 79),
then splashing the water in circular movements (Fig. 80). Cyclical rhythms and shapes are a
recurring theme in Gruner’s oeuvre, conveying a cyclical, looping temporality. In this work,
the cycle represents a temporal condition in which the character is stuck, experiencing
repetition, without the ability to perform actions chronologically to end or exit.
In sum, Gruner uses repetition to represent cyclical time and evoke her character’s
subjectivity in Centinela. The artist uses the formal aspects of round forms, such as the
hemispheric one of the fountain and the movements of the water jet, which operate
counterclockwise, creating circular forms in foamy water. Waves of water in concentric
circles also appear, disrupting the apparent rigidity of still water. Moreover, Gruner adheres
to well-structured editing and composition schemes, following the strict order of one longer
scene adjacent with one shorter transition scene. Shown in the same position around the
fountain in the longer scenes, as well as in double in the shorter transition scenes, the
character and these scenes as a whole convey repetition. Gruner uses this device to suspend
the perception of chronology, therefore conveying a narrative about a character immobile in
the present.
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Most critics have interpreted the meanings of Centinela as personal in nature.
Emmelhainz, in her essay for the Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (2016) exhibition
catalogue, muses that Gruner “addresses the theme of waiting,” further establishing “an
analogy between the turbulence of the fountain and the possible mental condition of the
character, who apparently finds herself in a contemplative state of calm.” 144 For this critic,
the water movements do not represent the time of the mind, nor does Gruner’s figure allude
to a more general subjective experience of living in Mexico City in 2007. In another text
published in the Hemispheres exhibition catalogue, the art critic and curator Tatiana Cuevas
underscores the figure’s emotional impairment, commenting on the “vertigo that maintains
[the self] in a state of constant resistance vis-à-vis the turbulence of the outside world and of
its own interior world”145 Although she acknowledges the pressure the hustle and bustle of
contemporary urban life exerts on subjects, Cuevas—like Emmelhainz—does not notice
Gruner’s use of temporal registers to discuss subjectivity and the structures of the modern
city.

Gruner and the Booming Scene of Global Mexican Art
In spite of Silvia Gruner’s somewhat peripheral position in the Mexican art world during the
2000s, she shares much with her peers from the ’90s generation, especially her engagement
with issues of time. Many artists evoked Mexico’s past—both ancient and modern—as well
as references to canonical art history as a means of sociopolitical critique. 146 Much like

Emmelhainz, “Images Gilded by the Darkness of the Sun,” 110.
Tatiana Cuevas, “Silvia Gruner’s Self,” in Hemispheres, 238.
146 Others include Gabriel Orozco and Abraham Cruzvillegas, who rely on readymades to form nonobjectual,
conceptual pieces. Although Gruner had refrained from using archaeological objects in her production, some of
these artists continued to use the temporality of ancient Mexico as a dominant reference to Mexican culture.
Perhaps because they continued to rely on historically charged referents, their works were easily readable and
well received by international critique during the boom of Mexican contemporary art in 2002. A mix of
temporal references to Mexico’s ancient past and to works from different moments in art history app ears in
Gabriel Orozco’s Soccer Ball No. 6 (2006) and Abraham Cruzvillegas’s Las Guerras Floridas II (2003). In
Soccer Ball No. 6, Orozco carves out a n abstract geometric pattern on a withered, worn-out soccer ball,
144
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Gruner, Thomas Glassford and Melanie Smith turned to these connections during the 2000s.
For example, Glassford’s Cadáver Exquisito (Exquisite Corpse, 2006) installation alludes to
the Surrealist group-drawing game in which a participant draws something on a piece of
paper, folds it to conceal the contribution, and then passes it to another participant to continue
the drawing. The work is made up of more than 1,500 translucent acrylic plates, which were
formerly part of the ceiling structure of the Museo Universitário de Ciencias y Arte (MUCA)
in Mexico City. The installation formed a gigantic tunnel that occupied the main nave at
MUCA and reflected on the spatial and temporal transformations that occurred to turn the
modern museum into a contemporary one (Figs. 81–83).147 Made of a modern industrial
material produced in large scale for modern architecture, Glassford’s installation repurposes
acrylic as a critique to the excesses of global industrialization and the culture of disposability
which accompanies it. Melanie Smith’s Pink Tianguis (2002) is a mix of black-and-white and
color prints, in which she uses the pink color to highlight the presence of tianguis (street
markets) in the urban landscape of Mexico City (Fig. 84). The aerial photograph shows the
gray city as a an off-kilter grid, formed by poor-quality housing constructions that deviate
from the straight lines in the composition. This deformation of the grid is reiterated by the
pink-colored tianguis, which are a form of informal economy, highlighting the city’s struggle
with poverty.148
connecting ancient Mexican culture and popular contemporary culture. Through his appropriation of the soccer
ball itself, he evokes the Aztec game Ollama, which is considered to have generated modern soccer. By
refashioning a contemporary worn-out object with a geometric abstract pattern, he establishes a critique of
contemporary practices over millenary culture. Cruzvillegas follows the same temporal logic in Las Guerras
Floridas II (2003) an installation shown at the Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston in the same year. It
consisted of a set of maguey leaves—the source of mezcal, an important product in Pre-Columbian economy—
which he then nailed to the gallery wall in the shape of a grid, an aesthetic trope of modern art. Time played an
important role in his piece, signaling uncertainty and decay as it showed its effects on the leaves that started to
change colors and die.
147 Mauricio Marcin, “Thomas Glassford convierte al MUCA en obra de arte,” La Crónica Diaria, January 20,
2006, https://www.cronica.com.mx/notas/2006/221866.html. Accessed on February 15, 2021.
148 Melanie Smith’s multimedia installation Spiral City (2002) featured prints that share formal characteristics
with Pink Tianguis (2002). Shown at Mexico City: An Exhibition about the Exchanges Rates of Bodies and
Values at PS1 Contemporary Art Center in New York in 2002, this work was also published in the 2003
exhibition catalogue. Curated by Klaus Biesenbach, with the assistance of Cuauhtémoc Medina, the show
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Perhaps because these artists convey clearer references to global sociopolitical
problems generated by center-periphery dynamics, they were considered more relevant than
Gruner. As demonstrated here, her works from 1999 to 2007 were political, but focused on
subjective reactions to the temporal regulations expressed by modern urban infrastructures
and architecture in Mexico. This latter point of view thus drifted away from what Medina
calls the “aesthetics of the crisis”—allusions to poverty and makeshift ways of living for
which her peers became known.149 Gruner refers to Mexico City’s uncontrolled urban
expansion in Atravesar, showing views of the outskirts of the city in sequences that traverse
the walkways above the Periférico. In Away from You and Centinela, however, she focuses
on modern art and architecture to convey modern time and its clash with the body and mental
temporalities of contemporary subjectivity. The artist’s representations of a particular
experience of crisis stemming from life in contemporary Mexico are there, though they are
expressed as subjective responses to urban structures and cultural modernity. Moreover, since
she shows characters experiencing different time registers to frame her assessments of
contemporary culture—instead of showing images of poverty, for example—her work has
been interpreted as primarily sentimental, about the self, or about socially isolated subjects. In
reality, her works go beyond personal concerns and contribute to a broader conversation
about the experiences of subjects within Mexican contemporary culture.
Reading her work through a temporal lens is then key to interpretations that consider
her social critique to the effects of modern tenets on certain groups of individuals who resist
its organizing logic. By failing to acknowledge Gruner’s consistent exploration of temporal
registers, the art critics and curators of the 2000s also dismissed her critique of modernity.

became canonical for works like this, which explore the side effects of globalization and its center-periphery
dynamics, including poverty, improvisation, and violence.
149 Daniel Montero, El cubo de Rubik: Arte Mexicano en los Años 90 (Ecatepec: Fundación Jumex Arte
Contemporáneo, 2013), 158. Cuauhtémoc Medina, “El derecho a la contemporaneidad,” La Jornada, July 24,
2000: 4A. Medina coined the term in this article as a reference to art-making with techniques based on
makeshift aesthetics, improvisation, and media alternative to painting and sculpture.
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Consequently, not until 2015 did critics connect her work with those of some of her peers
from the ’90s generation, who, like Gruner, variegated their visual languages to portray the
failure of modern projects in Mexico. Emmelhainz linked Atravesar with Santiago Sierra’s
performance Obstruction of a Freeway with a Truck’s Trailer (1998), Melanie Smith’s
films Spiral City (2002) (Fig. 86), Tianguis II (2003), and Parres Trilogy (2004-05) (Fig. 87),
Pablo Vargas Lugo’s installation-sculpture Visión Antiderrapante (2002) (Fig. 88), and
Thomas Glassford’s, Xipe-Totec (2010) (Fig. 89).150 In her 2015 text in Seismopolite,
Emmelhainz argued that these works showed Mexico City as a site where modern,
universalist ideologies looked like they had been dismantled, because the city acquired a
“sense of site . . . that was indeterminate, dislocated, and experienced subjectively.” 151 In
accordance with this scholar, these analyses have demonstrated that Gruner’s characterization
of subjective experiences in the urban environments of Mexico City depends on her critique
of the failures of modernity in Latin American megalopolises, a topic that appears
consistently throughout her works created in 1999–2007.
Despite Gruner’s connections to the production of her peers in this period, her
decision to produce independently from curators is likely to have contributed to her
peripheral position in both the Mexican and international scenes. By the 2000s, the artistcurator relationship had become essential for the circulation of Mexican artists’ works in both
museums and galleries—both nationally and internationally. According to the scholar Daniel
Montero, this relationship worked in three ways: “The curator either selected works, or had
the artist fit into his vision, or the artist worked together with the curator to devise works.” 152
By 1999, Medina had become a strong critical voice in the Mexican milieu. Having

Irmgard Emmelhainz, “Some Thoughts on Art in Mexico from the 1990s and 2000s,” Seismopolite: Journal
of Arts and Politics, April 30, 2015: https://www.seismopolite.com/some-thoughts-on-art-in-mexico-from-the1990s-and-2000s. Accessed on February 15, 2021.
151 Ibid.
152 Daniel Montero, “De curadores, críticos y directores,” in El cubo de Rubik, 198.
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collaborated with’90s generation artists from the emergence of their practices, he developed a
keen understanding of their works in relation to their context of production. He then began to
act as a mediator who validated these works within the museum-gallery circuit, i.e., the art
market. In addition, he had a clear vision of his curatorial project: the promotion of Mexican
art on a global stage through the artists’ approaches to center-periphery dynamics, which
generated sociopolitical problems and threw Mexican art into an identity crisis of
representation. Gruner’s early works from 1989 to 1996 fit this vision. However, when she
ceased referencing ancient Mexican culture after 1997, Medina began to read works like
Atravesar las Grandes Águas, !Ventura!, Away from You, and Centinela as sentimental
allegories of life in the city, dismissing the concerns she shared with artists of the ’90s
generation. Consequently, he did not include her works in the shows he organized during the
international boom of contemporary Mexican art.153
Gruner’s decision to produce independently from curators and galleries also
contributed to her lack of visibility in the art market. Though nascent, the commercial sphere
of the Mexican art milieu had become a symbolic locus of legitimization for art production
by the end of the 1990s. 154 The Kurimanzutto art gallery emerged in this spirit, determined to
promote a pool of artists producing a certain type of Mexican art meant to be commercialized
in an international circuit, including Eduardo Abaroa, Alejandro Carrasco, Maurizio Cattelan,
Abraham Cruzvillegas, Minerva Cuevas, Daniel Guzmán, Jonathan Hernández, Philippe
Hernández, Gabriel Kuri, Gabriel Orozco, Damián Ortega, Luis Felipe Ortega, Sofía Táboas,
and Rirkrit Tiravanija.155 In 1999, the artists Gabriel Orozco and José Kuri joined Mónica
Manzutto in a joint venture to promote contemporary Mexican art on a global stage. Familiar

In 2002, Medina curated the exhibition 20 Million Mexicans Can’t Be Wrong at the London Gallery and cocurated Mexico City: An Exhibition about the Exchanges Rates of Bodies and Values at MoMA PS1 in New
York and Kunst Werke with Klaus Biesenbach.
154 Daniel Montero, “Capitales culturales, capitales económicos,” in El cubo de Rubik, 114.
155 Ibid., 97.
153
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with the environment, Orozco had already had individual exhibitions at the Museum of
Modern Art and Marian Goodman Gallery in New York and at the Galerie Chantal Crousel in
Paris (all in 1993), whereas Kuri had studied Visual Arts at the Escuela Nacional de Artes
Plásticas in the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) in Mexico City and
had a master’s degree in Visual Arts from Goldsmiths College in London, United Kingdom.
Manzutto, in turn, had experience working at the Marian Goodman Gallery, so she was well
acquainted with the inner workings of the international fine arts market. 156 Combining their
expertise, the trio positioned Kurimanzutto as a business that promoted art from Mexico
internationally. In order to be competitive in this arena, the gallery created a system that
financed artists’ works to ensure their constant production so that their works could circulate
in the international market with commercial value. 157 Gruner, however, never pursued any
gallery representation. Financially independent and fearing market interferences in her
creative process, she seems to take pride in her creative freedom, stating: “Nobody represents
me, I don’t have to answer to anybody, no gallery, so I do whatever I want.”158 While she has
been able to change her focus as many times as she has wanted, she has, in fact, missed
important transitions in her field, including the artist’s migration from alternative spaces to
institutions and galleries—a degree of professional establishment that she did not embrace.
The works have been explored here in which Gruner uses time registers as a strategy
to address subjective experiences in a globalized Mexico City. By transitioning from
displaying elements of traditional Mexican culture to the urban elements of Mexico City in
1999–2007, she shifted her focus to questioning Mexican identity representations to assess
the effects of modern time on the body of contemporary subjects and the emotional and
mental challenges such rigid time imposes. Expressed by modern urbanism, architecture, and
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art, modern time aimed to control the rhythm of contemporary life in large Mexican urban
centers but this temporality’s rigid structure and organizing principles failed to adhere to a
globalized, Latin American reality at the turn of the twenty-first century. Although she only
includes one or two characters in her works from this period, they function as metaphors of
the “self” that are capable of being expanded to collective experiences within Mexican urban
culture. Expressing time registers of contemporary urban life, the bodies of contemporary
subjects responded to these restrictions through temporal devices of waiting, repetition,
stillness, and movement, countering the logical organization modern time proposes. Critics
undervalued the social tenor of these works, overemphasizing their emotional meaning. As
has been demonstrated in this text, the artist uses a subjective perspective as a metaphor for
cultural or collective experiences in the present, which are grounded in a globalized city and
its sociopolitical problems. Through these subjective experiences, Gruner’s use of multiple
temporalities enables her to subtly but clearly speak to social and political issues.
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Chapter 3
Using Time Registers to Stage Experiences with a Flawed Modernity: 2011–14

In this chapter, two of Silvia Gruner works are examined: Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for
Monkeys, 2011) and Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). In these works, she expands the focus
of her concerns from Mexico and Mexican themes to the experience of living in contained
but complex realities. Whereas between 1999 and 2007, she used references to modernity in
the form of urban planning, modern architecture, and art history, during 2011–2014 she shifts
to connect to themes related to mental processes and mapping of confined environments that
are either artificial or display unregulated forces of nature. Continuing to use time registers to
stage subjective experiences in these two works, she turns to the interior life of contemporary
subjectivity and explores subjects use abstract and logical mental strategies to navigate highly
rational, regulated spaces, as well uncontrolled ones.
In the photographic series Bauhaus para Monos, she presents an empty monkey cage
to represent suspended and organic times, and through them, address the topic of alienation in
the face of extremely rational environments. In the video installation Hemisferios, in turn, she
expresses the unruly nature of organic time by presenting views of her two green gardens,
where she installs two different yarn structures. Drawn from modern art tenets, the
installation formats imagine mental mappings of space, an allusion to problem-solving
strategies. In this work, suspended time manifests as a complex process of untangling the
installation from objects and plants, representing feelings of anxiety experienced by subject s
in dealing with unregulated settings.
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A Photographic Series: 2011 and Three Temporalities in a Single Space Conveying a
Mood of Alienation
Bauhaus para Monos (2011, Fig. 90) is a photographic series consisting of twenty-one
chromogenic prints, each measuring 102 x 152 cm, which have never been exhibited as a
whole.159 Five of these prints were selected for a photographic installation at Gruner’s 2016
retrospective exhibition Hemispheres at the Americas Society in New York. 160 Placed at the
center of a large wall in a rectangular gallery, the prints were grouped in two parallel rows;
the top one featured two prints and the bottom one three prints, together forming the shape of
a trapeze. Displayed in simple black frames, the prints show different views of the same
enclosed environment: the monkey cage at the Berlin Zoo, a green-tiled room with a cement
floor and no windows. Its only source of light is a skylight covered with metal bars, recalling
a prison. One of the prints features ropes hanging from metal bars in the ceiling, while
another shows an improvised swing, made of rope and a tire. Though these are mobile
structures, Gruner captured them in absolute stillness, conveying an atmosphere of mystery
about the purpose of this room. The absence of characters and movement in all five scenes
further emphasizes the series’ sterile mood and invites the viewer to visually occupy this
space and imagine herself captive, alienated from reality.
Each photograph presents a different angle of the room and the devices that fill it.
Located at the top left of the installation, one print (Fig. 91) shows the room’s only opening
to the natural world, the skylight. Multiple pieces of black rope attached to it form abstract
“U-shaped” forms. Next to it, the print at the top the right of the installation (Fig. 92) displays
a large area of gray cement floor and a green-tiled corner where shelves are attached to the

Gabriela Rangel and Tatiana Cuevas, “List of Works,” in: Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 245.
160 Since the author had access only to Bauhaus para Monos in this reduced format, the focus will be on this
work in the present analysis.
159
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walls. One also sees a barred door close to the floor and a tire attached to one of the black
ropes hanging from the ceiling. In the installation’s second row, the picture at far left (Fig.
93) shows another corner with similar elements: green-tiled walls with shelves, a barred door,
and two tires attached to metal chains hanging from the ceiling. Additional elements—a
narrow rectangular window covered with shades, a metal pole inset into a circular platform,
bars underneath the platform, and dry hay scattered over the floor—act as clues to the visual
puzzle that Gruner poses to the viewer. They convey a confined environment, seemingly
lifeless, although they foreground devices intended to support mobility and life.
Gruner further highlights the emptiness of this environment in the remaining two
photographs. The print placed at the center of the lower row shows a slightly different
environment, but with similar functional structures (Fig. 94). The composition shows another
corner of the room, with cream-colored walls and a gray floor crowded with devices: a barred
entrance door; a very high window covered with gray shades; a small, square opening close
to the floor and next to an air conditioning unit; beige ropes hanging loose from the ceiling,
forming more “U shapes”; tree trunk sections measuring about one meter, perpendicularly
attached to the wall forming a makeshift ladder; another “U-shape” mobile structure hanging
from the ceiling, made of two pieces of black rope united by tree trunk sections, a cross
between a ladder and a swing. This part of the room also features a secondary environment
separated by a green glass wall and door which, together with the window, suggest that the
environment is under surveillance and recalls the aesthetics of scientific laboratories designed
for observation and experimentation. Lastly, the print on the lower right corner of the
installation (Fig. 95) records a low-angle shot of another corner of the green-tiled
environment in which a large area of the cement floor has been scattered with raw vegetables.
Shown carelessly thrown on the ground, food here resembles trash, inviting the viewer to
wonder for whom this environment is designed and to worry about the living conditions in
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this place. The absence of inhabitants adds an ominous tone, further inviting the viewer to
wonder where they are and if they are alive.
The work’s title Bauhaus para Monos answers these questions, while evoking the
modern period. By associating the Bauhaus (1919–33) with monkeys, Gruner highlights the
similarities between humans and animals, underscoring how the sameness of modernism
could, for some, turn humans into animals, and their spaces into cages. The fact that the
monkey cage Gruner photographed is located in the Berlin Zoo evokes Functionalism, a
modern teleology based on rational principles broadly applied to German architecture.
Bauhaus—a German art, architecture, and design school founded by Walter Gropius in
1919—contributed to the development of Functionalism in architecture. 161 Its distinct
architectural style privileged function, minimal decoration, and a mix of balanced forms and
abstract shapes, characteristics that Gruner highlights in Bauhaus para Monos.162 Here, the
functional, modern architectural style manifests in the cage’s hard, geometric, and abstract
lines and materials such as cement walls and floor and a glass wall. The Functionalist style of
the Bauhaus, moreover, conveys the modern ambition to regulate environments and organize
the spatial-temporal experience they propose. Even though the subjects of this work are
monkeys, Gruner uses them as a metaphor for humans and the human experience of
modernity in the “Bauhaus cage,” i.e., a modern living and working environment. As
primates, monkeys are the closest relatives to humans, displaying similar emotional responses
to ambient conditions. Her title then implies a critique of modernity, which regulates even
animals.

Rainer K. Wick, “Bauhaus,” Oxford Art Online, 2003,
https://www.oxfordartonline.com/groveart/view/10.1093/gao/9781884446054.001 .0001/oao-9781884446054-e7000006947. Accessed on March 19, 2021.
162 Niall Patrick Walsh, “12 Important Modernist Styles Explained,” ArchDaily, March 18, 2020,
https://www.archdaily.com/931129/12-important-modernist-styles-explained. Accessed on March 19, 2021.
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Though Gruner took photographs of the cage without its inhabitants and with its props
completely still, her series nonetheless evokes the passing of time and the presence of past or
potential movement. Her method of sequential shooting—moving the camera so that it
captured different angles within the same space—highlights photography’s ability to
represent the passing of time. The photographic representation of movement is best
exemplified in photographs such as The Horse in Motion (1878, Fig. 96) by Eadweard
Muybridge (1830–1904), where the horse, rather than the camera, is in motion in this
work.163 A way of representing organic growth, movement, and the passing of time,
Muybridge’s work implies a sense of chronology. Unlike Muybridge’s horse, however, none
of the objects in Bauhaus para Monos move or are even animate. Instead, locomotion is
implied in the images but explicitly not shown. Meant to support the monkeys’ swinging and
jumping movements, the cage’s ropes, improvised ladders, poles, tire swings, and platforms
allow them to express their nature and simulate outside living conditions in captivity. Imbued
with principles of architectural Functionalism, the cage’s artificial devices are reductions of
elements found in natural environments, such as foliage, branches, trunks, and vines, to their
most basic functions such as providing shade and support for the monkey’s standing, jumping
or dislocating. Their mere presence in the scene therefore constitutes a subtle evocation of
life, movement, and passing time.
Without the monkeys to activate and move the objects, however, time seems to have
frozen, conveying suspended time and raising questions about the reason for the subjects’
absence. Evoking life in captivity and immobility, both the stillness of the objects within the
cage and its functional aesthetics appear menacing. The artist’s sequential photographing of
the space, as well as the large scale of the prints, highlights its different angles, devices, and
architectural details and further enhances its alienating aspect. These static scenes invite the
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viewer to visually occupy the cage and imagine herself in the same living conditions to which
the monkeys are subject, physically enclosed and disconnected from the natural world. In
these conditions, confined or imprisoned subjects cannot properly move nor be in contact
with their typical environments, so feeling the passage of time becomes nearly impossible.
Gruner emphasizes this message in the print at the top left of the installation, which shows
the cage’s barred skylight, recalling the architecture of a prison or mental institution. The
upward angle of this shot conveys a suffocating experience, in which the walls close in,
trapping the gaze. The print immediately to the right shows a tire hanging against the cell’s
large walls, underscoring the room’s emptiness and evoking loneliness. Captured without its
dwellers, the empty, controlled space of the monkey cage conveys life on pause, evoking life
in captivity and immobility. Gruner stages suspended time in the cage space to convey a
contemporary subject’s alienation in the face of extremely rational, regulated environments.
In Bauhaus para Monos Gruner layers at least three temporal registers—the historical
time of modernity, the progressive time of organic life, and the suspend ed time of
imprisonment—to evoke conditions of struggle experienced by contemporary subjects in the
globalized world. By depicting different angles of the monkey cage in the Berlin Zoo—a
hermetic, artificial, and extremely rational environment—without subjects, and in complete
stillness, she presents a confined and empty environment. Through her images, Gruner invites
the viewer to explore, occupy, and experience the ambience as both an inhabitant and as a
photographer, as both a subject without power and an agent with the capability to control
what happens in this space. In so doing, one experiences different and not necessarily
cohesive aspects of modern subjectivity: the viewer is not only captured and powerless within
a confined space, but also is moving and in control of the camera. By inviting the viewer to
play this double-edged role of photographer and monkey, Gruner highlights the contemporary
subject’s role as the cultural subject of modern architecture and rationalism; as such, a person
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is the creator, propagator, and victim of her own cultural values and practices. Bauhaus para
Monos is a photographic staging of the dystopian aspect of a rationally oriented reality,
serving as a cautionary tale for humans living in modern environments.

Time at Work: 2014 and the Mental Mapping of Unregulated Vital Forces of Nature
In 2014, Gruner made Hemisferios, an installation in which she used an array of art history
references to stage another complex arrangement of time registers. In this work, she connects
to the themes of organic and modern times, and manipulates time to convey its suspended,
progressive, and elastic nature. Working with these aspects of time enables her to encapsulate
the contemporary subject’s use of distinct mental strategies to navigate intricate
environments. Installed in the gallery, Hemisferios features two video projections
accompanied by the two red skeins of yarn that appear in the videos. The projections face
each other and the skeins of yarn are displayed in vitrines under spotlights.
This work occupied an entire gallery of Gruner’s 2016 exhibition Hemispheres: A
Labyrinth Sketchbook at the Americas Society in New York City (Fig. 97). Positioned at the
center of the gallery, the projections appear on both sides of translucid, large screens.164
Attached to the ceiling by two black cables with black frames, the screens mirror one another,
standing about four feet from the floor and twelve feet from one another. Seeming to float in
the air, these objects acquire a sculptural quality, inviting the viewer to see them from a
number of vantage points. One can walk 360 degrees around each screen; one can stand
between the two screens and face each screen separately; or one can stand in position
perpendicular to the screens to watch both video projections play simultaneously. The videos
comprise silent sequences of similar content: a man is pictured dismantling two structures
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made of red yarn threaded within two garden spaces. Acting as the main character, the red
yarn follows distinctive paths while spooling onto skeins.
The videos were filmed in two urban gardens located at Gruner’s home-studio in
Mexico City. Her property is a rectangular plot of land surrounded by tall barriers, with her
U-shaped house constructed next to one of the longer walls surrounding the terrain. In this
way, the architectural space corresponding to the first “stalk” of the U shape contains one
room, which she uses as a studio, the section corresponding to the “bottom of the U shape” is
bedrooms, and the second “stalk” of the U shape corresponds to her kitchen, which has two
entrance doors facing each other (Fig. 98) and separates the front yard from the backyard. 165
Upon entering the gallery at the Americas Society, the first projection one saw featured what
Gruner called Jardín Frente, the “front yard.” This video is forty-five minutes long and
shows the yarn installed in a horizontal grid at chest height within the garden, creating a
transverse division of the garden’s vertical space (Fig. 99).166 Conversely, the second
projection, which she called Jardín Trás, the “backyard,” runs for 120 minutes and shows a
different garden space threaded with the red yarn in the shape of an enormous
multidimensional spider web, with sections stretched in multiple directions and planes (Fig.
100).167 In both videos, Filemón Martínez—a gardener who worked for Gruner at her
home—follows the paths established by the stretched yarn while spooling it on wood sticks,
one for each garden. He often pauses his activity to untangle knots in the string, to free it
from plants, objects, and nails attached to the garden’s walls. As he progresses in the task, a
large skein of yarn forms in his hands. The result of Martinez’s spooling action is two skeins
of red yarn presented in the vitrines (Fig. 101).

Author’s interview with Silvia Gruner at her home-studio, Mexico City, February 2, 2019. As she discussed
Hemisferios, Gruner showed the author the entire property and explained how and where she threaded the
installation in her front yard, through the kitchen, and then in her b ackyard.
166 Silvia Gruner, “Work Section Title,” Hemisferios (Jardín Frente), DVD, 2014, courtesy of the artist.
167 Silvia Gruner, “Work Section Title,” Hemisferios (Jardín Trás), DVD, 2014, courtesy of the artist.
165
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To make this video, Gruner used two digital cameras—a handheld one, and a headmounted one attached to Martínez’s head (Fig. 102)—to show two different vantage
points.168 In the “front yard” and the “backyard” the handheld camera was mostly used to
capture medium or wide shots, framing Martínez’s upper body (Figs. 103, 104) and full body
(Figs. 105, 106), respectively, moving in the garden installations toting the skein. Used
mainly on wide shots, the handheld camera shows contextualizing views of Martínez moving
forward, as he follows the path delineated by the yarn, wrapping it into an oval shape around
the stick, through the grid installation in the “front yard,” and the weblike one in the
“backyard.” Every time he faces an obstacle in either garden, Gruner cuts from her wide
shots and inserts images captured by Martínez head-mounted camera to show the skeins
performances in detail. These sequences feature close-up shots of his hand spooling the yarn
into skeins (Figs. 107, 108); his fingers undoing knots (Figs. 109, 110); his body following
the yarn between plants in the “front yard” (Fig. 111) and the “backyard” (Fig. 112); and his
hands untangling the yarn from plants in the “backyard” (Fig. 113) and from other objects,
such a chair, also in the “backyard” (Fig. 114). Also included are random, unfocused
sequences capturing images of wherever his head moved (Fig. 115). Martínez’s role in the
videos is that of a supporting character, carrying the skeins of yarn while wrapping yarn
around them, dismantling the installations, making sure they overcome obstacles and follow
the paths (in reverse) that are determined by the installation design, so that they finish their
journeys and become larger skeins of yarn. Gruner never appears in Hemisferios as she
operates the handheld camera. In the gallery, she set the videos to play on repeat mode,
causing them to run continuously and simultaneously. But because they are different lengths,
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they do not run in sync: the “front yard” and the “backyard” sequences do not begin and end
together; the first ends and restarts while the latter is still playing for the first time.
In Hemisferios, Gruner stages a relationship between the work title, installation
format, and the contents of the videos to picture the contemporary subject’s mental processes,
on which she relies to deal with complex realities. The work title alludes to the right and left
sides of the brain and their modi operandi, abstract thinking and logic, respectively. Whereas
the left side corresponds to mental operations based on analysis and order, the right side
commands creative, disorderly connections. Gruner represents these thought processes in the
installation structures; the grid in the “front yard” illustrates the brain’s logical, left -side
operations, while the web pattern in the “backyard” installation alludes to abstract, artistic
thinking. By staging these disparate mental processes in the contained spaces of her gardens,
the artist investigates how logical and abstract systems serve as guiding systems to orient
subjects in challenging surroundings. Turning to her home studio, she examines interior
processes in this work. Since both gardens are enclosed, walled spaces, Gruner uses them to
evoke reflexive relationships to the self, mental mapping, and the process of thoughts, which
subjects rely upon to deal with reality. Captured by two cameras, Martínez’s actions of
undoing the installations, that is, deconstructing them, further reiterates analytical processes
of coping with various situations. This becomes evident in the dismantling of the “front yard”
installation, which, like a logical process is marked by predictability and efficiency, whereas
in the “backyard” one, which connotes abstract thinking, the spooling process conveys
confusion, complication, and uncertainty. Ultimately, the skeins of yarn as onsite sculptures
reflect these experiences in their sizes: the “front yard” logical skein on the right is much
smaller than the “backyard” creative one on the left (Fig. 116).
The “front yard” sequence opens with a medium shot of a lush garden, filled with
average-sized trees and plants, which are threaded with red yarn that has, as discussed, been
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laid out in a regular grid. Martínez enters the scene from the bottom of the frame; the camera,
held by Gruner, focuses on his face and hands while he starts untangling a knot, a timeconsuming activity (Fig. 117). This is the only action that occurs in the scene, which creates a
mood of suspense or anxiety for the viewer, who watches the painstaking untying process of
the knot, waiting for other actions to unfold. One may wonder how long he will take to
complete the process, what actions will come next, and what is the overall meaning of this
gesture, of this artwork. Gruner begins to provide clues to this visual puzzle in the second
scene, an over-the-shoulder shot of Martínez revealing a wooden stick in his hands with a
small portion of red yarn rolled onto it (Fig. 118). The viewer also sees a larger area of the
“front yard,” with even more trees, plants growing next to the walls, and the red yarn
structure suspended, crossing the plants horizontally as a transverse grid, chest high. Gruner’s
handheld camera shows Martínez spooling the yarn, following a thread stretched in a straight
line (Fig. 119). To continue rolling and walking forward, however, he must untangle the yarn,
lean forward, and then bend to walk under the grid (Fig. 120). In capturing these body
movements, Gruner’s camera also reveals more details of the garden’s variegated flora,
including a large agave plant, with its tall, long, and pointy leaves, also part of the
installation. Coming in multiple shapes and statures, planted in vases or on the ground, the
plants act as obstacles for Martínez as he moves forward to disentangle and collect the yarn.
The yard’s verdant environment appears as life and the organic in this work.
Temporally, it epitomizes is the slow, cyclical time of organic life and death. The wellmaintained garden is made up of tall plants and trees that appear to have been growing there
for a long, unmeasurable time, conveying a sense of natural eternity. Constrained only by
their vases and flowerbeds (Fig. 121), the plant branches and foliage have grown in different
directions and assumed free, variegated shapes. They frame the garden’s cement walkways
on the ground and serve as obstacles for Martínez, who follows the orthogonal yarn paths
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going around and through the plant branches and leaves. These organic elements establish a
pattern for his moving, untangling, and spooling activities. Expressing organic time, the
plants in the garden allude to a naturally intricate reality, which is difficult to navigate both
physically and mentally.
The orthogonal lines that Martínez follows function as a system of predictable paths
to guide his locomotion through the environment. As one still shows (Fig. 122), Martínez
moves forward carrying the skein of yarn, continuing to spool it, his head-mounted camera
revealing the dimensions of the grid-shaped installation in Gruner’s front yard. Another still
shows part of the installation support: nails hammered on the garden’s walls at chest height,
about one meter from each other (horizontally), which have yarn wrapped around them (Fig.
123).169 Gruner threaded the grid all the way up to a metal handrail placed on an elevated
walkway surrounding the garden area, extending the installation throughout the entire front
yard area (Fig. 124).170 One can see on the still that the grid’s straight lines control the man’s
body movements (Fig. 125). The structure’s linear pathways and the man’s sequence of
movements then become very clear; in order to continue rolling the yarn and, he must follow
the straight lines, untangle and detach the thread from nails, from the structure itself (Fig.
126), and from plants to continue spooling. Martínez repeats this sequence many times, his
head-mounted camera revealing the rectilinear form of the grid and the rational experience it
dictates to navigate the garden’s space.
Gruner draws from geometric abstraction, a modernist concern that developed in
Europe between 1915 and 1940, to structure the front yard installation as a flat grid that cuts
across the space. According to the curator Magdalena Drabowski, “The pictorial language of

Author’s interview with Silvia Gruner at her home-studio, Mexico City, February 2, 2019. Original Spanish:
“Pensé en los cuadrados. Porque quería ver como sería constructivamente, quería establecer un plan. Entonces
pensé: 1m x 1m. Agarré un martillo y unos clavos y me vino una cosa así de Dios, algo que me decía: ‘A quién
estás esperando, Silvia Gruner?’ Entonces lo construí.”
170 Author’s interview with Silvia Gruner at her home-studio, Mexico City, February 2, 2019. Original Spanish:
“El hilo, yo lo traje desde la pared hasta el barandal del otro lado del jardín.”
169
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geometric abstraction [is] based on the use of simple geometric forms placed in
nonillusionistic space and combined into nonobjective compositions.”171 It can be argued that
Gruner appropriated two of these pictorial principles—simple geometric forms, such as
squares, combined into nonobjective compositions—and adapted them to the garden’s threedimensional space in the “front yard” section of Hemisferios. Moreover, the orthogonal yarn
structure evokes the Neoplastic works (1915–1920) of Piet Mondrian (1872–1944), such as
his painting Composition A (1920, Fig. 127). This painting features pure geometric forms
arranged according to the vertical-horizontal principle of straight lines and pure spectral
colors.172 By transposing and scaling symmetry and linear spatiality to her installation,
Gruner proposed a well-structured temporal and spatial experience, conveying a predictable
passage for Martínez and the skein of yarn.
The main character, the yarn, represents contemporary subjectivity in the face a
challenging environment and the use of mental strategies to overcome obstacles and continue
moving forward, as the yarn morphs from installation into skein. In her catalogue text for
Gruner’s Americas Society exhibition, which took its title from this work, the curator
Tatiana Cuevas highlights this process: “Gruner resolved to metaphorically unspool . . . [the
contemporary] self in the garden at her house, in a liberating exercise that sought to
recuperate rhythm and time in keeping with the way her mind works.” 173 Her statement
elaborates on Gruner’s expression of different modes of mental functioning through time
registers, communicated through the rhythm of her body as she stretches and hangs yarn in
her work. As he dismantles the installation, Martínez recuperates these bodily movements by
rolling yarn and overcoming obstacles, thereby supporting the material on its mission to

Magdalena Dabrowski, “Geometric Abstraction,” Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art (New York) website, October 2004, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/geab/hd_geab.htm .
Accessed on March 19, 2021.
172 Ibid.
173 Tatiana Cuevas, “Silvia Gruner’s Self,” in Hemispheres, 238.
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become a compact object. Although the artist did not reveal any particular intention of
expressing mental strategies prior to setting up Hemisferios, when she finished threading it
through her gardens, she concluded: “I didn’t think about creating Hemisferios, let alone
setting it up like that. But when I finished the work, I understood what I did. . . . I thought
‘it’s like my brain, . . . the map of my brain.’”174 Representing the ways in which her brain
functions, both logically and through abstract thought, the yarn not only references her
subjectivity but also can be extended to that of contemporary subjects in their experience of
similarly enclosed, crowded, and challenging environments.
The skein of yarn faces many obstacles in its trajectory, causing Martínez to stop to
deal with them so that he can proceed. This happens, for instance, when Martínez encounters
a nail on the wall with knots of yarn wrapped around it (Fig. 128). He pauses to disentangle
and liberate the yarn from the metal, and then keeps on rolling. At other moments in the
video, bushy plants also pose difficulties for Martínez’s mobility and spooling; the yarn goes
through plant branches and leaves (Fig. 129), preventing him from proceeding along the path.
Whenever Martínez and the bundle of yarn encounter an obstacle to rolling—including plants
or knots—he pauses, holds the skein with his forearms, and carefully untangles the knot (Fig.
130). He then continues to wrap the yarn around the stick (Fig. 131) until he encounters
another obstacle, such as the large agave plant (Fig. 132). The still shows Martínez’s hands
holding the skein of yarn, rolling up a thread that has been woven between the plant’s thorny
leaves. These moments elicit a mood of fear or suspense in the viewer, that Martínez may
injure himself, which in the end does not transpire. He proceeds with the rolling activity
while the skein of yarn grows bigger and bigger in his hands (Fig. 133). The more it grows,
the harder it is to maneuver through branches (Fig. 134) and behind plants growing next to

Author’s interview with Silvia Gruner at her home-studio, Mexico City, February 2, 2019. Original Spanish:
“Yo no pensé en hacer Hemisferios, ni ponerla así. Cuándo terminé la pieza, yo entendí lo que había hecho. Y
cuando vi, entonces pensé: ‘es como mi cerebro, lo que acabo de hacer.’ Entonces decidí que eso era, en mi
idea, el mapa de mi cerebro.”
174
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the wall (Fig. 135), generating more anxiety for the viewer, who may wonder if Martínez will
be able to carry on with his action without getting permanently stuck at some point.
Martínez’s rhythm of wrapping the yarn evinces two temporalities: the time spent
while spooling yarn and suspended time. The first manifests in the gentle and continuous
spooling of yarn, an inanimate object turned into agent that marks the passage of time and
relates to Gruner’s interest in cognitive processes. The latter, in turn, appears in the moments
when Martínez finds an obstacle and needs to pause his activity. In order to advance,
Martínez must roll the yarn slowly and carefully, making sure that every revolution settles the
yarn neatly on the skein, conveying tranquility and precision. Conversely, when he pauses his
action and generates time suspension, that is, the time of waiting, these incomplete actions
impart feelings of apprehension and anxiety. While Martínez works on disentangling knots,
the skein waits in his forearms before continuing to follow the path along with him. The
viewer similarly waits for Martínez to complete his task and for the rolling action to resume,
experiencing suspended time. In this paradoxical situation, Martínez pauses rolling but keeps
working hard to free the yarn from obstacles.
Whereas the installation’s orthogonal lines provide a clear system of orientation for
Martínez and the skein of yarn to navigate a complex environment, constant interruptions
check the pattern of repetitive body movements and rolling speed. Here the operations that do
not unfold or are not complete represent suspended time and allude to contemporary mental
states. Systems rooted in the modern rationale—which the grid structure represents in the
work—seem clear and reliable, but are, in fact, flawed. Riddled with paths that seem
unambiguous and then present twists, turns, and unpredictable obstacles, modern systems can
trap a contemporary subject. Gruner thereby creates a pessimistic portrait of a contemporary
subjectivity, which feels delayed and held in suspension as it constantly deals with the
unexpected.
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The penultimate scene of the “front yard” component of Hemisferios shows Martínez
finally completing the task of spooling all the thread from the orthogonal installation onto the
wood stick (Fig. 136). He arrives at the handrail in the outer corner of the garden, standing
next to stacked wooden boxes. Focusing on his hands carrying the skein of yarn, the camera
captures him rolling the last section, about thirty centimeters of red yarn. The subsequent and
final scene shows a third-person, close-up shot of the skein of yarn only, placed at the edge of
the garden’s parapet and next to a medium plant vase, about thirty centimeters high, which
allows for size comparison (Fig. 137). Lasting twenty-seven seconds, the scene feature
objects in absolute stillness, a stark contrast to the movement of Martínez’s body as he
navigated the grid in the garden and rolled up yarn in the previous scenes. The chronological
length of the scene invites the viewer to contemplate the skein of yarn, which now appears as
a three dimensional, dense, and solid object, at the end of its journey. The detail of the skein
of yarn invites the viewer to reflect on the process that brought it to into existence. Martínez’s
strange dance, his body locomotion within the installation as he solves a problem of
navigating a complicated physical space invites the viewer to consider herself and her
rational mental strategy used to deal with such situations.
Yarn becomes a bundled object, so the skein comprises the yarn’s experiences on its
journey of transformation from metaphorical line to object. Tightly wrapped, the yarn
contains its own memory of representing a two-dimensional material, installed in an
orthogonal structure and juxtaposed transversally in the front yard. Having once served as a
navigation system to go through the garden’s challenging environment, the former yarn
installation also embodies the time and speed of being rolled. By showing the process of
converting the yarn installation into a skein of yarn, Gruner alludes to the struggle of
contemporary subjectivity to deal with complex realities and its reliance on modern, rational
strategies to navigate its environment. Finally turned into a skein of yarn, the installation
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becomes a time capsule, a symbol of the contemporary subject’s trajectory presented in a
compact form. By showing the elasticity of time in this process, Gruner alludes to
contemporary subjectivity and its transformations in mental states, from struggling to
overcome environmental obstacles to thriving and stabilizing.
In the Hemisferios “front yard” video, Gruner expresses contemporary subjectivity
using the logical system of the grid to navigate the garden, whereas in the Hemisferios
“backyard,” she sums up the concept using a random organization. The “backyard” video,
however, does not show an overall view of the installation structure at first, unlike its
complement. The former opens with a medium shot of Martínez standing at the kitchen door,
holding a wooden stick of about forty centimeters, already connected to a large piece of red
yarn that stretches across to another door on the opposite wall. Martínez begins spooling; he
follows the thread and reaches the other door. The sequence cuts to show Martínez’s firstperson view through the head-mounted camera (Fig. 138), which focuses on his hand holding
the wooden stick as he spools a bit of stretched yarn onto it. As he takes the first steps into
the backyard, his camera shows the yarn encircling an odd object which resembles a large
bird’s nest, mysterious and confusing. Only when he approaches the object to untangle the
yarn is it revealed as an aerial plant (Fig. 139).
Incomprehensible at first sight, the installation pattern only becomes clear as Martínez
follows the thread and rolls it up. In her catalogue essay for the Hemispheres exhibition, the
curator Gabriela Rangel connects this thread-following and path-revealing strategy to Greek
Mythology: “This contemplation of the myth . . . is unveiled through a metonymic operation
in which several layers of meaning are unraveled along with the threads, whose weavings
evoke . . . Theseus’s betrayal of Ariadne and Penelope’s seemingly futile wait for
Odysseus.”175 The author focuses on the installations’ labyrinthine format and materiality—a
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thread—to evoke two age-old narratives. The first focuses on Theseus using Ariadne’s
glittery jeweled thread to guide himself out of the labyrinth of the Minotaur, helping him to
escape the beast. The second relates to the myth of Penelope, the wife of the epic hero
Odysseus: waiting for him to return from war, she wove a burial shroud in the morning and
unraveled her weaving at night. While Rangel’s point about Gruner’s thread unveiling a
labyrinth is legitimate, the idea is more applicable to the scenario of the “backyard,” whose
pathways are hard to distinguish but revealed by the thread. In the “front yard,” however, the
orthogonal paths are very clear. Moreover, Martínez’s dismantling the installations have little
to do with a love story—of Penelope and Odysseus or otherwise—so connecting Gruner’s
work to this myth seems alien to formal analyses of her work. The reading proposed here,
conversely, prioritizes Gruner’s complex arrangements of formal elements that generate
multiple time registers. As experienced by the viewer, who watches the yarn on journeys
along logical and abstract paths, the temporalities outlined in this text speak to subjective,
contemporary experiences, including coping with complex environments, which, depending
on the viewer, can be more or less relatable than narratives of Greek mythology.
After Martínez encounters the aerial plant, he continues to spool, his camera showing
an environment crowded with bushy plants and sections of stretched yarn leading in different
directions, at different angles (Fig. 140). It is a confusing scene, in which one cannot tell
where the installation nor the plants begin and end. As he advances into the garden space,
Martínez’s head-mounted camera reveals an enigmatic space, whose limits and elements are
hard to distinguish and decipher (Fig. 141). The viewer sees a densely populated garden, with
leafy branches and bushy plants growing everywhere, imparting a sense of a wild, natural
space, uncontrolled and impenetrable. Following and spooling the installation threads,
Martínez and the yarn skein explore the apparently untamed environment in spite of its
intricacy. Since the paths he follows are unclear, and therefore impossible to predict, he
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ventures into a series of unexpected experiences, such as moving between plants and around
vases, furniture, and other objects, conveying a sense of mystery and risk to the viewer.
Gruner uses green views of the “backyard” captured with both cameras as emblematic
of organic time, through which she alludes to a contemporary, globalized reality that is
unpredictable and inscrutable. Organic time is communicated by showing variegated plant
species, which assume different shapes and colors and occupy the garden space in diverse
ways. The artist’s strategy of depicting a setting filled with plants, representing life’s organic
processes, is similar to that of the video of the “front yard,” in which plants also appear. The
design of each garden landscape, however, is unique and distinguishable. In the “front yard”
the plants and trees grow in specific spots such as flowerbeds and vases and seem well
maintained, while in the “backyard” they grow randomly and freely. Associating this work
with the indominable forces of nature, Gruner evokes the experience of contemporary
subjectivity with an ungovernable reality in which unexpected events occur.
The video then cuts to Gruner’s camera, showing a frontal shot of Martínez’s upper
body moving and performing his prescribed action in the “backyard,” surrounded by the
installation structure (Fig. 142). The following scene (Fig. 143), a wide shot also captured by
her camera, reveals more details of the installation: a large, multidimensional web, with yarn
stretched from low to high planes, wrapped around all objects present, more intricate and
unnavigable than the “front yard” (Fig. 144). As he advances with the skein in hand, Martínez
and the skein of yarn reenact Gruner’s spontaneous gestures of stretching and hanging the
thread in high and low spots as she created the installation, which thereby decrees the various
angles his body should assume. With this realization—that Martínez is undoing compositions
that Gruner put into place—the installations take on the status of artwork. Gruner’s design for
the “backyard” relates to the canonical moment of Abstract Expressionism (1943–1955),
when painters like Jackson Pollock (1912–1956) used spontaneity and improvisation to
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develop works of gestural painting such as One: Number 31 (1950, Fig. 145). Much like
Gruner’s yarn installation in the “backyard,” this work displays patterns of drip painting that
can be visually retraced by the viewer and related to the artist’s body.
In addition to referencing Abstract Expressionism’s formal strategies in her wrapping
of thread, Gruner also evokes a Surrealist work by Marcel Duchamp (1887–1968). The
multidimensional web she built in her entire “backyard” space resembles Duchamp’s
installation at the 1942 exhibition The First Papers of Surrealism (Fig. 146). Using white
thread, he created a huge spiderweb like structure that occupied the entire exhibition space.
The sharp angles extended from the ceiling, to paintings, gallery walls, and circulation areas,
made the room impossible to walk through.176 Gruner adapted his technique to her garden,
and instead of using the thread to wrap paintings and architectural elements of the room, she
used it to encircle all sorts of plants objects. The stills show her red yarn going through a
black string chair (Fig. 147), moving around twisted branches (Fig. 148), gathering a black
hammock (Fig. 149), and making part of her web, a mirror (Fig. 150), a straw chair (Fig.
151), a doorknob (Fig. 152), and even a Buddhist shrine standing on a pedestal (Fig. 153). By
trapping all these items, the intricate, unfathomable red yarn structure dominates the
crowded, complex environment of the “backyard,” for which the yarn creates a serpentine
system of navigation. Revealing its paths as Martínez spools the yarn, the structure responds
to the garden’s intricate landscape by replicating its complexity and creating additional chaos
and confusion.
Gruner’s spontaneous actions of hanging sections of thread on angles at many levels
and wrapping it around all sorts of objects and plants reveal a random, illogical system that
connects the garden environment. Through her random, unexpected actions of threading the
“backyard” using an intricate, abstract pattern, Gruner expresses how an unregulated time can
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be used to navigate a complex environment. There is also humor in this work. Gruner draws
on art historical models of modernism—the order of the grid and the emotion of Abstract
Expressionist gesture, stereotypes of order and logic, and emotion and genius—to produce a
different conclusion about them. In this way, she reveals the many obstacles and flaws in the
“front yard” organized navigation system, as well as the complications underlying a random
system.
Common themes appear in the “front yard” and the “backyard,” the latter intensified
when compared to the former. Both environments are enclosed and pervaded with plants,
which, again, Gruner uses to express organic time. The plants and objects in both scenarios
act as hindrances, complicating the way for Martínez and the skein of yarn to move around.
In the two gardens, Martínez performs a slow-paced, careful yarn spooling, which evokes the
time of progress, in this case, a physical manifestation of time. Whenever they encounter an
object and pause for detangling and dismantling, Gruner conveys suspended time, the time of
waiting, conveying anxiety, which she invites the viewer to experience with the characters. In
order to deal with the complications that both environments present, Gruner stages yarn
installations based on formal elements of and structures of thinking about modern art.
Through these concepts, she establishes logical and abstract navigation systems that
represent subjectivity’s mental or cognitive systems, respectively, used for mapping
environments. Similar to in the “front yard,” in the backyard Martínez and the skein of yarn
in the end manage to overcome the obstacles in the confusing environment of the “backyard.”
A still highlights an image from Gruner’s camera (Fig. 154), in which the skein has grown to
a large object in Martinez’s hands as he spools the last sections of stretched thread.
Subsequently, he kneels and finishes rolling (Fig. 155), deposits the large, oval-shaped skein
of yarn on the black string chair seat, and leaves the scene. Gruner ends the “backyard” video
of Hemisferios with a medium shot of the bundled object placed on the chair in the middle of
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the garden, under the sun, in absolute stillness (Fig. 156). In this moment, she also evokes the
elastic time of the yarn’s memory of once existing in the form of installation, its journey to
become a skein, and its compact, current form, alluding to mental processes of self-reflection
on one’s personal journey through a lifetime.
The juxtaposition of the videos in the gallery and their simultaneous play, however,
emphasize differences between the qualities of the time registers that Gruner stages in both
the “front yard” and the “backyard.” Whereas in the “front yard” the green landscape and grid
provide a clear, organized, and predictable way for dismantling the structure, the “backyard”
does the opposite. There, where plants seem to have grown with an almost complete lack of
control, and with an installation threaded as a web—which the artist created by wrapping
whatever objects she encountered in yarn—navigating and dismantling it proved an even
more daunting task for Martínez and the skein of yarn. These disparate degrees of
environmental complexity make the time of progress in spooling yarn appear to go by faster
in the “front yard” than in the “backyard,” which translated into the lengths of the videos:
forty-five minutes and 120 minutes, respectively, with the latter almost seventy-fives minutes
longer than the former, almost the triple its duration. In both videos, Martínez and the skein
of yarn face obstacles to the spooling activity, which causes the latter to wait and decrees that
the viewer must do the same. In the “backyard” video, however, waiting occurs more often
and for longer periods, since disentangling thread from bushy plants and objects, and pushing
it through leaves, branches, and myriad objects potentializes feelings of anxiety, which
contemporary subjects living in enclosed realities commonly experience.
Gruner considers Hemisferios the most elaborate of her pieces. In a 2019 interview
she stated: “[Hemisferios] is my masterpiece. The work I would like to be remembered by. I
enjoyed doing it so much that, even if it were by another artist, I would’ve wished to have
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created it myself.”177 A tour de force of media, use of space, and movement of the body, this
work is the culmination of many threads of inquiry in Gruner’s works, including expressions
of time, canonical art history, self-reflexiveness, cognition, strategic thinking, and creative
processes. In her gardens, a contained, but complex scenario, she orchestrates a performance
of time and mental mapping. She stages modern time and organic time, manipulating the
measure to convey its suspended, progressive, and elastic natures. This exercise allows her to
speak through her work to the reliance of contemporary subjectivity on modern systems and
values to devise cognitive strategies to map and navigate complex realities. Flawed in their
own ways, however, logic and abstracted thinking, which derive from modern teleology,
provide guidance to orienting oneself in complicated scenarios or in the face of problems.

Gruner’s Absence from the Art Market and Career Consequences
Between 2007 and 2016, Gruner continued to produce works of art independently from
curators, museums, and galleries, thereby refusing to meet the demands of institutions or the
desires of critics or collectors.178 During this period, the art critic Cuauhtémoc Medina had
already established himself as the ambassador of Mexican contemporary art in a global
context of exhibitions, biennials, and art fairs. He had lost interest Gruner’s production,
however, due to a myopic vision that privileged works with strong political connotations of
center-periphery relationships. As Emmelhainz recalls, “Medina decided her work after 2000
(her show at the Carrillo Gil) was not relevant to his narrative on globalization and
politics.”179 Emmelhainz continued to ground her writing on Gruner in the sociopolitical
context of Mexico City, but the artist participated in only a few shows, and no reviews were
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de otro artista, me gustaría haberlo hecho yo.”
178 Rangel, “Sketches on Silvia Gruner’s Labyrinth,” 52.
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written about her work between 2007 and 2016. 180 Some nine years after Medina stopped
writing about her and including her in his projects, a team of curators that worked between
Mexico and the United States nonetheless gathered to mount a binational solo exhibition on
Gruner, Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, which occurred in 2016 at the Americas
Society, New York, and the Museo Amparo, Puebla, Mexico.
In this exhibition, the curators Rangel and Cuevas framed Gruner’s works in a global
context of art production, connecting her temporal evocations to a multitude of art historical
references.181 Thematically open-ended, Hemispheres featured some of Gruner’s well-known
works, including Arena (1986) and How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995), as well as works
that had not yet received critical attention, such as Bauhaus para Monos (2011), Dulces
Sueños Modernos (Sweet Modern Dreams, 2012), Hemisferios (2014), Viva Cautivo, Sea
Feliz (Live Captive, Be Happy, 2015), and Agitados y Agitadas (Agitated Men and Women,
2016). The lesser-known works are either photographic series or video installations that had
yet to be shown in Mexico City and reflect Gruner’s focus on the innerworkings of the brain,
her critique of modernity, and her investigations of the border between art making and
insanity. Produced in 2007–16, these works draw from, but do not restrict their concerns to,
the artist’s autobiographical accounts; on the contrary, the pieces speak to broader concerns
about subjective responses to a rapidly changing, globalized contemporary reality.
Accompanying the exhibition, the Hemispheres catalogue explored Gruner’s
approach to time as a thread into which she inserted a variety of topics. These themes
included subjective relationships with Mexican culture during the 1990s and 2000s;
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Gilded by the Darkness of the Sun: Alterity as Analogy in the Work of Silvia Gruner,” 104 –13; Tarek
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feminism; responses to the failures of modernity; depictions of the twenty-first-century self in
crisis; and the pursuit of self-understanding and antidotes to mental illness through the use of
different mental strategies. The five essays in the catalogue also consider the temporal
dimensions that she treats in her works but, much like the critical writing prior to 2007, their
consideration of time does not adequately address its manifold uses over the course of
Gruner’s entire career. Rangel, in her opening essay “Sketches on Silvia Gruner’s Labyrinth,”
draws on theories by Julia Kristeva and Griselda Pollock about cyclical time as a
representation of memory to frame Gruner’s works. In Rangel’s words: “Cyclical time is
metaphorically associated with memory, the emergence of a new literature, and repetitions...
This alternative schematization of time . . . would be the framework within which to situate
Gruner’s work.”182 Indeed, Gruner’s works often treat cyclical time, which she stages in the
contents of a work or alludes to through her use of manual or video editing techniques. Going
beyond cyclical time, her use of multiple time registers extends as a framework of her entire
production. Rangel also associates Gruner’s use of cyclical time as a reference to Greek
mythology: “Gruner’s work recovers the cyclical time of the myth and the delirious visions
offered by . . . [Greek myths] within a space occupied by silences that invite avoidance of
every lacking existence outside the symbolic terrain.” 183 For the critic, Gruner’s treatment of
cyclical time evokes mythological tropes and their symbolic arena, to which her works
remain restricted.
In María Minera’s three-part interview with Gruner, “My Body of Work is Mine:
Interview with Silvia Gruner,” the artist brings up the topic of time in response to the writer’s
reference to cinematic language in her work:
Perhaps the most important is my working with time. That seems to me like a central
theme. That’s when I began to elaborate a kind of distended time that would allow me
to be there and to breathe and, of course, to see and contemplate and relate to others,
182
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but from the standpoint of a kind of time that I decided on; I controlled it. It’s not the
kind of time in which things happen in the world, because that time terrifies me. It’s
the time of experience.184
Gruner acknowledges temporality as one of the main topics of her work and
elaborates on conveying what she calls “distended time,” a time of hyperawareness,
contemplation, and connectivity with others, which differs from real time in that she controls
it. By also referring to “distended time” as that of experience, she invites the viewer to think
of it as a hypersensitive temporality through which she could sense more deeply. In the third
part of her interview with Gruner, Minera assesses time more generally in the artist’s work,
referring to an action anchored in time in Centinela. In Minera’s words: “[In] Centinela . . .
the action lingers on in time, instead of getting repeated.” 185 Albeit unspecific about the kinds
of temporalities that Gruner uses in this work, the author acknowledges her use of time as a
foundational strategy to action. Emmelhainz accurately pinpoints that the same work
“addresses the theme of waiting,”186 but the author does not elaborate on other works that
feature the same temporality.
Cuevas’s essay, “Silvia Gruner’s Self,” expands the idea of “distended time” to the
actions preceding and following the installation setup: “The time spent planning, carrying
out, and documenting . . . [threading the installation through her gardens] seems
distended.”187 For Cuevas, Hemisferios temporally comprises all the experiences leading up
to filming, an aspect which allows the artist to feel intensely. Cuevas continues that “t his
dilation is not only temporal and visual, but also existential,” complementing her quote with
one by Gruner: “It’s the time of lived experience, a psychological time more than a physical
time.”188 Cuevas cites Gruner’s connection between dilated and experienced (lived) time,
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following with the idea of a “psychological time,” a temporality that is regulated by instinct
and nonnormative, that is, different from the normative sense of chronology seen in a
calendar. Gruner muses, in addition: “You see Kobe, my dog. He has his own timings. He
eats whenever he feels like, he sleeps whenever he wants to. He has his own temporality. To
me, this is the real time. Not the time in the calendar.”189 Moreover, the Cuevas mentions
Gruner’s “yearning to connect the asymmetry of time,” referencing Francesco Berardi’s
theory on the imbalance between cyberspace and cybertime, which is experienced
subjectively.190 Though Cuevas does not connect these specific aspects to any formal
analyses of Hemisferios, Gruner’s mental mapping in this work as a subjective strategy can
be connected with social conflicts, such as experiences in the online world that are processed
with the temporality of the physical body.
In “Reanimation and Repetition,” the scholar Tarek Elhaik does not refer to time
specifically but suggests a slow speed for Martínez’s dismantling actions: “The scene is
serene: the artist’s two-section garden is bathed in a cacophony of entangled red strings and
threads. A man with a gentle face enters and patiently starts disentangling all the knots
carefully and arbitrarily woven by the artist.”191 Able to pinpoint the rhythm of the time of
progression in rolling the yarn, his analysis stops short of mapping this time register in her
work.
Ceasing to reference modernity as urban planning modern architecture, Gruner
shifted her focus in 2011–14 to the interior life of a contemporary subjectivity, assessing how
the human mind responds to complex environments. Bauhaus para Monos has been
examined here, showing how Gruner uses time registers to represent spatial as well as
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subjective experiences in places outside of Mexico. In this work, she refers to Germany and
the global prevalence of modernist Functionalist architecture. In Hemisferios, the interiorized
realm of the mind corresponds to the studio and to the artist’s mental mapping in the other.
During this period, Gruner continued to use temporalities to stage subjective experience and
assess how contemporary subjects respond to challenging environments. Drawing on nature
or natural life to express organic time, she presents modern time as a strategy to regulate or
navigate environments. As she unveils this way of moving through and understanding the
world, however, she shows modern time’s flawed nature, which generates frustration and
anxiety in the contemporary subject. Articulating other aspects of time, such as the suspended
time of imprisonment or waiting, progressive time, and elastic time, she invites the viewer to
self-reflect and examine said responses to contemporary realities. Critics have been able to
pin down Gruner’s use of time, but their assessments stopped short of acknowledging her use
of time registers as a central strategy to convey complex meanings in her work.
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Conclusion
During the course of her three-decade long career, Silvia Gruner has relied on structures of
time to relay subjective experiences, which in turn, speak to broader sociopolitical issues in
contemporary Mexico and other globalized contexts. Her use of time registers, as well as
their structures and effects, appears in her works made in Boston in 1986–89; from 1989 to
1999, focused on reassessing Mexican identity; from 1999–2007, in which she concentrates
on subjective experiences with the uneven modernity of Mexican infrastructures; and from
2011–14, in which she turns inward to investigate the human mind experiencing confined
spaces. Interpreting her work as mostly incorporating themes of identity, and sometimes with
misogynist views of her production, critics glossed over the temporal registers she conveys in
her oeuvre. Because of these blindspots, they have failed to connect her representations of
subjective experiences to the social and political contexts they confront. Thus, the critics
obscured her relationship with her peers from the’ 90s generation in Mexico, who, like her,
offered powerful critiques to center-periphery dynamics of globalization.
The artist’s basis in distinct kinds of formal elements have been investigated in this
thesis to shed light on her methods to deploy structures of time. Time registers take many
forms in her works. She uses techniques, including film and video editing, the performative
qualities of bodies, references to subjective experiences, and connections to art historical and
cultural periods to generate distinct time registers. By combining multiple time registers in
each work, she relays meaning in complex ways. In its approach to her temporalities, this
thesis departs from previous analyses anchored in the artist’s subjectivity. By exploring the
complexity of structures of time in her work and the manner in which they establish
connections to her social and political context of production, it has reconnected her works
with those of her ’90s generation peers.
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In the first chapter, I explored the sociopolitical and cultural context of the period
roughly between 1989 and 1999, when Gruner returned to Mexico City after having received
artistic training abroad. During Gruner’s first production period (1986–1999), she
appropriated culturally weighty objects and sites to generate time registers as allusions to
historical time and Mexican cultural memory. Gruner expanded the basic temporalities of
past and present into multilayered ones such as the historical past, present, suspended time,
and cyclical time. She used traditional Mexican elements as well as contemporary ones to
evoke multiple temporalities to produce multifaceted meanings that connected her work to
both a local and a global context. In establishing these connections, Gruner’s role in the 90s
generation has been analyzed, drawing connections between her work and artists such as
Eduardo Abaroa, Francis Alÿs, Abraham Cruzvillegas, Thomas Glassford, Gabriel Orozco,
and Melanie Smith, who, like her, used temporal strategies to relay commentaries on centerperiphery political issues.
The second chapter explored Gruner’s use of time structures between 1999–2007,
when she shifted from representing traditional elements of Mexican culture to signs of
European modern architecture in contemporary urban Mexico. She used references to
modernity to express a modern time register and to contrast this time with that of the body
and mind. Representing these different temporalities allows her work to speak to
contemporary subjects’ experience of the processes of globalization in large urban centers in
Latin America, including in Mexico City, at the turn of the twenty-first century. Also in this
period, she used time to stage and critique conflicts between contemporary subjectivities and
the lived experiences of urban Mexico. These analyses have been compared with critical
reviews of works from this period, pinpointing how most critics presented myopic and
gendered views of her production. These critics relegated Gruner’s work to an emotional
sphere that precluded historical and political readings of her work, further isolating it from
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contemporary concerns and artistic production. Countering these views, here it has been
demonstrated that Gruner used a subjective perspective as a metaphor for cultural or
collective experiences in the present, which are grounded in the events that take place in a
globalized city and its sociopolitical problems.
In the third and last chapter, Gruner’s third production period, 2011–2014, was
examined, during which she shifted from representing subjective experiences modern Mexico
to exploring the contemporary subject’s interior life. In this period, she represented spaces of
confinement that are not indexical to Mexico, thereby expanding her representation beyond
her specific milieu and context. She used time structures, as shown in this thesis, to represent
confined spaces and how the human mind responds to complex environments. Gruner used
time to represent logical and abstract modes of brain functioning and navigation systems to
deal with complex realities in contemporary life. Comparing the current analysis with
writings about this work, it has become clear that critics expanded the mapping of temporal
registers in her work but neglected the ways the artist’s representations of subjectivity speak
to broader social issues.
Gruner’s oeuvre is vast, and she approaches an array of topics through her staging of
time. This framework provides an incentive to further examine unexplored aspects in her
work, such as its relationships to feminism, as well as her investigations into the margins
between art and insanity. Despite separating herself from the commercial circuit, Gruner
continues to produce independently and contribute to expressions of contemporary
subjectivity.
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Figure 3: Silvia Gruner, Arena (Sand, 1986). Photographic image from Super-8 video. The
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Figure 10: Silvia Gruner, Arena (Sand, 1986). Photographic image from Super-8 video. The
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Figure 11: Installation shot from Silvia Gruner, El Vuelo (The Flight, 1989) performance,
image from Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great
Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000) video. The Age of Discrepancies: Art and Visual
Culture in Mexico, 1968–1997, ed. Olivier Debroise and Cuauhtémoc Medina, trans. Joëlle
Rorive, Ricardo Vinós, and James Oles (Mexico City: UNAM, 2006), 354

Figure 12: Silvia Gruner, How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995) diptych. The Silvia Gruner
Archive
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Figure 13: Silvia Gruner, Desnudo Desciende (Descending Nude, 1986, 3 minutes), still of
filmed performance. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society;
Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 61

Figure 14: Marcel Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2 (1937). Christie’s website.
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Lot/marcel-duchamp-1887-1968-nude-descending-a5371963-details.aspx.
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Figure 15: Silvia Gruner, photograms of El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986), Super-8
film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas
Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 16: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91
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Figure 17: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 18: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 19: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91
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Figure 20: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 21: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 22: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91
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Figure 23: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 24: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 25: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91
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Figure 26: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 27: Silvia Gruner, El Pecado Original (Original Sin, 1986). Still detail cut from
Super-8 film transferred to video. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York:
Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 91

Figure 28: Silvia Gruner, La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994). The sitespecific work was placed on the border wall that separates Mexico from the United States.
InSITE Archive online
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Figure 29: Silvia Gruner at the open end of the border fence. Still from La Mitad del Camino:
Una Instalación de Silvia Gruner (1994), a film by Sarah Minter. InSITE Archive online

Figure 30: Close-up image of one of the 111 figurines of the Aztec goddess Tlazolteotl.
Gruner used them in her installation La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994) for
the biennial InSite94 in Tijuana and San Diego. The site-specific work was placed on the
border wall that separates Mexico from the United States. InSITE Archive online
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Figure 31: Silvia Gruner installing La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994) for
the InSite94 biennial in Tijuana and San Diego

Scanned with CamScanner

Figure 32: Detail of Silvia Gruner, La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994)
installation. Tlazolteotl during labor. The figure is depicted showing her teeth to represent
strength. InSITE Archive online
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Figure 33: Detail of Silvia Gruner, La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994)
installation. Baby crowning out of Tlazolteotl’s body. InSITE Archive online

Figure 34: Detail of Silvia Gruner, La Mitad del Camino (The Middle of the Road, 1994)
installation. Tlazolteotl receiving a coat of dust. InSITE Archive online
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Figure 35: Silvia Gruner, How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995). The Silvia Gruner Archive

Figure 36: Installation shot of Silvia Gruner, How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995) and Silvia
Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007) at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook (2016) at the Americas Society, New York
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Figure 37: Silvia Gruner, How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995), right-hand side of the
diptych. The Silvia Gruner Archive

Figure 38: Silvia Gruner, How to Look at Mexican Art? (1995), left-hand side of the diptych.
The Silvia Gruner Archive
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Figure 39: Tianguis in Mexico City, 2018. https://lasillarota.com/metropoli/la-nuevapropuesta-de-morena-que-beneficia-a-los-tianguistas-cdmx-tianguis/257847

Figure 40: Eduardo Abaroa, Obelisco Roto Portátil para Mercados Ambulantes (Broken
Obelisk for Street Markets, 1992). Steel, plastic, canvas, rope, 94 1/2 x 83 1/2 x 83 1/2 in.
Kurimanzutto gallery website: https://www.kurimanzutto.com/artists/eduardoabaroa#tab:slideshow
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Figure 41: Shot of Silvia Gruner, video installation Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura!
(To Cross the Great Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Mónica de la Torre, To Cross the
Great Waters, Good Fortune!: A Multi-Channel Installation by Silvia Gruner, exh. brochure
for Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (Mexico City: Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, 2000), 66–67

Figure 42: Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great
Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Video still from channel #1 shown at the exhibition
Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (2000) at the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico City.
Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 43: Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great
Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Video still from channel #2 shown at the exhibition
Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (2000) at the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico City.
Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 44: Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great
Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Video still from channel #3 shown at the exhibition
Silvia Gruner: Circuito Interior (2000) at the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico City.
Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo
Amparo, 2016), 88
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Figures 45 and 46: Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the
Great Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Video stills from channels #6 and #7 (unshown).
Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 47: Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great
Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Video still from channel #5 (unshown). Hemispheres:
A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 88

Figure 48: Silvia Gruner, Atravesar las Grandes Águas, ¡Ventura! (To Cross the Great
Waters, Good Fortune!, 1999–2000). Video still from channel #4 (unshown). Hemispheres:
A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 88
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Figure 49: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Installation shot #1 from the nave section
in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico
City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist.

Figure 50: Laboratorio Arte Alameda, nave section. Mexico City webpage.
http://cdmxtravel.com/en/attractions/laboratorio-arte-alameda.html
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Figure 51: Silvia Gruner Away from You (2001–3). Detail on the left wall in the nave section
of the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico
City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 52: Silvia Gruner Away from You (2001–3). Detail on the left wall in the nave section
of the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico
City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 53: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Installation shot #2 from the nave section
of the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico
City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 54: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of chapel entrance to the right of
the altar section of the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte
Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the
artist
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Figure 55: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Mirrored projections within the chapel to
the right of the altar of the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio
Arte Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of
the artist

Figure 56: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of swimmer resting at the edge of
the pool. Installation shot from one of the projections within the chapel to the right of the
altar section in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte
Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the
artist
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Figure 57: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of swimmer moving toward the
horizon or frame edge. Installation shot from one of the projections within the chapel to the
right of the altar section in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at
Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video
courtesy of the artist

Figure 58: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Installation shot from the projection
within the chapel to the left side of the altar section in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away
from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by
Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 59: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of the annex section with diptych
video projection featuring both characters playing in the water in the exhibition Silvia
Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from
the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 60: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of the view of the annex section
from the mezzanine in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio
Arte Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of
the artist
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Figure 61: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of the view of the choir section
from the nave in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte
Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the
artist

Figure 62: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of the title projection in the choir
section of the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at Laboratorio Arte Alameda,
Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 63: Silvia Gruner, Away from You (2001–3). Detail of the nave section with swimmer
appearing on interpolated channels in the exhibition Silvia Gruner: Away from You (2003) at
Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico City, 2003. Still from the video by Edición Jasso. Video
courtesy of the artist

Figure 64: Barnett Newman. Vir Heroicus Sublimis. 1950. Oil on canvas. 7 ft. 11 3/8 in. x 17
ft. 9 ¼ in. (242.2 x 541.7 cm). http://www.galleryintell.com/artex/vir-heroicus-sublimisbarnett-newman/
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Figure 65: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Installation shot of video
projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society,
New York, 2016

Figure 66: Caspar David Friedrich. Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, 1818. Oil on canvas,
94.8 × 74.8 cm. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caspar_David_Friedrich
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Figure 67: Courtyard at the entrance of Hotel Camino Real in Polanco, Mexico City. “Hotel
Camino Real, Polanco,” Youtube Channel by Rene de Paula Jr.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vz9ZhD0jsiI

Figure 68: Courtyard at the entrance of Hotel Camino Real in Polanco, Mexico City. “Hotel
Camino Real, Polanco,” Youtube Channel by Rene de Paula Jr.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vz9ZhD0jsiI
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Figure 69: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Opening scene (0:00 to 0:26
min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook,
the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 70: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Opening scene detail of water
starting to splash (0:27 to 1:00 min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition
Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video
courtesy of the artist
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Figure 71: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Opening scene detail of water
splashing and making waves in the fountains (1:01 to 1:49 min). Video still from the
projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society,
New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 72: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Detail of the first transition
scene (1:50 to 2:00 min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A
Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 73: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Second scene (2:01 to 2:49
min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook,
the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 74: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Second scene detail of water
splashing toward the character (2:01 to 2:49 min). Video still from the projection at the
exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016.
Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 75: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Second transition scene (2:50 to
3:00 min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 76: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Third scene (3:01 to 3:49 min).
Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the
Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 77: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Third transition scene (3:50 to
4:00 min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist

Figure 78: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Fourth scene (4:01 to 6:00 min).
Video still from the projection at the exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the
Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 79: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Fourth scene, detail of water
spray restarting (4:01 to 5:59 min). Video still from the projection at the exhibition
Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Video
courtesy of the artist

Figure 80: Silvia Gruner, Centinela (B&W) (Sentinel, 2007). Fourth scene, detail of the
fountain water becoming turbulent (4:01 to 5:59 min). Video still from the projection at the
exhibition Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook, the Americas Society, New York, 2016.
Video courtesy of the artist
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Figure 81: Thomas Glassford, Cadáver Exquisito (Exquisite Corpse, 2006). Installation at
Museo Universitário de Ciencias y Arte, Mexico City. Trazos blog
https://trazosmdp.mx/proyectos/cadaver_exquisito.php

Figure 82: Thomas Glassford, Cadáver Exquisito Cadáver Exquisito (Exquisite Corpse,
2006). Installation at Museo Universitário de Ciencias y Arte, Mexico City. Trazos blog
https://trazosmdp.mx/proyectos/cadaver_exquisito.php
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Figure 83: Thomas Glassford, Cadáver Exquisito Cadáver Exquisito (Exquisite Corpse,
2006). Installation at Museo Universitário de Ciencias y Arte, Mexico City. Trazos blog
https://trazosmdp.mx/proyectos/cadaver_exquisito.php

Figure 84: Melanie Smith, Pink Tianguis (2002). Black-and-white and color prints, 19.5 x
23.4 in. (49.5 x 59.5 cm). Artnet website http://www.artnet.com/artists/melanie-smith/pinktianguis-vrPMzlS7cBH7gk0snt6Pxg2
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Figure 85: Santiago Sierra, Obstruction of a Freeway with a Truck’s Trailer (1998). Still
from digital video (5:49 min). Artmap website: https://artmap.com/work/santiago-sierraobstruction-of-a-freeway-with-a-truck-s-trailer-1998-

Figure 86: Melanie Smith, Spiral City (in collaboration with Rafael Ortega) (2002).
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Still from video (5:50 min). Peter Kilchmann gallery website:
http://www.peterkilchmann.com/artists/melanie-smith/overview/spiral-city-2002

Figure 87: Melanie Smith, Parres Trilogy (2005). Still from 35mm film. The Pérez Art
Museum Miami: https://www.pamm.org/exhibitions/melanie-smith-rafael-ortega-parrestrilogy

Figure 88: Pablo Vargas Lugo, Visión Antiderrapante (2002). Installation sculpture, concrete,
120 m2. Docplayer website: https://docplayer.es/73177758-Pablo-vargas-lugo-ciudad-demexico-1968-vive-y-trabaja-en-la-ciudad-de-lima.html
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Figure 89: Thomas Glassford, Xipe-Totec (2010). LED neon flex, aluminum, and electrical
hardware, Exterior of 24-story building, Commissioned by Tlatelolco University Cultural
Center (CCUT), UNAM, Mexico City. Sicardi Ayers Bacino gallery website: https://www.
sicardi.com/thomas-glassford
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Figure 90: Silvia Gruner, Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011). Installation
view of digital chromogenic prints on photographic paper, 100 x 152 cm.
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/

Figure 91: Silvia Gruner, Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011). Digital
chromogenic print on photographic paper, 100 x 152 cm. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 219
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Figure 92: Silvia Gruner, Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011). Digital
chromogenic print on photographic paper, 100 x 152 cm.
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/

Figure 93: Silvia Gruner, Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011). Digital
chromogenic print on photographic paper, 100 x 152 cm. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 218
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Figure 94: Silvia Gruner, Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011). Digital
chromogenic print on photographic paper, 100 x 152 cm.
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/

Figure 95: Silvia Gruner, Bauhaus para Monos (Bauhaus for Monkeys, 2011). Digital
chromogenic print on photographic paper, 100 x 152 cm. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth
Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo Amparo, 2016), 221.
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Figure 96: Eadweaerd Muybridge, The Horse in Motion, 1878. Chronophotography, 3
seconds

Figure 97: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Two-channel video installation
at eponymous exhibition at the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Front yard projection, 45
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min. Backyard projection 120 min. https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferioscuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/

Figure 98: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 99: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Image from video (45 min.).
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/

Figure 100: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Still from video (120 min.).
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/

Figure 101: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Two-channel video installation
at eponymous exhibition at the Americas Society, New York, 2016. Backyard projection 120
min with two red yarn skeins as on-site sculptures.
https://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/08/hemisferios-cuaderno-laberinto-silvia-gruner/
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Figure 102: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of head-mounted
camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 103: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of medium shot of
Martínez’s upper body in the front yard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still from
DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 104: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of medium shot of
Martínez’s upper body in the backyard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still from
DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 105: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of wide shot of Martínez
in the front yard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner
Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 106: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of wide shot of Martínez
in the backyard, recorded with a handheld camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner
Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 107: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the stick in the front yard, recorded with a head-mounted camera. Video
still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 108: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the stick in the backyard, recorded with a head-mounted camera. Video
still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 109: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
undoing a knot in the front yard installation, recorded with a head -mounted camera. Video
still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 110: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
undoing a knot in the backyard installation, recorded with a head -mounted camera. Video
still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 111: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the stick between leaves, recorded with a head-mounted camera. Video
still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 112: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
spooling yarn onto the stick while going around a plant, sequence recorded with a headmounted camera. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 113: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
detangling yarn from a plant, sequence recorded with a head-mounted camera. Video still
from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 114: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot of Martínez
disentangling yarn from a chair, sequence recorded with a head-mounted camera. Video still
from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 115: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Close-up shot captured by
Martínez’s head-mounted camera showing an unfocused image. Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 116: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Skeins of yarn, 47 x 12 x 12
cm. Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo
Amparo, 2016), 25

Figure 117: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez unraveling
the first knot. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 118: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Over-the-shoulder shot of
Martínez spooling yarn onto the stick. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive,
courtesy of the artist

Figure 119: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 120: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 121: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 122: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez spooling
yarn while his head-mounted camera shows the yarn’s many paths and the front yard
installation dimensions. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the
artist

Figure 123: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez undoing a
knot tied to a nail hammered to the wall in the front yard. Video still from DVD. The Silvia
Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 124: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of the installation hung
on the garden’s parapet. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the
artist

Figure 125: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez bending to
walk under the installation. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the
artist
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Figure 126: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Video still from DVD.
The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 127: Piet Mondrian, Composition A, 1920. Oil on canvas. 35.4 x 35.8 in. (90 x 91 cm)
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Figure 128: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez untangling
yarn from a nail hammered into the wall. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive,
courtesy of the artist

Figure 129: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of installation section
going through a plant. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the
artist
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Figure 130: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez holding the
skein of yarn while undoing a knot in the installation. Video still from DVD. The Silvia
Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 131: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 132: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of Martínez spooling
yarn between the leaves of an agave plant. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive,
courtesy of the artist

Figure 133: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Detail of the skein of yarn
growing bigger in Martínez’s hands. Video still from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive,
courtesy of the artist
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Figure 134: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist.

Figure 135: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 136: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 137: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 138: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 139: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 140: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 141: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Martínez’s long shot from his
head-mounted camera revealing a confusing space without clear beginning or end. Video still
from DVD. The Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 142: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 143: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 144: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist.

Figure 145: Jackson Pollock, One: Number 31, 1950. Oil and enamel paint on canvas, 2.7 x
5.3 m
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Figure 146: Installation view of exhibition First Papers of Surrealism showing string
installation, 1942. Gelatin silver print by John D. Schiff. Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Library and Archives, Gift of Jacqueline, Paul, and Peter Matisse in memory of their mother
Alexina Duchamp, 13-1972- 9 (303). Courtesy of the Leo Baeck Institute, New York.
Hemispheres: A Labyrinth Sketchbook (New York: Americas Society; Puebla: Museo
Amparo, 2016), 47

Figure 147: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 148: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 149: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 150: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 151: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 152: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist

Figure 153: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 154: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist.

Figure 155: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Figure 156: Silvia Gruner, Hemisferios (Hemispheres, 2014). Video still from DVD. The
Silvia Gruner Archive, courtesy of the artist
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Appendix
La Décadanse
Written by Serge Gainsbourg and interpreted by Serge Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin
- Tourne-toi
- Non
- Contre moi
- Non, pas comm’ça
- . . . Et danse
La décadanse
Bouge tes reins
Lentement devant les miens
- Reste là
Derrière moi
Balance
La décadanse
Que tes mains
Frôlent mes seins
Et mon coeur
Qui est le tien
- Mon amour
De toujours
Patience
La décadanse
Sous mes doigts
T’emmènera
Vers de lointains
Au-delà
- Des eaux troubles
Soudain troublent
Mes sens
La décadanse
M’a perdue
Ah tu me tues
Mon amour
Dis m’aimes-tu?
- Je t’aimais
Déjà mais
Nuance
La décadanse
Plus encore
Que notre mort
Lie nos âmes
Et nos corps
- Dieux
Pardonnez nos offenses
La décadanse
A bercé
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Nos corps blasés
Et nos âmes égarées
- Dieux!
Pardonnez nos offenses
La décadanse
A bercé
Nos corps blasés
Et nos âmes égarées
English translation
The Decadance
- Turn around
- No
- Against Me
- No, not like that
- … And Dance
The decadance
Move your hips
Slowly in front of mine
- Stay here
Behind me
Let’s dance
The decadance
Place your hands
close to my breasts
and close to my heart
which is yours
- My love
Forever
Patience
The decadance
Under my fingers
Will take you
To some faraway
land
- Dark waters
Suddenly trouble
My senses
The decadance
Made me feel lost
Oh you kill me
My love
Tell me, do you love me?
- I loved you
Already but
Nuance
The decadance
Even more
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Than our death
Binds our souls
And our bodies
- Gods!
Forgive our sins
The decadance
Has rocked
Our jaded bodies
And our lost souls
- Gods!
Forgive our sins
The decadance
Has rocked
Our jaded bodies
And our lost souls
Source for lyrics and translation: https://www.elearningfrench.com/french-song-englishlyrics-gainsbourg-birkin-la-decadanse.html
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